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Coalition on Smoking OR Health 

March 18, 1993 

Carol Rasco 
Domestic Policy Advisor 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Ms. Rasco: 

On behalf of the American Cancer Society, the American Heart Association, 
and the American Lung Association, united as the Coalition on Smoking OR 
Health, we are writing to request a meeting with you to discuss two important 
issues that could have a significant impact on health in this country. Tobacco 
use is a major public health problem in this country, killing 434,000 
Americans annUally. No initiative would have a greater effect on disease 
prevention and health promotion than a reduction in the use of tobacco 
products. 

First, we would like to discuss a major increase in the tobacco excise taX. 
T~is is one,. action which, could b,oth. reduce tobacco use and provide a 
significant source of funding for h~th care initiatives. If the cigarette excise 
tax were raised by $2 from its current level of $0.24 per pack, approximately 
$25 to $35 billion in additional revenue would be generated. A $2 tax 
increase would also result in approximately 7.6 million fewer smokers. A 
cigarette tax increase of this magnitude would be a major public health 
advance. 

The second issue is the regulation of tobacco products. The Food and Drug 
Administration sho~Ild be given the specific authorities it needs to regulate the 
manufacture, sale,. distribution, labeling, advertising, and promotion of 
tobacco products. The tobacco industry needs to be held to the same 
standards as other consumer product industries. The public must be properly 
informed about tobacco products if they are to take responsibility for 
preventing health problems. The federal government also must take the lead 
i~: e~s~ring that nonsmo~ers are protected, from environmental tobacco smoke: 
• j"'. '.' . l.:: ' 

,' : ~:.~.. . 

..., . ',',." I' '. : 
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We would appreciate an opportunity to meet with you to discuss this important way to improve 
the health of this nation's citizens. Please contact Joy Epstein at the Coalition office, 202-452
1184, to arrange an appointment. 

Sincerely,
CU:__C~ 

Alan C. Davis 
Chairman Vice President for 
Coalition on Smoking OR Health Public Affairs 
Vice President for Public Issues American Heart Association 
American Cancer Society 

1~ullil4~ 
Deputy Managing Director 
American Lung Association 
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"Saving Lives and Raising Revenue: The Case for Major Increases in Federal and State 
Tobacco Taxes" outlines rationales for major increases in tobacco taxation at the state and federal 
levels. It is a working document of the American Cancer Society, American Heart Association and 
American Lung Association, united as the Coalition on Smoking OR Health. It is intended for 
general use by state and federal policy makers, the media and health groups. This document will 
be updated as new information becomes available. 

For more information on tobacco taxation and other public policy health issues relating to 
tobacco use, please contact the Coalition on Smoking OR Health. 

The Coalition on Smoking OR Health gratefully acknowledges assistance and advice on 
tobacco excise tax issues by Jeffrey Harris, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Economics, Massachusens 
Institute of Technology; Eugene Lewit, Ph.D., Director, Research and Grants, Packard Foundation 
Center for the Future of Children; David Sweanor, J.D., Legal Counsel, Non-Smokers' Rights 
Association of Canada; Kenneth Warner, Ph.D., Professor and Chairman, Department of Public 
Health Policy and Administration, School of Public Health, University of Michigan; and Jeffrey 
Wasserman, Ph.D., Program Manager, SysteMetrics, Inc.. 

Coalition on Smoking OR Health 
Saving Lives and Raising Revenue 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Cigarettes kill 435,000 Americans and cost tens of billions of dollars each year. Ever since 
. the release of the landmark report of the Surgeon General nearly 30 years ago, it has been the policy 
of our nation that smoking should be discouraged and that particular efforts should be made to 
discourage children from starting to smoke. 

As budget difficulties at all levels of government increase, as the need for revenue to furid 
such vital needs as health care reform becomes essential, and as more and more Americans die from 
tobacco use, many of our nation's leading public health officials, economists and elected officials 
have concluded that the time has come for major increases in state and federal cigarette excise taxes. 
The case for raising these taxes is persuasive on several fronts: 

* 	 As a health measure. A significant increase on the tax on tobacco products will reduce 
tobacco use, particularly by reducing the number of children who will start and serving as 
a catalyst for many adults to quit. For example, it is estimated that a $2 per pack tax 
increase, maintained in real terms, would reduce the number of people who smoke by over 
7.5 million and would prevent roughly 2 million premature tobacco-caused deaths over 
time. That is a saving of a greater number of lives than American losses from all wars 
combined. 

* 	 As a source of needed revenue. Cigarette taxes provide a unique opportunity for federal 
and state governments to save millions of lives and simultaneously raise substantial revenue 
for priorities such as health care reform .. New revenue is needed for health care reform. 
Conservatively, a $2.00 a pack increase would raise over $20 billion dollars in the first year 
and close to $1OQ billion over 5 years. 

As one of few taxes most Americans support. While proposals to increase most taxes * 
meet fierce popular resistance, polling data shows that 70 - 80 percent or more of the public 
supports higher cigarette taxes to help pay for deficit reduction or health care reform. 

This document discusses in greater detail how raising tobacco taxes substantially can playa 
critical role in reducing the death, disease and economic hardships caused by tobacco use. It 
concludes with the following policy recommendations: 

* 	 State and federal governments should enact major increases in cigarette excise taxes. 

* 	 Federal and state cigarette taxes should be· indexed to keep pace with rising product prices. 

All other tobacco products should be taxed in proportion to the rate imposed on cigarettes. * 	 . . 

Coalition on Smoking OR Health 
Saving Lives and Raising Revenue 
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CIGARETIES: AMERICA'S LEADING PREVENTABLE CAUSE OF DEATH 

Nearly thirty years after the 1964 Surgeon General's Report sounded the health alarm on 
smoking, one-fourth of the nation's adult population remains addicted to cigarettes, and smoking 
remains the leading preventable cause of premature death and crippling disease in the United States. 
In all, smoking now kills an estimated 435,000 Americans each year -- more than alcohol, heroin, 
crack, automobile and airplane accidents, homicides, suicides and AIDS combined. 

SmokIng KJIIs More Anw1cans 
Figure 1 Every 'leer than Alcohol, 


car Accidents, AIDS, SUIctdes, 

Homicides, Fires and Drugs Combined 


247.700 Deaths 

Alcohol 


Car Accidents 

AIDS l 


Suicide 


I...... u.S- """"" Or_c-a 

The cigarette is the only legal product that: 

* 	 kills more than one out of three long-term users and disables many more, when used as 
intended 

* 	 has been determined to be a major cause of heart disyase, lung cancer, mouth and throat 
cancer, emphysema, chronic bronchitis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, low 
birthweight babies, strokes and a variety of other diseases l 

* 	 is as add ictive as cocaine or heroin 

I U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Reducing the Health Consequences of Smoking: 25 
Years of Progress. A Report of the Surgeon General. DID-IS Publication No. (CDC)89-841l, 1989. 

Coalition on Smoking OR Health 
Saving Lives and Raising Revenue 
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Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) -- smoke from other people's cigarettes -- has been 
identified as the nation's third leading cause of preventable death, causing approximately 35.000 to 
40,000 deaths per year from cardiovascular disease among nonsmokers and 3000 lung cancer 
deaths. 2 A panel of expects appointed by the Environmental Protection Agency has recommended 
that ETS be labeled a "Group A Carcinogen," a category reserved for only the most serious human 
carcinogens such as benzene and asbestos:3 

More thall one million teenagers begin smoking each year. a rate of approximately 3000 per 
day. Ninety percent of young smokers report that they became regular smokers before age \8. 4 

Thus reducing smoking by children and teenagers is accepted as a key to reducing the enormous 
burden of addiction, death and disease smoking imposes on'the health and economy of the United 

. I 

States. 

Despite public health programs aimed at reducing teenage smoking, and despite the fact that 
it is illegal (with rare exceptions) to sell cigarettes to children, the smoking initiation rate among 
children and teenagers remains alarmingly high, and the age of initiation of new smokers has fallen 
steadily for several decades. 5 This is no accident. It is panly the result of marketing strategies 
typified byR.J. Reynolds' "Joe Camel" advertising campaign aimed at children and teenagers. 
Cigarette companies lavish nearly $4 billio'n on youth-oriented advertising and gimmicks designed 
to promote and reinforce the image of smoking as youthful, sophisticated and sexy, and to associate 
smoking with freedom and good health. ' 

In addition to strengthening and -enforcing laws to limit youth access to tobacco, the search 
for an effective strategy to discourage teenage smoking leads'to one point upon which health experts 
and the cigarette industry agree: major increases in cigarette taxes will dramatically reduce 
smoking. 

2 Council on Cardiopulmonary and Critical Care, American Heart Association, "Environmental Tobacco 
Smoke and Cardio,vascular Disease," Circulation, August 1992, and V .S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
Res[?iratory Health Effects of Passive Smokin~,Review Draft, May, 1992. 

. " 

3 V.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Respirato!)'Health Effects of Passive Smoking, Review Draft, 
May, 1992. 

4 Pierce, Naquin, Gilpin, Giovino, Mills and Marcus, "Smoking Initiation in the United States: A Role 
forWorksite and College Smoking Bans," Journal of the National Cancer Institute, vol. 83, pp. 1009- 1013 
(1991). ' 

S CDC, "Differences in Age of Smoking Initiation Between Blacks and Whites, United States," MMWR, 
Vol. 40, pp. 754-757, November 8, 1991. 

Coalition on Smoli:ing OR Health 
Saving Lives and Raising Revenue 
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HIGHER CIGARETrE TAXES WILL SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE TOBACCO USE 

A fundamental economic concept holds that the demand for a product goes down as its price' 
goes up. This relationship between demand and price is true for cigarettes as well as other products. 
As a result of numerous studies over the past decade, econom'ists have reached a general consensus on 
the following points: 

* 	 The price elasticity of demand6 for cigarettes is in the range of -0.3 to -0.5. That means that 
a 10 percent increase in the price of cigarettes is expected to cause a 3 to 5 percent decline in 
cigarette consumption. Most economists accept -0.4 as a reasonable mid-range price elasticity 
of demand estimate for cigarettes. 

* 	 Teenagers- are at least as responsive to changes in price as adults. There is some evidence that 
teenagers are significantly more responsive to price changes than adults. 7 

* 	 The price elasticity of demand for large price increases is expected to be at least as large as for 
small increases. 8 

The major response to price increases will be a decrease in the number of people who smoke* 
rather than a decrease in the number of cigarettes smoked by each smoker. This is significant 
because it means that the primary effect of price increases. is to discourage teenagers from 

- starting and encourage current smokers to quit. 9 

Figure 2 illustrates the significant reductions in cigarette consumption that would result from 
major tax increases. (See page 6) 

6 According to the 1992 Surgeon General's report, "Price elasticity of demand measures the degree of 
responsiveness of demand to changes in price; it is the percent change in the quantity of a good demanded, 
divided by the percent change in price that caused the demand change." Smoking and Health in the Americas, 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, DHHS Pub. No. (CDC) 92-8419, p. 129. 

7 One study has estimated that the price elasticity of demand for cigarettes among teenagers is in the range 
of -1.44, more than three times the elasticity figure for adults. Lewit. Coate and Grossman, "The Effects of 
Government Regulation on Teenage Smoking," Journal of Law and Economics, vol. 24, pp. 545-569, 
December, 1981. 

8 Consensus statement adopted by the "Tobacco Tax Working Group" convened by the National Cancer 
Institute, November 11, 1992. 

I) Smoking and Health in the Americas, U .S~ Department of Health and Human Services, DHHS Pub. No. 
(CDC) 92-8419. p. 129-131. 

Coalition on Smoking OR Health 
Saving Lives and Raising Revenue 



Projected 1993 Co~sumpti()n of Cigarettes 

At Alternative Tax Levels 
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Figure 2 

NOTE: 

Figure 2 projects total 1993 U.S. cigarette consumption based on the following assumptions: (1) 
estimated price elasticity of demand for cigarettes of -0.4; (2) estimated average 1993 price per pack 
of $2.16 in the absence of major tax increases, based on historical trends; (3) estimated 1993 
cigarette consumption of 23.418 billion packs in the absence of major tax increases, based on 
historical trends. For purposes of this illustration, no assumptions were made regarding pricing 
decisions by manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers in response to tax increases; such decisions 
could have a significant effect on price and consumption. 

Coalition on Smoking OR Health 
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BY DISCOURAGING PEOPLE FROM USING TOBACCO, 

HIGHER CIGARETTE TAXES W[LL SA VE I\HLLIONS OF LIVES 


Cigarette taxes have an enormous potential to rapidly and significantly reduce tobacco use 
by discouraging young people from beginning to smoke and encouraging some current smokers to 
quit. By reducing the number of people who smoke, over time major cigarette tax increases will 
save millions of lives. A proposal to raise cigarette taxes is therefore, first and foremost, a public 
health measure. 

The table below provides estimates of the number of people who would not start or would 
quit using tobacco as a direct result of cigarette tax increases. 

BENEFITS OF CIGARETTE TAX INCREASES IO 

Amount of Number 
Tax Increase Fewer Tobacco Users 

$ .50 2.5 million 
$1.00 4.5 million 
$2.00 7.6 million 
$3.00 9.8 million 
$4.00 11.5 million 
$5.00 12.8 million 

The number of premature deaths. that would be averted by major tax increases cannot be 
predicted with precision, but may be estimated. For example, if one out of four of those discouraged 
from smoking avoids dying prematurely as a result, then: 

* 	 A $1 per pack tax increase, maintained in real terms, would save about 1.1 million lives over 
time -- preventing more deaths than have been caused by illicit drugs throughout U.S. 
history. 

A $2 per pack tax increase, maintained in real terms, would save about 1.9 million lives over* 
time --	 preventing more American deaths than have been caused by all wars in which the 
U. S. has participated combined. 

10 All estimates are based on hypothetical tax increases taking effect in 1993, and are based on the 
following assumptions: (l) Tax increases are maintained in. real terms over time; (2) A price elasticity 
estimate for smoking participation of -0.26; that is, a 10 percent increase in price is expected to result in 
approximately a 2.6 percent decrease in the total number of smokers in the population. This estimate is 
supported by research by Lewit and Coate (1982), as cited in Smoking and Health in the Americas, U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, Office on Smoking and Health, DHHS Publication No. (CDC) 
92-8419, p. 131; (3) Projected average price per pack of cigarettes in 1993 of $2.16 in the absence of major 
tax increases, based on historical trends; (4) A 1993 smoking population of 46 million. 

Coalition on Smoking OR H~alth 
Saving Lives and Raising Revenu~ 
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REVENUE POTEl'ITIAL OF HIGHER CIGARETTE TAXES 

A major cigarette tax increase will raise tens of billions of dollars to address state and 
national priorities, such as health care reform. 

Federal, state and local governments collected about $11 billion in cigarette excise taxes in 
1991. 11 That is a fraction of the revenue that could be generated if cigarette taxes were raised 
substantially for health reasons. 

New revenue generated from substantially increasing cigarette taxes may be used to help meet 
pressing needs at the state and federal levels, including: 

Health care reform* 

* Minority and urban health care 

Deficit reduction * 

* Health promotion, education and research 

Tobacco control * 

How much would a substantial tax increase raise? 

The Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation conservatively estimates that an increase of 
one dollar will generate a net gain of revenue of $14.8 billion in the first calendar year (1994), 
$13.1 billion in 1995, $13.0 billion in 1996, $12.9 billion in 1997 and $12.8 billion in 1998 for a 
5 year total of $66.5 billion. 

The most conservative estimates of the Joint Committee show that an increase of $2 a pack 
will generate approximately $90 billion over five years. Other noted economists estimate that a $2 
a pack increase is likely to generate more than $100 billion in new revenue over 5 years .. 

Figure 3 shows the amount of revenue independent experts have predicted would be 
generated. These estimates are based upon the most recent available price information and the best 
available analysis of the price elasticity of demand for tobacco products. The estimates are higher 
than those suggested by the Joint Committee on Taxation. For example, Figure 3 estimates that a 

.' $2 increase per pack would generate between $30 and $35 billion of new tobacco tax revenue in the 
first year. 

II The Tax. Burden on Tobacco, The Tob~cco Institute. Washington. DC, 1991, vol. 26. 

Coalition on Smoking OR HealLh 
Saving Lives and Raising Revenue 
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, 

Projected 1993 Cigarette Tax Revenue 
At Alternative Tax Levels 

Total Federal and State Revenue (Billions of Dollars) 
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Figure 3' 

NOTE: 

Figure J projects combined federal and state revenue in 1993 dollars based on the following 

assumptions: (l) estimated price elasticity of demand for cigarettes of-O.4; (2) estimated average 

1993 price per pack of $2.16 in the absence of major tax increases, based on historical trends; (3) 

estimated 1993 cigarette consumption of 23 ~418 billion packs in the absence of major tax increases, 

based on historical trends. For purposes of thisill\lstration, no assumptions were', made regarding 

pricing decisions by manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers in response to tax increases; such 

decisions could have a significant effect on'price and consumption. 
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HIGHER TOBACCO TAXES BENEFIT FEDERAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS 

Federal and state governments would gain significant new revenue if tobacco taxes were 
raised dramatically. 

Because today's rates are relatively low, higher tax rates would result in declining smoking 
rates while still allowing large increases in revenue. State governments may be net winners even if 
only the federal government increases cigarette taxes significantly, assuming that the states are able 
to negotiate an equitable revenue sharing. formula that returns a portion of federal cigarette tax 
revenue to the states. Nevertheless, tobacco tax increases at all levels of government would provide 
the greatest health and economic benefits. 

Concerns that higher cigarette taxes will soon lead to declining revenue due to lower smoking 
rates are not warranted. Higher cigarette taxes will result in higher government revenue even at the 
highest estimates of the price elasticity of demand for cigarettes. This fact has been proven 
repeatedly by no greater authority than the tobacco industry itself. It has consistently increased 
prices by 10-12 percent per year, thereby increasing the cost of cigarettes. As a result, cigarette 
company profits continue to skyrocket despite reduced consumption. 

To ensure that tobacco taxes do not decline in real terms, tobacco taxes must be indexed (i.e. 
automatically adjusted) to keep pace with rapid increases in the price of cigarettes imposed by the 
tobacco industry. This is a critical point currently overlooked by state and federal governments 
alike. 
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PA YING FOR THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY SMOKING 

Tobacco taxes do not pay for the yearly cost of tobacco to the American public. Total 
tobacco tax revenues (including all federal, state, and local taxes), which total only about $11 billion 
per year, represent a fraction of the costs tobacco imposes .. 

, 

Cigarette taxes may be viewed as compensation for the burden of death, disease, health care 
costs, fires, and lost productivity that smoking imposes on society. 

The costs associated with smoking are enormous by any measure. They include: 

* 	 An estimated $50 I billion in excess Ii fetime health care costs for current and former 
-smokers. That number grows by approximately $9-10 billion annually due to the additional 
excess lifetime health care costs of the one million .teenagers who take up smoking each 
year. 12 

* 	 An estimated $65 billion in health care costs and lost producti v ity in 1985, or $2.17 per pack 
of cigarettes sold that year,13 Of that sum, over $23 billion is in health care costs alone. 

By focusing on quantifiable costs, these estimates exclude intangible costs such as the pain 
and suffering of people with tobacco-caused diseases, and of their families and friends. These costs 
may be as great or greater than the already enormous health' care costs. Moreover, this approach 
assigns no value to the millions of lives higher cigarette taxes would save in the future by 
discouraging teenagers from beginning to smoke. These factors also should be considered in 
establishing an adequate cigarette tax. 

12 Hodgson, Thomas A., "Cigarette Smoking and Lifetime Medical Expenditures ," The Milbank Quarterly, 
Vol. 70, No.1. 1992, pp. 81-125: Hodgson's estimates project lifetime health care costs for smokers 25 and 
older in 1985, based on current smoking trends. Estimates are expressed in 1990 dollars with future costs 
discounted at 3 percent. 

I) Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Congress, "Smoking-Related Deaths and Financial Costs." 
September 1985 (Staff Memorandum). 
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CIGARETIE TAXES ARE FAIR 

Despite overwhelming evidence of the health and economic benefits of higher cigarette taxes, 
the cigarette industry argues that such taxes are unfair to poor people, the elderly and tobacco farmers. 
None of these charges withstands scrutiny. 

Low income Americans. Proponents of an increase in the tobacco tax are very concerned about both 
the health and economic well 'being of low income Americans. Low income Americans are least able' , 
to afford the costs of tobacco related disease, are the least likely to have ~ccess to health care, and 
rarely have access to the best smoking cessation services. Nonetheless, for years the tobacco industry 
has targeted low income Americans, particularly the children of low income Americans. with their 
advertising and promotional campaigns. 

Research shows that a substantial increase in the price of tobacco as the result of an increase in 
the excise tax will cause many low income children not to start, or to quit before they become 
addicted. 14 It will also lead many low income smokers to quit altogether. For those who do not start 
or who quit, there will be an immediate economic gain and a long term health benefit. For those who 
continue to smoke, the revenue generated by the tax will help to pay for their increased health care 
needs and possibly to expand health care coverage to many low income Americans not currently 
covered. 

The elderly. Only 11.5 percent of women and 14.6 percent of men over the age of 65 smoke. 15 

These are the lowest rates of all age groups. Therefore the elderly will be least affected -- positively 
or negatively -- by major cigarette tax increases. 

Tobacco farmers. The interests of tobacco farmers and the major tobacco manufacturers are not 
necessarily the same. The tobacco iridustry argues that higher taxes harm tobacco farmers. The truth 
is that tobacco farmers now earn only 3 cents of every dollar in cigarette sales, while 73 cents goes to 
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers. 16 While the profits of the manufacturers have risen over the 
last decade as the result of price increases, the price manufacturers pay to farmers has not kept pace. 
In the case of a $2 per pack increase in the federal cigarette excise tax, tobacco farmers would lose only 
about $1 due to decreased smoking for every $100 in new revenue raised by higher tobacco taxes. To 
put it another way, the government would have to forego $100 dollars in revenue for every $1 it 
"saves" for the tobacco farmer -- an absurdly inefficient subsidy program by any standard. 

Tobacco farmers have been hurt more by the decision of the manufacturers to use more imported 
tobacco than by consumption decreases. More than 36 percent of all tobacco in U.S.-made cigarettes 

14 Townsend, Joy L, "Cigarette Tax, Economic Welfare and Social Class Patterns of Smoking, If Applied 

Economics, 1987, 19.355-365. 


15 CDC, "Cigarette Smoking Among Adults, United States, 1990," MMWR, vo141, pp. 354-362, May 

22, 1992. 


16 USDA, "The Cigarette User's Dollar, "Tobacco Situation and Outlook Report, June, 1992. 
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. was j'mported in 1991, compared to 13 percent in 1969Y 

The number of farms growing tobatco is already declining on its own. Over the last 28 years 
close to 200,000 farms have stopped growing tobacco. If 'l- portion of any excise tax increase is 
allocated to assist farmers who voluntarily wish to stop growing tobacco to make the transition to other 
crops, th,e tax could benefit rather than harm those farmers. ' 

For these reasons, the answer to challenges facing U.S. tobacco farmers is not to encourage 
Americans to smoke by keeping taxes low or: to promote smoking abroad. A better solution would be 

,to use a small portion of cigarette tax revenues to pay for programs to assist tobacco farmers in 
substituting alternative crops or finding other employment. Such programs have been used successfully 
in Canada and New· Zealand. 

17 United States Department of Agriculture, Tobacco Situation and Outlook Report, September, 1992, p. 
,37. 
, . 
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REVERSING THE DECLINE IN U.S. CIGARETTE TAX RATES 

It is a bitter irony that, alone among developed countries, the U.S. has allowed cigarette taxes 
to fall significantly in real terms since the dangers of smoking were first revealed in the 1950s. 

The decline in cigarette taxes is even more dramatic when expressed as a percentage of the 
price of a pack of cigarettes. (See Figure 4.) 

In order to restore overall (state an~ federal) taxes to their 1965 level of 50 percent of pack 
price, current taxes would, at a minimum,. need to be tripled from the 1992 average (federal and 
state) of approximately 50 cents to about $1.50. 

Of course the goal should not be to restore taxes to their level before the health risks of 
smoking were known, but to raise them substantially for health and economic reasons. 

The reason tobacco taxes expressed as a percentage of pack price have fallen so dramatically 
is that the cigarette industry has raised wholesale prices at three times the rate of inflation in recent 
years, or about 12 percent per year. (See Figure 5.) 

The combination of low tobacco taxes and sharp price increases has resulted in huge profits 
for the tobacco industry. Philip Morris, for example, enjoyed profits on its domestic cigarette sales 
of more than 40 percent in 1991 Y That is more than eight times the average profit on other 
nondurable manufactured products in 199 L 19 

18 Operating profits divided by operating revenue, Philip Morris Companies Inc. Annual Report, 1.991. 

19 Quarterly reports of average profits by nondurable manufacture~s ranged from 3 percent to 5 percent 
in 1.991, according to data provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. 
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TOBACCO TAXATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
AVERAGE CIGARETTE TAX AS A PERCENTAGE 
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Figure 5 

u.s. To bacco Taxes 

Versus Pack Price 
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THE PUBLIC SUPPORTS HIGHER CIGARETTE TAXES 

Surveys conducted over the past several years consistently show that higher cigarene taxes are 
an acceptable method of raising revenue and reducing deficits. 

* 	 A March, 1993 USA Today, CNN, Gallup poll found :that 83 % of the public favors increasing 
cigarette and other tobacco taxes to help pay for health care r~form. 20 

* 	 A March, 1993 Wall Street Journal, NBC news poll found that 70% of those polled favored a 
$2 increase in the tobacco tax to help pay for health care reform. 21 

* 	 A December, 1992 national poll by Louis Harris and Associates found that 76 percent of voters 
support higher cigarene and liquor taxes to pay. for health care reform~ 22 

An April, 1992 national poll conducted by' Peter Hart & Associates showed 76 percent of the* 
public believes that raising cigarene and liquor taxes would be a good (46 percent) or acceptable 
(30 percent) way to fund a national health insurance planY 

A 1989 national poll found that 76 percent of the public either favors or strongly favors an* 
increase of the cigarette excise tax as a means of reducing the federal budget deficit. 24 

* 	 A September, 1992 Michigan poll found that more than twice as many voters would vote for 
a candidate for the state legislature who supported a 25-cent increase in the state's tobacco tax 
(58 percent) than would vote for a candidate who. opposed the tax increase (27 percent). 25 

A 1992 poll in Massachusetts found 70 percent of the state's public favored a 25-cent increase * 
in the state's cigarette excise tax. Support remained s:trong (68 percent) even after respondents 
were told that the increase would give Massachusetts: the highest cigarene tax in the nation. 26 

2°"C1inton Winning Nation Over," USA Today, March 1, 1993. 


21"Trade - Offs," Wall Street Journal. March 12, 1993. 


22 Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, Harvard University. Louis Harris and Associates, cited in Robert 

J. Blendon, et. aI., "The Implications of the 1992 Presidential Election for Health Care Reform," Journal of 
the American Medical Association, Vol. 268, pp. 3371-3375. 

23 "Financing National Health Care: A Nationwide Survey of Voters' Opinions," The Mildred and Claude 
Pepper Foundation, May 15, 1992, p. 29. 

24 "The People; the Press and Politics: Public Opinion About Economic Issues," A Times-Mirror Survey, 
March, 1989. 

l!S "Cigarette Taxes and 1992 State Elections," American Lung Association - Michigan, September 1992. 
, . 

26 "A Study of Attitudes Among Voters in Massachusetts," May 20, 1992. 
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This strong support for higher cigarette taxes has proven resi lient in the face of aggressive 
tobacco industry media campaigns. Californians approved higher cigarette taxes by a l6 point margin 
in a 1988 referendum, despite a tobacco industry media blitz that outspent health groups by more than 
l3 to 1. More recently. Massachusetts voters approved a 25-cent increase by a 10 point margin despite 
an even higher rate of industry spending. In contrast, other revenue-raising options face formidable 
public opinion barriers. The 1992 Peter Hart & Associates survey showed that cigarette and liquor 
taxes are more than twice as acceptable to Americans as higher payroll. gasoline, estate or across-the
board income taxes. 
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PUTIING HIGHER CIGARETTE TAXES TO WORK: 

EXAMPLES FROM THE U.S. AND ABROAD 


The health and economic benefits of higher cigarette taxes are not merely theoretical. They 
already have been achieved in some developed countries and, to a lesser extent, in some U.S. states. 
The states and nations that have successfully raised cigarette taxes provide useful models for the 
United States and proof that higher cigarette taxes work. 

California 

In 1988; California voters approved Proposition 99, 'which raised state cigarette taxes from 
10 to 35 cents, the second-highest rate in the nation at that time. Health and economic benefits have 
been substantial: 

* 	 Cigarette smoking dropped 17 percent between' 1989 and 1991, about twice the U. S. 
average. 27 

* 	 Regression analysis shows that a 5 and 7 percent decline in consumption during the first year 
of the tax is due to the tax increase alone. 28 

* 	 Revenue raised by the tobacco tax has been used to fund medical care for the indigent, 
tobacco control programs and research, parks and wildlife programs and firefighting services. 

Canada 

Canada provides the clearest example. Combined federal and provincial cigarette taxes there 
were raised from an average of 46 cents in 1980 to $3.27 in' 1991. The sharpest increases came in 
the late 1980s, as government explicitly adopted a pro-health approach to tobacco taxation. Canada's 
policy has paid off handsomely: . 

* 	 Teen smoking has been reduced by approximately two-thirds since 1980, according to the 
Non-Smokers' Rights Association. This decline in smoking is expected to save hundreds of 
thousands of lives over time. 

* 	 Total cigarette consumption is falling faster than in any major industrialized nation; The rate 
of decline is more than twice that of the United States. (See Figure 6.) 

* 	 Cigarette tax reve'nue has grown from about $1 billion in 1981 to more than $7 billion in 
1991. 

27 Burns, O. Pierce, J.P., Tobacco Use in California 1980-1991, California Department of Health 
Services, 1992, p. 31. 

28 Flewelling et aL, "First Year Impact of the 1989 California Cigarette Tax Increase on Cigarette 
Consumption," American Journal of Public Health, June 1992, VoL 82, No.6, p. 867-869. 
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While other factors, such as Can:.j.da's ban on cigarette advertising, also contributed to 
Canada's success, experts agree that the tax increases have been the most important component of 
Canada's comprehensive tobacco control program. 

Other Countries 

Other countries. including Australia. New Zealand, the United Kingdom, Ireland and Hong 
Kong also "have raised cigarette taxes substantially on health grounds. In contrast. the steady decline 
in U.S. cigarette taxes (in real terms) has left the United States with the lowest cigarette tax of the 
major industrialized nations. (See figure 7.) 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 .
Cigarette Taxes In Developed Nations 

Data fro III 1991 & 1992 
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

On the basis of the information set forth in this document, the American Cancer Society, American 
Heart Association and American Lung Association. united as the Coalition on Smoking OR Health. have 
adopted the following policy positions with respect to the taxati'on of tobacco products: 

1. 	 The time has come for the United States to enact major increases in state and federal cigarette taxes 
in order to reduce teen smoking, save lives, and offset, the costs of smoking by raising significant 
new revenue. 

2. 	 Federal and state cigarette taxes sho!.ild be indexed to the average wholesale or retail price of 
cigarettes, or to a comparable measure that will ensure that cigarette taxes will, at a minimum, keep 
pace with rising prices. 

3. 	 . All other tobacco products, including snuff, chewing tobacco, rolling tobacco, pipe tobacco and 
cigars, should be taxed in proportion to the rate imposed on cigarettes. 

Coalilion on Smoking OR Heallh 
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SAVING LIVES AND RAISING REVENUE: 

THE CASE FOR HIGHER TOBACCO TAXES 


Tobacco Facts: 

• Cigarettes kill more than 434,000 Americans each year--more than alcohol, 
heroin, crack, automobile and airplane accidents, murders, suicides and AIDS combined. 

• Cigarettes cost the A merican pub lic more than $65 billion each year in tobacco-
related health care costs and lost productivity. 

Tobacco Taxes Save Lives and Reduce Tobacco Use: 

• A substafitial increase in the tax on tobacco products is one of the most effective 
methods for significantly reducing tobacco use among children and adults. 

• For every 10 percent increase in the price of tobacco products, there will be 
approximately a four percent decrease in tobacco consumption, and possibly an even greater 
decrease in tobacco use among children. 

• A tax increase of approximately $2.00 per pack is likely to reduce tobacco use 
by about 23 percent and encourage more than 7 million Americans not to smoke, preventing 
about 2 million premature deaths over time. 

Tobacco Taxes Are a Source of Substantial Revenue: 

• Federal, state and local governments currently collect about $11 billion dollars 
in cigarette taxes. Of that sum approximately $4.75 billion is collected by the federal 
government and approximately $6.0 billion is collected by state and local governments. 

• A federal tax increase of $2.00 per pack will generate an additional $25 billion
$35 billion dollars in tobacco tax revenues. An increase of just $1.00 per pack would generate 
an additional $10 billion-$20 billion in federal tobacco tax revenues. 

-Over



A Tobacco Tax Increase is Needed and is Fair: 

• In constant dollars, the federal tax on cigarettes is about one-half what it was in 
1955. 

• Taxes on tobacco are substantially lower in 'the United States than in virtually all 
other industrialized western nations. 

• Over the past decade there 'has been no significant decrease in teen smoking rates 
in the United States. Higher tobacco taxes in California have led to a drop in cigarette smoking 
equal to three times the national average. Higher taxes have led to a reduction in teen smoking 
in Canada of almost two-thirds since 1980. 

The Public Supports Higher Tobacco Taxes: . 

• In Nqvember 1992, after the election, Louis Harris & Associates found 76% of 
voters would support higher liquor and cigarette taxes for a national health insurance program. 
Other funding sources had much lower levels of support.· 

• In April, 1992 national poll conducted by Peter Hart & Associates showed 76 
percent of the public believes that raising cigarette and liquor taxes would be a good (46 percent) 
or a\?ceptable (30 percent) way to fund a national health insurance plan. 

• A 1989 national poll founq that 76 percent of the public either favors or strongly 
favors an increase of the cigarette excise tax as a means 9f reducing the federal budget deficit. 

• A September t 1992 Michigan poll found that more than twice as many voters 
would vote for a candidate for the state legislature who supported a 25-cent increase in the 
state's tobacco tax (58 percent) than would vote for a candidate who opposed the tax increase 
(27 percent). 
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Organizations Supporting $2 Tobacco Excise Tax Increase 
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TUESDAY. MARCH 2. 1993 

Today's debate is on CIGARETIE TAXES and 

whether they should be hiked to pay for health-care reform. 


Raise tobacco taxes 

"'·!l1if1'f1tfl Higher taxes could 
~ save lives as well as 
bring in needed health-care 

dollars. 
President Clinton says he's consider

ing a big, new tax on tobacco to pay for 
health-care reform. 

And well he should. The idea is over
due. The tax could raise money and save 
thousands of Ii ves a year. 

No plan yet has been proposed, but 
the White House is said to be consider
ing a tax that would increase cigarette 
prices by as much as $2 a pack 
enough, say some, to raise $35 biJljon. 

That won't cover even the Clinton ad
. ministration's conservative estimates of 

the cost of overhauling the health-care 
system. But it could be a big help. 

What fairer way to get money than to 
tax behavior that adds billions of dollars 
to the USA's health-care burden? 

Fifty million Americans still smoke 
despite the massive anti-smoking cam
paign that began in the 1960s. 

es attributable to "secondhand" smoke, 
according to a coalition of major health 
organizations that supports the tax. 

Experience at the state level, where 
taxes range from 2 cents to 51 cents a 
pack, shows smokers respond to price 
hikes by cutting back or quilting. In Cali
fornia, for instance, smoking is down 
17% frvc years after a 25-cent tax hike. 

A big kick in the current 24-cent-a
pack national tax likely would have an 
equal or greater impact. While state tax
es ('.;1n be beaten by "buuleggers," who 
smuggle cigarettes from low-tax states to 
high-tax ones, national taxes cannot. 

Predictably, some members of Con
gress say that a $2 tax is politically unre
alistic. 

Even more predictably, lobbyists are 
arguing that a tobacco tax, like all regres
sive taxes, places an undue burden on 
lower- and middle-income Americans. 

Maybe it is regressive tax policy. But 
if so, it's progressive health policy, bene
flting the poorest most of all. 

And that's good public policy. Full 
More than 434,000 Americans die. speed ahead. 

prematurely as a result ofsmoking every 
year; another 53,000 are killed by illness~ 
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'Monster Cigarette Tax' of Up to $2 a Pack Is Said to Gain Support 

By Dana Priest 

"'_"""SUI"'..... 
PreSident Clintoo 18 reviewing proposals 

that include raising federal taxes on ciga
rettes as high as 12 a pack to provide mon
ey for health care. proposals that have the 
support of the depanments of Treasury and . 
Health and Human Services. soorces said. 

. The $2 Vmonitet cigarette lax" is favored 
by some health specialists 011 the presi· 
deft('& hulth care tull force. who have es
IlIDIIld II would r_135 b&Ibon" year lhat 
,....... hnIa..-e t..lUI COft'fllll! for _ 

.J/ rtIor Jf mMIIoa .-red Amrncana. 

n.. UIll"Ht IecirnI tu 011 " PKIt ol (1&
UlE11a IS :%6 centa .uld ""te Inea on a 
........... 11 luau .Ill .werage ol 11.90 na

·1......01'. "lIaed l.i.6t yeu from 51 cents LIl 
Ya_-blloclta to 2.5 cenl.6 in Virginia. 
~ federal taxes 011 cigarettes. 

wtucb Clinton &.lid Thursday he is consid
enng. is one of the revenue-raising mech
ania.ma hia health care task force is study
ing. Additional taxes on health care provid
ers, taxing some health benefits and in
creasing Medicare premiums for wealthy 
seniors are also being coosidered. 

In an upcoming issue of Health Affairs. an 
academic journal, two health care special
ista who are members of the task force's 
working group on fmancing health care, 
argue that a $2-a-patk tax is a "particularly 

attractiveH way to raise mooey to pay for 
health coverage for uninsured Americans. 

The idea of taxing cigarettes has wide 
support in the health community and among 
members of Clinton'S administration and 
the public. Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bent
sen has been a longtime critic of tobacco 
products, and Health and Human Services 
Secretary Donna E. Shalala was a com
mitted anti-smoker as chancellor of the Uni· 
versity of Wisconsin. where she imposed a 
5IIIOiUng ban in near Iy all the 900 buildings 
011 the MIdiaoo campua. 

By booeuni cigarette tues. proponents 
wy. tlw: ChlltOil adnunl~tratlon would send a 
t~ hulth maaage: First, that the 
admuuatrlllon IS comnulted to uSII\g us p0

litical clout to deal with preventable health 
mM.s; second. that It i~ wdling to take on a 
powerful interest group-the tobacco com
panies-to raise money for national health 

. care. 
The General Assembly in Virginia, a to

bacco-producing state, this week gutted a 
bill to restrict public smoking and strength
ened job protectiona for smokers. The to
bacco industry was a major contributor to 
Slate legislative races in Virginia and spent 
more . than $70.000 on winning campaigns 
in the state in 1991. 

"This tax is of enormous social . value: 
said Alan Davis. chairman of the Coalition 
on Smoking OR Health, an anti-smoking 
wnbrella organization for the American 

Heart Association, the American Lung As
sociation and the American Cancer Society. 
"The regressivity of the tax would be cyc
lical. Y011 would send money back into the 
communities that need it most.' 

Most objections to a tax on cigarettes, 
<UId to excise taxes in general, are based on 
the argument that the tax is regressive

"'Jaxing cigarettes is the 
one way we know for 
sure stops smoking. 
There $ a direct 
correlation. " 

-Howald Temin. member National 
ea- 1nali1Ut6 Adviaoty Board 

hiuing low-income people harder than high
income people. 

"We're sure in the end that President 
Clinton will decide that a regressive laX on 
the middle class is not the way to fund 
health care: said a spokeswoman for the 
Tobacco Institute. a manufacturers' asso
ciation. "An I!xcise tax falls harder on the 
people who can least afford to pay. There's 
no way around that." 

To health advocates. however. the tax's 

regressivity is a positive feature because it 
hits some consumers where they are likely 
to respond-in the pocketbook. . 

"Taxing cigareues is the one way we 
know for sure stops smoking. There's a di
rect correlation," said Howard Temin, a 
Nobel laureate for his discoveries in molec
ular biology and a member of the National 
Cancer Institute Advisory Board. That' 
board last month approved a resolution sup
porting a tax of at least $2 per pack. 

More than 434.000 Americans died in 
1988, the latest year for which figures are 

available, from health problems caused by 

smoking. according to the Centers for Dis

. ease Control. Smoking is the No. 1 cause of 

preventable deaths in the United States and 

is responsible for about one-fifth oi all 

deaths. 

The federal government estimates that 
the cost of smoking-related. illness and . 
death to the nation is about $65 billion a 
year. This includes the cost to the govern
ment. the private sector and individuals and 
takes into account not only spending on 
health care triggered by smoking-related 
diseases but also hours of work lost by sick 
individuals. 

In 1984, the Canadian government 
mounted an assault on ~moking. It has 
banned virtually all cigarette advertising 
and has steadily increased taxes on ciga
rettes. which were 46 cents a pack in 1980 
and now average $3.70. 

Tobacco consumption in Canada fell as 
prices rose. according to the Finance Min
istry. Between 1980 and 1991. total domes
tic sales had fallen by about 37 percent and 
domestic tobacco sales per capita had fallen 
by almost 44 percent. 

Economists believe cigarettes taxes are a 
potent deterrent to young smokers, who 
have less spending money than adults. 
About 90 percent of all smokers begin to 
smoke' before they turn 18. according to the 
American Cancer Society, . 

"It really hits the kids." said Temin, 
The CDC warned states yesterday that 

the federal government will withhold fed
eral health funds from states that fail to en
force bans on tobacco .ales to minors. Dur· 
ing a recent study conducted in Texas. al· 
most two-thirds of teenagers who tried to 
buy tobacco were allowed .to do so, and an
'other study found almost halt succeeded in 
Missouri. They are among the 47 states 
that ban tobacco sales to anyone Wlder 18. 

Georgia sets the age at 17; New Mexico 
regulates only smokeless tobacco and Mon
tana has no ban. Federal law gives those 
three states until September to make 18 
the legal age to buy tobacco or they will 
lose part of their aimual federal granta to 
fight substance abuse. 

Stall write,. Pete,. Bake,. contribllUli to thil 
story from Richmond. 

.r· ... , ~ ! 
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Twofer Taxes 

T AXING TOBACCO more heavily-as Presi

dent Clinton suggested the other day-is a 
thoroughly good idea. It's a twofer. The tax 

not only would raise substantial amounts of money 
for a government that desperately needs it but would 
exercise greater pressure on people to cut down 
their smoking. It's not as though smoking has not 
been repeatedly identified by health authorities as a 
major cause of deaths in the country and the most 
easily preventable major cause. 

While he's at it, Mr. Clinton should also consider 
higher taxes on alcohol. The same logic applies 
there. It's another twofer. It's like his proposal for an 
energy tax, which would not only raise money but 
encourage conservation. Enlightened poUcy favors, 
wherever possible, taxes that can serve more than 
one public purpose. 

Before the tobacco and atcohollobbies begin shriek
ing about unfairness to their abused customers. you 
might want to consider the history of those taxes. Like 
most American excises, they have been severely 
eroded by inflation over the years. The federal tax on 
cigarettes was set at 8 cents a pack in 1951. Adjusting 
it for inflation, that was the equivalent of 44 cents 
today. But the actual tax now is only 24 cents. Merely 
putting it back where it was in real terms four decades 
ago would raise more than $3 biItim a year• .Raising it 
further to $2 a pack. as ~ people in the administra

tion suggest, would raise many more billions-and 
discourage smoking much more powerfully. 

The shrinkage of the excise taxes over the past 
generation is, incidentaUy, a reason why a heavier 
share of· the federal tax load now faUs on personal 
income taxes. You can see the same thing in the 
levies on alcohol. In 1951 the tax on distilled liquor 
was $10.50 per gallon of alcohol. In today's doUars, 
that's $57.35. But today's tax is only $13.50 per 
gallon-in real terms, less than one-fourth the rate 
in the early 19508, when people's incomes were half 
the present level. The taxes on the alcohol content of 
beer and· wine are a bit less. The Congressional 
Budget Office calculates that a uniform tax of $16.50 
per gallon on alcohol for aU beverages-still less 
than a third of the rate four decades ago-would 
raise an impressive $4.7 billion a year. 

Taken together, tobacco and alcohol taxes can 
provide a significant contribution to dosing the 
budget deficit. But they can do more. They can help 
carry some of the costs of caring for the illnesses 
that accompany tobacco and alcohol. As the country 
approaches health care reform, it's reasonable to 
require these two products to bear at least some 
small part of the financial liabilities they create. And 
to the extent that higher prices might also mean 
marginally less smoking and drinking. that couldn't 
be bad for the COWltry'S health. 
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Heart 
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Coalition on Smoking OR Health 

TIlE CASE FOR CLEAN INDOOR AIR 

A growing body of statistical and clinical evidence has determined 
that the involuntary inhalation of environmental tobacco smoke 
(ETS) is a causative factor in death and disease among nonsmokers. 
Several recent developments underline the urgency of addressing
this issue. ' 

The u.s. Environmental Protection Aqency has issued a risk 
assessment that classifies ETS as a Group A carcinoqen, i.e. a 
known human cancer-causinq aqent. Other Group A carcinoqens 
include asbestos and benzene. 

The American Heart Association's council on cardiopulmonary and 
Critical Care has released a study identifyinq ETS as a major 
preventable cause of cardiovascular diseases and death. 

The Kational Institute for occupational safety and Health (KIOSH) 
has recommended that smokinq be eliminated in the workplace, and if 
it cannot, that any smokinq area be a physically separate area, 
separately ~entilated. 

Following is a summary of evidence presented by the U.S. Surgeon 
General, the National' Academy of Sciences, the National Cancer 
Institute, EPA and the American Heart Association: 

Health Hazards of Involuntary smoking 

In adults: 

• 	 Environmental tobacco smoke is responsible for more than 
3,000 lung cancer deaths per year in U.S. nonsmokers, and 
more than 35,000 cardiovascu~ar deaths per year. 

• 	 In a long-term study of 2,100 adult subjects, researchers 
found that a chronic exposure to tobacco smoke in the 
work environment is harmful to the nonsmoker and 
significantly reduces small-airways function. 

• 	 Women married to men who smoke more than 20 cigarettes a 
day have twice the risk of developing lung cancer as do 
women married to nonsmokers. Some studies suggest the 
risk is dose-related. 

• 	 Women married to current or former smokers have a 14.9% 
greater chance of dying from ischemic heart disease than 

1150 Connecticut Avenue. NW. Suite 820. Washington. DC 20036 
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do women married to men who have never smoked. 

In children: 

• 	 ETS .exposure increases the risk of' lower respiratory 
tract infections such as brondhitis' and pneumonia. EPA 
estimates that between 150,000 and 300,000 of these cases 
annually in infants and young children up to 18 months of 
age are attributable to exposure to ETS. of these, 
between 7,500 and 15,000 will result in hospitalization. 

• 	 ETS exposure increases the prevalence of fluid in 
the middle ear, a sign of, chronic middle ear 
disease. 

• 	 ETS exposure increases the frequency of episodes and 
severity of symptoms in asthmatic children. The EPA risk 
assessment estimates that 200,000 to 1,000,000 asthmatic 
chi ldren have their condition worsened by exposure to 
environmental tobacco smoke. 

There are more than 4,000 chemicals, including at least 40 
carcinogens in ETS. Substances in ETS include "tar," nicotine, 
ammonia, benzene, carbon! monoxide, and carbon dioxide. 
Environmental tobacco smoke can remain: in the air,particularly 
indoors, for several hours ~fter the actual act of smoking has 
ended. 

A 1992 Gallup Poll commissioned by the American Lung Association 
found that among current smokers, 89% believe ETS is harmful to 
infants and young children, 86% believe that it is harmful to 
pregnant women, and 76% believe that it is harmful to older healthy 
adults. The survey also found that there is increasing public 
support for total bans or restrictions :on smoking in workplaces, . 
restaurants, hotels, buses and trains. 

Given the above evidence, it is imperative that measures be taken 
immediately to protect nonsmokers from the hazards of environmental 
tobacco smoke. The American Cancer. society, Amer ican Heart 
Association and American Lung Association, united as the Coalition 
on Smoking OR Health, recommend that smpking be prohibited in all 
public places, most importantly schools, child day care centers and 
workplaces. 



PUBLIC POLICY BRIEF 


On January 7, 1993, the U.S. Environmental Protectlot1 Agency Environmental (EPA) released a long~awaited report assessing cUrrent scientific 
evidence on the health risks of exposure to environmental.Tobacco tobacco smoke (ETS).. 

Based on the total weight of evidence In the scientific 
. Smoke 	 literature, the EPA report concludes that exposure to ETS, also 

known as secondhand smoke, Is more dangerous to the respira
tory health of nonsmoking adults and children than t:>reviously. 	 . 

believed. 

In adults -- .After evaluating 30 epidemiological studies on lungMajor Conclusions 
cancer in individuals who have never smoked, the EPA deter
mined that -

• ETS is now classified as a Group A (known human 
. carCinogen) responsible for approximately 3,000 lung cancer 

deaths each year in U.S. nonsmokers. Other GroUp A carcino
gens include asbestos, benzene and radon. 

• 20 percent of all lung cancers caused by factors 
other than smoking are attributable to exposure to ETS. That 
translates into a risk of abut 1 in 1,000. 

• Higher exposures cause higher risks. People 
whose spouses smoke in the home, for example, face an addi
tional risk of about 2 in 1,000. 

In children -- After evaluating more than 100 studies on respira
tory health in children, the EPA concluded that -

• ETS exposure increases the risk of lower respira
tory tract infections such as bronchitis and pneumonia, annually 
causing an estimated 150,000 to 300,000 cases of these: 
illnesses in children up to 1 B months. Of these, 7,500 to 
15,000 result in hospitalization. , 

• ETS exposure increases the prevalence of fruid in 
the middle ear, ai sign of chronic middle ear disease. 

Exposure to environmental tobacco smoke increases 
the risk of lower respiratory tract infections in 
young children. 



Public Policy 

Implications 


• ETS irritates the upper respiratory tract and Is 
associated with a significant reduction in lung function. 

• ETS exposure increases the frequency and sever
ity of symptoms in 200,000 to 1,000,000 children with asthma. 

, . 

• ETS exposure is a risk factor for new cases of 
asthma in children who have not previously displayad symptoms 
of that disease. 

In addition to the EPA findings, the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services reports that children whose mothers 
smoked during and after pregnancy are three times more likely 
than children of nonsmoking mothers to die of Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome (SIDS). If the mother smoked after the child's 
birth, but not during pregnancy, the SIDS rate is still double that 
of a child reared in a nonsmoking environment. 

The EPA's risk assessment of ETS is expected to arm state and 
local officials, businesses and employees with the scientific 
basis for instituting no-smoking policies. 

At the federal level -- On the heels of the EPA report, the De
partment of Health and Human Services (HHS) launched a major 
new information initiative, "Secondhand Smoke: We're All at 
Risk." The goal of this campaign, produced by the Office on 
Smoking and Health within the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, is to increase public awareness of the specific 
hazards of ETS and to stimulate action to reduce exposure. ' 

In January 1991, then-HHS Secretary Sullivan, M.D., 
asked President Bush to issue an Executive Order prohibiting 
smoking in most federal buildings. Under current rules, federal 
agencies are permitted to set their own individual smoking 
policies. Smoki~g is already prohibited in buildings occupied by 
the EPA and HHS and in VA medical facilities. Although 
Sullivan pressed Bush to sign the Executive Order up until his 
final days in the White House, Bush left office without signing 
the document. 

The Labor Department's Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) is expected to utilize the EPA's findings 
,during its ongoing process rulemaking on indoor air quality. 

At the state and local levels -- As of January 1993, 45 states 
and the District of Columbia had laws restricting smoking in 
public places. The laws vary greatly in scope and enforcement. 
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Legislative 
Activity -
102nd Congress 

Legislative 
Activity -
103rd Congress 

The American Lung Association, working as part of the 
Coalition on Smoking OR Health (ALA, American Cancer Society 
and American Heart Association) has developed model legisla
tion to help states with nonexistent or weak tobacco-control 
laws enact comprehensive clean indoor air measures to protect 
nonsmokers, especially children, from ETS. . 

During the 102nd Congress, Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-NJJ and 
Rep. Dick Durbin (D-IL) introduced the Preventing Our Kids from 
Inhaling Deadly Smoke (PRO-KIDS) Act that would require no
smoking policies in facilities that receive federal funds for pro
grams serving children under the age of 5. Included would. be 
health and educational services such as Head Start and the 
Women's, Infants and Children feeding program. Smoking 

. would be permitted only in areas not normally used to serve the· 
children and in areas that are separately ventilated from the 
childrebn's areas. 

The Senate included PRO-KIDS in its fiscal 1993 appro
priation bill for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human 
Services and Education. It was dropped by a House-Senate 
a,ppropriations conference committee. 

The American Lung Association will continue to seek enactment 
and enforcement of legislation and regulations to reduce the 
exposure of nonsmoking adults and children to ETS, with an 
emphasis on facilities and activities that expose the greatest 
number of people to ETS for the longest periods of time, such 
as workplaces, schools, day care centers and health care facili
ties. Possible rnechanisms include -

• comprehensive clean indoor air legislation; 

• legislation prohibiting smoking or requiring no-
smoking policies in selected federally funded programs or facili
ties; and 

• regulatory action by appropriate federal agencies, 
provided it does not restrict the ability of state and local govern
ments to enact more comprehensive protections, if needed. 
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For More 
Information, 
Contact... 

Recommended 
Reading... 

Fr~n Du Melle 
ALA Deputy Managing Director 
ALA/ATS Washington Office 
(202) 785-3355; FAX: (202) 452-1805 

Hildy Dillon 
Manager, ALA Smoking OR Health Programs 
(212) 315-8712 

Respiratory Health Effects of Passive Smoking: Lung Cancer 
and Other Disorders. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
December 1992..Publication Number: EPA/SOO/S-90-00SF. 
Available from the EPA's Indoor Air Quality Information Clear
inghouse, P.O. Box 37133, Washington, D.C. 20013-7133; 
1 (800) 438,.4318. 

, 

Reducing the Health Risks of Secondhand Smoke: What you 
can do at home, work and in public places. American Lung 
Association, January 1993. Available from the ALA National 
Office, 1740 Broadway, New York, NY 10019-4374; (212) 
315-8700. 

uSecondhand Smoke: We're All at Risk" campaign materials. 
Available from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1 (800) CDC
1311. 

Framework for Public Policy Activities of the Coalition on Smok
ing OR Health 1993. Available from the Coalition at 1150 
Connecticut Avenue; NW, Suite 820, Washington, DC 2003S; 
(202) 452-1184; FAX: (202) 452-1417. 

State Legislated Actions on Tobacco Issues, 1992. Available 
from the Coaliton on Smoking OR Health (address above). 
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January 28, 1993 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE 8917 
S. 26l. A b11l to protect chlldren Crom 

exposure to envi!'onmental tobacco 
smoke In the provision of chIldren's 
services. and for other purposes; to the 
Committee on Labor a.nd Human Re
f1ources, 

S. 262. A b1ll to require the Adminis
trator of the EnvlronmentaJ Protection 
Agency to promulgate gutdel1nes (or 
Instituting a nonsmoking pollcy In 
bulldlngs owned or leased by Federal 
~encles. and for other purposes; to the 
Committee on EnvlronmentaJ a.nd.Pub
Itc Works: 

SECONDIlAND SMOKI!: 

• Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President. I 
rise today to Introduce two bills to pro
tect Amerlca.ns agalruJt environmental 
tobacco smoke or secondhand smoke. I 
am Introducing these bills Cor one sim
ple Irrefutable reason; secondhand 
smoke kUls. 

An EPA report released on January 7. 
1993. undeniably confirmed what public 
health oenclals have reported (or sev
eral years. smoking kl1ls those who 
smoke a.nd those who breathe second
hand smoke. This sclenttacally peer 
reviewed report concluded that second
hand smoke was Indeed a group A car
cinogen. a group that Includes toxins 
such as asbestos. benzene. and arsenic. 
The evidence is clear that secondhand 
smoke Is taking an enormous toll on 
the health of Americans. particularly 
our chtldren. According to the EPA re
port. 3.000 lung cancer deaths per year 
among nonsmokers result (rom expo
sure to secondha.nd smoke. Secondhand 
smoke also causes mors than 200.000 
lower respiratory tract InCectioruJ in 
young chUdren annually. Including 
bronchitis a.nd pneumonia.. resulting In 
7.500 to 15.000 hospitalizations. Further:' 
more. secondhand smoke exacerbates 
asthmatic symptoms In chlldren and Is 
associated with 8,000 to 26.000 new asth
ma cases In chlldren. In a. separate 
study. the American Heart Association 
concluded that erposure to secondha.nd 
smoke lncreases the risk of lung can
cer, heart disease. and emphysema. 
They reported that apprOximately 50 
percent of all children are exposed to 
secondhand smoke. . . 

Now that the evidence Is In. It Is 
time for the Congresa to take action 
:tnd protect Americans from this dead
ly sub1ltance.· In 1990. the Congress 
passed the Clean Air Act to regulate 
189 hazardous air poll utants which 
were estimated to cause 1,500 deaths 
per year. Now we muat act to regulate 
an air pollutant whlcb causes at least 
3,000 deaths per year. 

The first step we must take Is to pro
tect our chUdren. because they are 
most threatened by secondhand smoke. 
That Is why I am introdUCing the Pre
venting Our Kids from Inhaling Deadly 
Smoke [PRO-KIDS) Act of 1993. PRO
KIDS wtll protect children from sec
ondhand smoke while they are partlcl
pattng In federally funded children's 
programs such as Head Start. WIC. 
Chapter 1. health care. and day care 
progrruns. It will require participants 
tn federally fUnded programs to estab

I1sh a nonsmoking po11cy 1f they pro
vide health services to children under 
the age of 18 or provide other soetal 
services prtmarlly to chIldren under 
the age of 18, Including elementary and 

.secondary education. 
The ·legIslatlon I am introducing 

today to addiesa this threat would re
quire nonsmoking policies that would 
limit Indoor smoking In facUlties asao
clated with thesefedl3rally CUnded pro
grams to those areas which· are· not 
normally used to serve chlldren a.nd 
which are ventilated separately (rom 
these areas. Evidence accumulated by 
the EPA a.nd other organtza.tloruJ shows 
that separate ventllatton 18 necessary 
to prevent secondha.nd smoke Crom 
recirculating througb tbe ventilation 
system right Into the rooms used by 
the children. In cases where unWlual 
extenuating circumstances prevent 
total complla.nce, . programs could 
apply for a partial waJver (rom this 
provision 1f they protect children [rom 
exposure to secondhand smoke to the 
extent po88lble. This legislation also 
allows the adoption Qf the nonsmoking 
pollcy to be done through collective 
bargaining If such an agreement exists. 

The second piece of legislation that I 
am Introducing today Is called PRo
te.ctlng Our FEderal workers and visi
tors [rom Deadly Smoke or PRO
FEDS. This legislation takes an Impor
tant flrst step to protect adults crom 
unwanted exposure to secondhand 
smoke. ThIs legIslaUon expands the 
nonsmoking pollcy. that already Is In 
place at the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services and the Environ
mentaJ Protect10n Agency. to all buUd
Ings owned of leased by agencies of the 
executive. legislative, and Judicial 
branches of the Federal Government. 
ThiS would include the White HOWle of
nces and the Congresa. but not cover 
Federal buildings which serve pri
marlly as living quarters. ThIs bill also 
includes a proviSion that would also 
allow unions to adopt this requirement 
through collective bargaJning. 

,This legislation also provides an ex
panded role Cor the EnvironmentaJ Pro
tection Agency [EPA) with regard to 
envlronmentaJ tobacco smoke. Under 
this legislation. the EPA w1ll establish 
guidelines (or compliance under this 
act. . 

This bill also directs the EPA to pro
vide technIcal assistance to entitles 
which must comply with' this act. 
Under the b1ll the EPA wm conduct an 
outreach campaign to Inform the pub
110 about the dangere of environmentaJ 
tobacco smoke. It also establishes an 
Environmental Tobacco Smoke AdVi
sory Cence within the Ofnce of Radi
ation a.nd Indoor Air at EPA. With a. 
telephone inquiry hotllne. tb18 oence 
wlll answer Inqulrles about how' to pro
tect people from environmental to
bacco smoke. 

.Now that the studies are completed. 
It Is time to take action to protect peo
ple from the da.ngers of secondhand 
smoke. The Department of Health a.nd 
Human Services Initially banned smok

tng In all of Its buildings because our 
top health ofnClals understand the dan
ger of envlronmentaJ tobacco smoke. 
We've banned smoking on all domestic 
airplane nights. ChIldren are the most 
vulnerable members of our SOCiety. 
They depend upon us to protect them 
and safeguard their health. They are 
the future of this country. lBn't It time 
to give our children. especially those 
who depend on the Federal Government 
Cor valuable services like health care 
and preschool tra1ning. the same pro
tection we already a.!ford to alrplane 
travelers and some Federal workers? 

As a Department of Health and 
Human Services report notes. "25 years 
ago. smoking 1n the workplace and 
publtc places was considered Ii. virtual 
birthright. Today. acceptance of smok
Ing In publtc placea. has largely dis
appeared. replaced by an Increasing 
recognition of the right to breathe air 
(ree from the harmful effects of to
bacco smoke." We've come a long way •. 
baby. But we still have a way to go. We 
should prohibit smoking In federally 
funded InstltutloruJ which serve chil
dren under the age of 18 Immediately. 
so that our ct-.11dren can breath healthy 
air. We must also expand the smoking 
ba.n that already exists at the Depart'
ment of Health and Human Services 
and the Environmimtal Protection 
Agency to all agencies In the Federal 
Government. 

ThIs legislation ha.8 been endorsed by 
the American' Heart A..88oclation. the 
American Lung Asaoclatlon. the Amer
Ican Cancer Society. the Asaoclatlon 
for Respiratory Care. the Asaoclation 
of Maternal and Child Health Pro
grams. the Asthma a.nd Allergy FOIlD
dation of America.. a.nd tbe National 
Coalition for Cancer Research. 

I ask unanimous consent to have a. 
prssa release from former EPA Admin
Istrator ReUly and IL New York Times 
article entitled "U.S. Ties Secondhand 
Smoke to Cancer" Included In the 
RECORD following tMs statement. I also 
ask unanimous consent that these bills 
be printed In full In the RECORD follow
ing this statement. 

I urge my colleagues to support and 
cosJ)OruJor this legislation. 

There being no objection. the ma.te
rial was ordered to be printed In the 
RECORD. as follows: ' 

S.261 
Be It enacted bll the Senate and Howe of Rep

resentatltJu of the UnIted Statu of America hi 
Cor.crus a.ssembIM. 
8EC110N I. SHORT 1Ttl.E. 

This Act may be cited &.II the "Preventtng. 
Our KIds From Inhaltng Deadly SmOKe 
(PRO-KIDS) Act of 1993". 
SEC. i. f1N'DlNGS. 

Congress ftnds thatr
(1) envtronmental tobacco smoke comes 

from secondhand smoke elthaled by smokers 
and sldestream smoke emitted Crom the 
burning of cigarettes. cl(f1U'1l, and pipes; 

(2) since citizens of the United States 
spend up to 90 percent of a day Indoors. there 
III a slll'lllClcant potential for exposure to en
vironmental tobacco smoke from Indoor a1r; 

(3) e.poslI.re to environmental tobacco 
smoke occurs In schools. public buildings. 
and other Indoor (acllltles: 

http:e.poslI.re
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B.R. 710 

The PRO·KIDSAct (PReventing Our Kids from Inhaling Deadly Smoke) 

Introduced by Reps. Dick Durbin, James Hansen, and Romano Mazzoli 

The PReventing Qur ~ids from Inhaling Qeadly ~moke (PRO-KIDS) Act of 1993 
provides protection from environmental tobacco smoke ("secondhand smoke") to 
children while they are participating .in federally- funded children's programs, 
and to federal employees and visitors in all federal buildings. 

On January 7, 1993, after an exhaustive multi-year study, the 
Environmental Protection Agency formallyc]assified secondhand smoke as a 
Group A carcinogen. This classification is reserved for substances which are 
known to cause cancer in humans, including asbestos, benzene, and arsenic. 
EPA.found that secondhand smoke is responsible for approximately 3,000 lung 
cancer deaths annually in U. S'. nonsmokers. 

In addition, EPA concluded that exposure to secondhand smoke is the 
source of a variety of illnesses in children. Exposure to secondhand smoke: 

* 	 Causes 150,000 to 300,000 lower respiratory tract infections such as 
bronchitis and pneumonia in young children each year; 

* 	 Causes additional episodes of asthma and increased severity of 
asthma symptoms in children who already have asthma; and 

* 	 May be a risk factor for 8,000 to 26,000 new cases of asthma 
annually in children who would not otherwise become asthmatic. 

H.R. 710 requires federally-funded children'S programs to establish a 
nonsmoking policy prohibiting smoking indoors, except in areas of their 
facilities which are not normally used to serve the children and which are 
ventilated separately from the children's areas. This provision applies to 
all federally-funded health programs serving children, .and all other 
federally-funded programs that primarily serve children, including schools, 
Head Start, WIC, and day care' programs. 

The bill also prohibits smoking in all building space owned or leased by 
the executive, judicial, or legislative branches of the federal government, 
except in areas that are ventilated separately from the rest of" the building. 
This provision protects visitors as well as federal employees. 

The bill does not require that separately ventilated smoking areas be 
established. Smoking could be banned entirely by the children's program or 
federal agency, and a totally smokefree policy is the most economical way to 
protect nonsmokers. If smoking is permitted, it must be allowed only in 
separately ventilated areas, because otherwise the smoke will circulate 
directly or through the ventilation system into the rooms used by nonsmokers. 



Provisions of H.R~ 710 
The PRO·KIDS Act (PReventing Our Kids from Inhaling Deadly Smoke) 
Introduced by Reps. Dick Durbin, James Hansen, and Romano Mazzoli 

SMOKING IN THE FEDERAL WORKPlACE 
, 	 , 

1. 	 EPA shall develop, within 180 days, guidelines for instituting and enforcing 
a nonsmoking policy at each federal agency, which will prohibit smoking 
except in separately ventilated areas. 

2. 	 As soon as is practicable, the head of each Executive agency shall adopt a 
nonsmoking policy that meets the requirements of the EPA guidelines. The 
Director of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts shall adopt a 
nonsmoking policy for Judicial Branch buildings. The House Building 
Commission, the Senate Rules Committee, and the Architect of the Capitol 
shall adopt nonsmoking policies for Legislative Branch buildings. 

3. 	 The Administrator of the General Servi'ces Administration shall certify that 
each Executive agency's policy meets the requirements of the EPA guidelines. 

4. 	 Agency heads may publicly petition for a waiver, which may be granted if (1) 
unusual extenuating circumstances prevent enforcement and the agency 
establishes and enforces an alternative policy protecting individuals to the 
maximum extent possible, or (2) the agency establishes an alternative policy 
that provides protection equal to that: of the EPA guidelines. 

5. 	 Agencies subject to collective bargaining agreements shall engage in collec
tive bargaining to ensure implementation, and may exempt work areas for up to 
1 year that are covered by a previous agreement permitting smoking. 

SMOKING IN FEDERALLY-FUNDED CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS 

6. 	 Any entity using federal funds to provide health services to children under 
age 18 or to provide other services primarily to children under age 18 shall 
establish and make a good-faith effort to enforce a nonsmoking policy that 
prohibits smoking except in separately ventilated areas, beginning with the 
first fiscal year after enactment. ' 

7. 	 Entities may petition the agency funding them for a waiver, which may be 
granted if the conditions in #4 are met. Entities subject to collective bar
gaining agreements that permit smoking may request a waiver of up to 1 year. 

8. 	 Entities that fail to establish or make a good-faith effort to enforce the 
nonsmoking requirement are subject to civil penalties of up to $1,000 per 
violation per day, which would be assessed by the head of the agency that 
provided the federal funds, with an opportunity for a hearing. The agency 
head could reduce or waive the penalty and take into account mitigating 
factors and the violator ~ s willingness: to abide by the law in the future. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND OUTREACH ACTIVITIES 

9. 	 EPA and HHS shall provide technical assistance to agency heads and other 
persons who request it, including information on smoking cessation programs 
for employees and information to assist incompliance with this Act. 

10. 	EPA shall establish an Environmental Tobacco Smoke Advisory Office and an 
outreach program to inform the public 'of the dangers of secondhand smoke, 
operate a telephone hotline, and provide information to those requesting it. 



Organizations Endorsing 
H.R. 710, the PRO-KIDS Act 

Introduced by Reps. Dick Durbin, James Hansen, and Romano Mazzoli 

American Cancer Society 
American Heart Association 

American Lung Association 
(united as the Coalition on Smoking OR Health) 

Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs 

National Education Association 


American Association fo~ Respiratory Care 
American College of C~est Physicians 

American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine 
American Medical Association 

American Nurses Association 
Americans for Nonsmokers Rights 

ASH (Action on Smoking and Health) 
Association of State and Territorial Health Officials 

Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America 
National Coalition for Cancer Research 



Cosponsors of H.R. 710 

TIlE PRO-KIDS BILL (PREVENTING OUR KIDS FROM INHALING DEADLY SMOKE) 


Introduced by Reps. Dick Durbin, James Hansen, and Romano Mazzoli 


As of March 26, 1993 


Gary Ackerman (D-NY) 
Michael Andrews (D-TX) 
Thomas Barrett (D-WI) 

. Anthony Beilenson (D-CA) 
George Brown, Jr. (D-CA) 
Ronald Coleman (D-TX) 
Barbara-Rose Collins (D-MI) 
Cardiss Collins (D-IL) 
John Conyers, Jr. (D-MI) 
Richard Durbin (D-IL) (sponsor) 
Lane Evans (D-IL) 
Harris Fawell (R-IL) 
Barney Frank (D-MA) 
Martin Frost (D-TX) 
Luis Gutierrez (D-IL) 
James Hansen (R-UT) 
Maurice Hinchey (D-NY) 
Bob Inglis (R-SC) 
Andrew Jacobs, Jr. (D-IN) 
Tim Johnson (D-SD) 
Marcy Kaptur (D-OH) 
Mike Kreidler (D-WA) 
John LaFalce (D-NY) 
John Lewis (D-GA) 
William Lipinski (D-IL) 
Carolyn Maloney (D-NY) 
Romano Mazzoli (D-KT) 
Alfred McCandless (R-CA) 
Bill McCollum (R-FL) 
Jim McDermott (D-WA) 
Cynthia McKinney (D-GA) 
Martin Meehan (D-MA) 
George Miller (D-CA) 
James Moran (D-VA) 
Constance Morella (R-MD) 
Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-DC) 
James Oberstar (D-MN) 
Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) 
John Porter (R-IL) 
Carlos Romero-Barcelo (D-PR) 
Lynn Schenk (D-CA) 
Patricia Schroeder (D-CO) 
Karen Shepherd (D-UT) 
Jim Slattery (D-KS) 
Fortney Pete Stark (D-CA) 
Ted Strickland (D-OH) 
Gerry Studds(D-MA) 
Mike Synar (D-OK) 
.Jolene Unsoeld (D-WA) 
Lynn Woolsey (D-CA) 
Sidney Yates (D-IL) 
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FACT SHEET ONiH. R. 881 

"BAN ON SMOKING IN FEDERAL BUILDINGS ACT" 

H.R. 881 would prohibit smoking in any indoor portion of a Federal 
building and in any other space owned or leased for use by a Federal 
agency. This prohibition would extend to the Executive, Legislative and 

. Judicial branches of the Federal government. 

Under H.R. 881, any person in a Federal building who wishes to 

smoke, must go outside. The prohibition would take effect 180 days 

after enactment into law. 


On March 11, 1993 the Committee on Public Works and Transportation, 
Subcommittee on Public Buildings and Grounds held a hearing on H.R. 
881. Another hearing is scheduled for April 15, 1993. 

According to the General Services Administration, the current 

regulation governing smoking in the Public Building Service's 

facilities does not adequately protect non-smokers from secondhand 

smoke which is recirculated throughout buildings through the 

ventilation system. The cost of altering existing space to provide 

separately ventilated areas would be significant -- about $30 to $50 

per square foot. In terms of the total .square footage owned by the 

Federal government, total cost could be as high as $275 million. 


A number of states and municipalities :have already banned all 

smoking in their public buildings, including California, Idaho, 

Maryland, Michigan, Ohio and Utah. Private companies as well 

as public entities are increasingly finding it feasible to implement a 

workplace smoking ban. 


The Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA), whose 

membership owns or manages over five billion square feet of 

commercial office space- in the United States, supports a smoking 

ban in either public or private workplaces. BOMA has testified . 

that existing buildings aFe not separately ventilated and retrofitting 

of ventilation systems is very costly, if not impossible in some 

cases. 


For more information on H.R. 881, please contact Paul Marcone, Office oj Congressman 
James A. Traficant, Jr., at 2021225-5261. 
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Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee on Public 

Buildings and Grounds, I am Dr. Alfred Munzer, President-

elect of the American Lung Association (ALA). I am also

Director of Critical Care and Pulmonary. Medicine at 

Washington Adventist Hospital in Takoma Park, MD, where I 

specialize in the treatment of diseases of the lung. 

. 

The ALA is the- nation's oldest voluntary health organization 

and is dedicated to the prevention: and control of lung 

disease. This organization, and its medical section, the 

American Thoracic Society, has long recognized the 

contribution of indoor and outdoor air pollution to the 

development and exacerbation of lung disease. The ALA has 

devoted the past 26 years to the implementation of programs 

aimed at improving air quality in our homes and in our 

communities. 

Today I am testifying of behalf of the American Lung 

Association, the American Cancer Society, and the American 

Heart Association, united as the Coalition on Smoking OR 

Health. Formed in 1982, the coalition has worked to heighten, 

public awareness about- the impact,of tobacco consumption upon 

public health. It believes stron9 measures should be imposed 

to discourage tobacco use.in all ~egmen1::s of the population, 

including youth, women, and minorities. 



As a pulmonary physi6ian, I all t09 often see first had the 

devastation cased by tobacco use. :I seethe men and women 

who come to me.with end-stage. lung cancer or emphysema, 
. j 1 

seeking a medical miracle to cure their disease. I see the 

children who cough and wheeze as their asthma is made worse 
! 
I 

by exposure to smoke exhaled by smokers and that comes from 

the burning end of a cigarette, pipe, or cigar. Smoke of 
, 
I 

this nature is commonly called involuntary, passive, or 

secondhand smoke. However, more rece,ntly, it increasingly 

referred to as !lETS", or environmental tobacco smoke. 

I cannot express to you how critical it is for us to respond 

to the ETS issue. Conclusions drawn from the Environmental 

Protection Agency's (EPA) risk assessment on'ETS reenforces 

the sense of urgency in this regard. If we do not take 

immediate action, or ig;nore its impact on public health, ETS 

can easily be the cause of approximately 3,000 lung cancer 

deaths in nonsmokers in the coming year. I am certain this 

is not the future trend our society desires to establish. 

Today I I do not intend to argue whether smokers 'should have a 

right to smoke it public, nor am I: here to urge the 

subcommittee to revoke this privilege. However, I have 

elected to appear before you due to ongoing concern regarding 
, 

the health effects of ETS for nonsmokers and particularly 
; 

children, and the need to impose stringent measures, both in 
! ' 
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government and the private sector, to adequately address this 

growing public health concern. 

I want to begin by reflecting on the evidence. which has 

supported and recently led to the EPA findings on ETS, and 

move into a examination of the methodology which supports 

this agency's assertion that ETS is a carcinogen. I will 

speak briefly to the claims raised by tobacco. advocates 

regarding the validity of the EPA ~indings, and lastly, focus 

on public interest in and support for significant action to 

limit or eliminate exposure to ETS is public areas. 

ETS has been the topic of discussion for more than 20 years. 

Its health effects were first reviewed in 1972 in the U.S. 

Surgeon General's report on smoking and health. That report 

was devoted, in part, to public exposure to air pollution 

caused by tobacco smoke. It conc~uded that '.'an atmosphere 

contaminated with tobacco smoke can contribute to the 

discomfort of many individuals. n' 

In 1982, the U.S. Surgeon General ,again examined the issue of 

passive smoking, but this time in the context of smoking and 

the development of cancer. At that time there were only 3 

. epidemiologic stud~es linking passive smoking and lung 

cancer. Even with this limited amount of evidence, the 

Surgeon General conciuded that th~ evidence in these studies 
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is the cause for seriotis concern regarding the possible 

serious public health problem associated with pas~ive smoke 

and lung cancer. 

By 1986, federal interest in the health effects of ETS had 

grown to the extent that the U.s. Surgeon General released a 

report devoted entirely to the issue of passive smoking. By 

that time, the number of epidemiologic studies had increased 

to 13, 11 of which showed a positive correlation between 

passive smoking and lung cancer in healthy nonsmokers. Based 

upon these findings, the Surgeon General concluded that 

exposure to secondhand smoke is a cause of lung cancer in 

healthy nonsmokers. He also concluded that children whose 

parents smoked had an increased frequency of respiratory 

symptoms and infections, compared to children whose parents 

were nonsmokers. 

Several private organizations -~ the National Academy of 

Science and the International Agency for Cancer Research 

published reports which qrew conclusions similar to those of 
I 

the EPA. The International Agency 'for Cancer Research, for 

example" released a report on C4ncer which concluded that 

"knowledge'of the nature of sidestream and mainstream smoke, 

of materials absorbed during passive smoking, and of the 

quantitative relationships between dose and effect that are 

commonly observed from exposure to carcinogens leads to the 
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conclusion that passive smoking gives rise to some risk of 

cancer." 

Shortly after the release of these studies, the EPA began to 

.examine the health effects of passive smoking on children and 

adults. The agency issued an initial analysis of the risks 

of exposure to ETS in May, 1990. Entitled, "Health Effects of 

Passive Smoking: Assessment of Lung Cancer in Adults and 

Respiratory Disorders in Childre6," the risk assessment 

focused on the potential correlation between ETS and lung 

cancer in nonsmoking adults and respiratory disease and 

pulmonary effects in children. 

On January 7, 1993, the EPA released its final report 

assessing current scientific evidence on the risks of 
I 

exposure to ETS. Based on the total weight of evidence in 

the scientific literature, the EPA designated ETS as a Group 

A carcinogen, a rating used only for extremely hazardous 

substances known to cause cancer in humans. It ranked ETS in 

a class of carcinogens which inciudes asbestos, benzene, and 

radon. 

After evaluating" 30 epidemiological studies on lung cancer in 

nonsmoking adults, the EPA determined that ETS is responsible 

for approximately 3,000 lung c~ncer deaths each year. The 

agency also added that ETSaccounts for the development of 20 
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percent of all lung cancers caused by factors other than 

smoking. For the average adult, ETS increases their risk of 

cancer to approximately 2 per 1,000. From these conclusions, 

it is clear that ETS is far more hazardous to the health of 

nonsmoking adults. 

After evaluating more than 100 studies on respiratory health 

in children, the EPA concluded that ETS exposure increases 

their risk of lower respiratory infections, like bronchitis 

and pneumonia. ETS is known to cause an estimated 150,000 to 

300,000 cases of respiratory illnesses in children up to 18 

months each year. Of these cases, 7,500 to 15,000 result in 

hospitalization~ 

ETS exposure is also associated with additional attacks and 

increased severity of symptoms in children with asthma. The 

EPA estimates that 200,000 to 1 million asthmatic children 

have their condition worsened byETS, and that ETS is a risk 

factor for new cases of asthma in children without a history 

of symptoms. 

Also of concern are the risks for children whose mot.hers 

smoked during and after pregnancy. The u.s. Department of 
. . 

Health and Human Services has repqrted that, under these 

circumstances, children are three1times more likely to die of 

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) than children of 
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nonsmoking mothers. The risks of SIDS double for children 
I· 

whose mothers smoked after birth arid not during pregnancy 

than for children reared in nonsmoking environments. 

The evidence presented represents very sound science and more 

than adequately supports the conclusions by the EPA regarding. 

exposure to ETS. Uniquely, each of the studies and reports 

used to reach this conclusion were developed and edited by 

different processes. In contrast to assertions made of 

opponents of the EPA's findings, such as those offered by the 

tobacco industry, it is, this diverse methodology which only 

strengthens the validity of the conclusion of this research 

combined. 

Without spending too much time on the tobacco industry's 

criticisms of the risk assessment, let me first remind the 

subcommittee that after 60,000 studies linking smoking with 

disease and death, this industry still fails to acknowledge 

that it produces a lethal product. This is an industry which 

has criticized each Surgeon General's report since 1964. 

Among the industry criticisms is the failure of the EPA to 

include studies which show no relationship between ETS and 

lung cancer. Among the studies cited by the industry as 

examples are several funded by the National Cancer Institute: 

• Brownson, PhD. ,et.al. Passive Smoking and Lung, 
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Cancer in Nonsmoking Women. ~ J Public Health 

82:1525-1530, 1992. 

This study was published in November 1992, too late for 

inclusion in the risk assessment unless it was fu~ther 

. delayed. The industry contends that the risk assessment 

would change if the study were included. However, the 

author's of the study conclude: "Ours and other recent 

studies suggest a small but consistent increase risk of 

lung cancer from passive smoking. Comprehensive actions 

to limit smo~ing in public places and worksites are 

well-advised." 

• Stockwell, Sc.D., et.al. Environmental Tobacco Smoke 

and Lung Cancer in Nonsmoking Women. J Natl Cancer Inst 

84:1417-1422, 1992. 

This study was not included in the final 'risk assessment 

and again the industry claims it is a negative study 

therefore left out purposefully. However, the author's 

conclude: 

"These findings suggest that long-term exposure to 

environmental tobacco smoke ~ncreases the risk of lung 

cancer in women who have never smoked." 

The real issue here is statistical significance and how it is 

used. In defining the true meaning of statistical 
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significance, I'd like to defer to the description used by a 

well-noted 'environmental epidemiologist, Dr. Douglas Dockery, 

and Associate Professor at the Harvard School of Public 

Health. Dr. Dockery suggests: 

" A naive critique would say that those studies which 

are not 'statistically 
) 

significant' do not show an 

effect. However, statistical significance is not a 

measure of association or environmental tobacco smoke 

with lung cancer, but rather a measure of the stability 

of the association. It measures the statistical power 

of the study. 'In a crude sense it is a measure of study 

size, and studies 'that do not achieve statistical 

significance are simply too small. This does not mean 

that they do not provide important information on risks. 

It is not appropriate to disdard studies' which do not 

achieve statistical significance, but rather they should 

be included giving them a weight which reflects the 

stability, that is the uncertainty, of their effect 

estimate. This is exactly what the meta-analysis of 

these studies provides." 

Mr. Chairman, we at the Coalition on Smoking OR Health 

believe the EPA's findings are clear, objective, and complete 

in regard to ETS. The evidence used to show the relative 

risks associated with exposure to, ETS, and its linkage to ,the 

development of lung cancer, are more compelling than similar 
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correlations drawn for other environmental carcinogens. I 

hope the evidence I have presented to the subcommittee today 

will enable you to ste~ beyond the criticisms offered 

regarding the validity.of the EPA risk assessment, and 

encourage to you move forward in your efforts to address the 

real issue on the table -- adequately responding to the 

public health issue associated with exposure to ETS, 

particularly in those places where people spend a lot of 

time. 

Let me commend the subcommittee for the effort and commitment 

it has made to this issue, thus far. The introduction and 

careful review of legislation to ban smoking in federal 

buildings is avery important step in this process. The 

Coalition on Smoking OR Health ~upports the bill -- H.R. 881 , 
i 

-- on which this hearing is being held today, and similar 

proposals offered by other Members of Congress, from whom you 

will hear later. 

In examining the proposal to ban smoking in federal 

buildings, let me remind you that the federal government has 

taken little initiative to protect federal workers from 

exposure to secondhand smoke .. Any action taken to date 

remains inconsistent ~ith each federal agency responsible for 

its own policy. The General Services Administration (GSA) is 

reconsidering its reg~lations, but GSA space accounts for 
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only 10 percent of fede'ral building space. 

urge this subcommittee to take into consideration growing 

interest iri smoke-free public places, which has gained 

momentum since the release of the EPA risk assessment. Based 

on a public opinion survey conducted by the American Lung 

Association, it is clear that more and more Americans believe 

ETS is harmful, and that they prefer smoke-free public 

places, as opposed to those environments in which smoke is 

permitted. 

In this survey, the Lung Association found that 8 in 10 

smokers know that ETS is'bad for the people around them. We 

also found that nonsmokers are mor'e likely than smokers to 

strongly agree about the harmful effects of ETS exposure. 
, 

The survey found increasing support for total bans on smoking 

in public pl~ces such as restaurants, workplaces, hotels, 

buses, and trains. And though cu~rent smokers are more 

likely than others to believe that smoking in public places 

should be restricted, very few smokers surveyed favored no 

restrictions. 

Clearly, as the awareness of the health hazards of ETS 

increases, more Americans are striving to live, work, and 

breathe in smoke-free environments. Very few of us make it 

through each day without exposure to ETS. Those who are 
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confined to indoor environments-- like employees and 

staffers in the House of Representatives -- 'are no exception. 

It is unfortunate that the House B~ilding Commission's recent 

decision to merely restrict smoking to certain areas does not 

provide the adequate protection needed. 
I 

I 

believe the 1986 report of the Surgeon Gerieral has the best 

recommendation for us to consider. In its conclusion, the 

report clearly states, "Simple separation of smokers and 

. nonsmokers within the same air space may reduce, but does not 

eliminate, exposure of nonsmokers to ETS." Therefore ,. it is 

the responsibility of employers and employees to "ensure that 

the act of smoking does not expose the nonsmoker to tobacco 

smoke" and for smokers to "assure that their behavior does 

not jeopardize the health of other. workers." In addition, 

the Surgeon Gene~al stated that nonsmokers have the 

"responsibility to provide a supportive environment for 

smokers who are attempting to stop." 

The Hotfse of Representatives owes its employees and the 

people of this country who frequent the Capitol grounds to 

provide a healthy and safe environment. By going smoke-free, 

the House will contribute to the notion that.nonsmoking is a 
I 

social norm. 

On behalf of the American Lung Association, and other members 
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of the Coalition on Smoking OR Health" I would like' to thank 

you for the opportunity to testify before the subcommittee on 

the impact of ETS exposure upon public health. Again, we 

urge you to step beyond the criticism offered regarding the 

validity of the EPA data and take into account the points we 

have raised today, which d~monstrate a need for government 

action. Please know you have our Organization's support and 

encouragement as you continue to review this very pressing 

issue. 
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L SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1.1. 	 MAJOR CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the weight of the available scientific evidence, the U.S. Environmental 

• 	 Protection Agency (EPA) has concluded that the widespread exposure to environmental 

tobacco smoke (ETS) in the United States presents a serious and substantial public health 

impact. 

In 	adults: 

• 	 ETS is a human lung carcinogen, responsible for approximately 3,000 lung 

cancer deaths annually in U.S. nonsmokers. 

In 	children: 

• 	 ETS exposure is causally associated with an increased risk 
I 
of lower 

respiratory tract infections (LRIs) such as bronchitis and pneumonia. This 

report estimates that l~O,OOO to 300,000 cases annually in infants and young 

children up to 18 months of age are attributable to ETS. 

• 	 ETS exposure is causally associated with increased prevalence of fluid in the 

middle ear I symptoms of upper respiratory tract irritation I and a small but 

significant reduction in lung function. : 

• 	 ETS exposure is causally associated with additional episodes and increased 

severity of symptoms in chi1dren with asthma. This report estimates that 

200,000 to 1,000,000 asthmatic children have their condition worsened by 

exposure to ETS. 

• 	 ETS exposure is a risk factor for new cases of asthma in children who have 

not previously displayed symptoms. 
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1.2. BACKGROUND 

Tobacco smoking has long been recognized (e.g .• U.S. Department of Health. Education. 

and Welfare [U.S. DHEW], 1964) asa major cause of mortality and morbidity, responsible for an 

estimated 434,000 deaths per year in the United States (Ce,nters for Disease Control [CDC]. 1991 a). 

Tobacco use is known to cause cancer at various sites, in "articular the lung (U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services [U.S. DHHS]. 1982; Internationa,1 Agency for Research on Cancer 

[IARC], 1986). Smoking can also cause respiratory diseas~s (U.S. DHHS, 1984, 1989) and is a 

major risk factor for heart disease (U.S. DHHS, 1983). In recent years, there has been concern 

that nonsmokers may also be at risk for some of these health effects as a result of their exposure 

("passive smoking") to the tobacco smoke that occurs in various environments occupied by 

smokers. Although this ETS is dilute compared with the mainstream smoke (MS) inhaled by 

active smokers, it is chemically similar, containing many of the same carcinogenic and toxic 

agents. 

In 1986. the National Research Council (NRC) and the Surgeon General of the U.S. Public 

Health Service independently assessed th~ health effects of exposure to ETS (NRC, 1986; 

U.S. DHHS, 1986). Both of the 1986 reports conclude that ETS can cause lung cancer in adult . 

nonsmokers and that children of parents 'who smoke have increased frequency of respiratory 

symptoms and acute lower respiratory tract infections, as well as evidence of reduced lung 

function. 
i 

More recent epidemiologic studies of the potential associations between ETS arid lung 

cancer in nonsmoking adults and between ETS and noncancer respiratory effects more than 

double the size of the database available .for analysis from that of the 1986 reports. This EPA 

report critically reviews the current database on the respiratory health effects of passive smoking; 

these data are utilized to develop a hazard identification for ETS and to make quantitative 

estimates of the public health impacts of ETS for Jung cancer and various other respiratory 

diseases. 

The weight-of-evidence analysis for the lung cancer hazard identification is developed in 

accordance with U.S. EPA's Guidelines lor Carcinogen Risk Assessment (U.S. EPA, 1986a) and 

established principles for evaluating epidemiologic studies. The analysis considers animal 

bioassays and genotoxicity studies, as well as biological measurements of human uptake of tobacco 

smoke components and epidemiologic data on active and passive smoking. The availability of 

abundant arid consistent human data, especially human data at actual environmental levels of 

exposure to the specific agent (mixture) of concern, allows a hazard identification to be made with 

a high degree of certainty. The conclusive evidence of the dose-related lung carcinogenicity of 
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MS in active smokers (Chapter 4), coupled with information on the chemical similarities of MS 

and ETS and evidence of ETS uptake in nonsmokers (Chapter 3), is sufficient by itself to establish 

ETS as a known human lung carcinogen, or -Group A- carcinogen under V.S. EPA's carcinogen 

classification system. In addition, this document concludes that the overall results of 30 . 

epidemiologic studies on lung cancer and passive smoking (Chapter S), using spousal smoking as a 

surrogate of ETS exposure for female never-smokers, similarly justify a Group A classification. 

The weight-of-evidence analyses for the noncancer respiratory effects are based primarily 

on a review of epidemiologic studies (Chapter 7). Most of the endpoints examined are respiratory 

disorders in children, where parental smoking is used as a surrogate of ETS exposure. For the 

noncancer respiratory effects in nonsmoking adults, most studies used spousal smoking as an 

exposure surrogate. A causal association was concluded to exist for a number of respiratory 

disorders where there was sufficient consistent evidence for a biologically plausible association 

with ETS that could not be explained by bias, confounding, or chance. The fact that the database 

consists of human evidence from actual environmental exposure levels gives a high degree of 

confidence in this conclusion. Where there was suggestive but inconclusive evidence of causality, 

as was th·e case for asthma induction in children, ETS was concluded to be a risk factor for that 

endpoint. Where data were inconsistent or inadequate for evaluation of an association, as for 

acute upper respiratory tract infections and acute middle ear infections in children, no conclusions 

were drawn. 

This report also has attempted to provide estimates of the extent of the public health 

impact, where appropriate, in terms of numbers of ETS-attributable cases in nonsmoking 

subpopulations. Vnlike for qualitative hazard identification assessments, where information from 

many sources adds to the confidence in a weight-of-evidence conclusion, for quantitative risk 

assessments, the usefulness of studies usually depends on how closely the study population 

resembles nonsmoking segments of the general population. For lung cancer estimates among V.S. 

nonsmokers, the substantial epidemiology database of ETS at:1d lung cancer among V.S. female 

never-smoker·s was considered to provide the most appropriate information. From these U.S. 

epidemiology studies, a pooled relative risk estimate was calculated and used in the derivation of 

the population risk estimates. The large number of studies available, the generally consistent 

results, and the condition of actual environmental levels of exposure increase the confidence in 

these estimates. Even under these circumstances, however, uncertainties remain, such as in the 

use of questionnaires and current biomarker measurements to estimate past exposure, assumptions 

of exposure-response linearity, and extrapolation to male never-smokers and to ex-smokers. Still. 

given the strength of the evidence for the lung carcinogenicity of tobacco smoke and the extensive 

human database from actual environmental exposure levels, fewer assumptions are necessary than 
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is usual io EPA quantitative risk assessments, and confidence in these estimates. is rated medium to 

high. 

Population estimates of ETS health impacts are also made for certain noncancer respiratory 

endpoints in children, specifically lower respiratory tract infections (i.e., pneumonia, bronchitis, 

and bronchiolitis) an~ episodes and severity of attacks of asthma. Estimates of ETS-attributable 

cases of LRI in infants and young children are thought to have a high degree of confidence 

because of the consistent study findings and the appropriateness of parental smoking as a 

surrogate measure of exposure in very young children. Estimates of the number of asthmatic 

children whose conditioc is aggravated by exposure to E.TS are less certain than those for'LRIs 

because of different measures of outcome in various studies and because of increased 

extraparental exposure to ETS in older children. Estimates of the number of new cases of asthma 

in previously asymptomatic children also have less confidence because at this time the weight of 

evidence for asthma indu~tion, while suggestive of a causal association, is not conclusive. 

Most of the ETS population impact estimates are presented in terms of ranges, which are 

thought to reflect reasonable assumptions about the estimates of parameters and variables required 

for the extrapolation models. The validity of the ranges is also dependent on the appropriateness 

of the extrapolation models themselves. 

While this report focuses only on the respiratory :health effects of passive smoking, there 

also may be other health effects of concern. Recent analyses of more than a dozen epidemiology 

and toxicology studies (e.g., Steenland, 1992; National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 

[NIOSH]. (991) suggest that ETS exposure may be a risk factor for cardiovascular disease. In 

addition. a few studies in the literature link ETS exposure to cancers of other sites; at this time. 

that database appears inadequate for any conclusion. This report does not develop an analysis of 

either the non respiratory cancer or the heart disease data and takes no position on whether ETS is 

a risk factor for these diseases. If it is,the total public health impact from ETS will be greater 

than that discussed here. 

1.3. 	PRIMARY FINDINGS 

A. 	 Lung Cancer in Nonsmoking Adults 

I.. 	 Passive smoking is causally associated with lung cancer in adults, and ETS, by the 

total weight of evidence, belongs in the. category of compounds classified by EPA 

as Group A (known human) carcinogens. 

2. 	 Approximately 3,000 lung cancer deaths per year among nonsmokers (never

smokers and former smokers) or both sexes are estimated to be attributable to 

ETS in the United States. While there are statistical and modelins uncertainties 
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in this estimate, and the true number may be higher or lower, the assumptions 

used 	in this analysis would tend to underestimate the actual population risk. The 

overall confidence in this estimate is medium to high. 

B. 	 Noncancer Respiratory Diseases and Disorders 

I. Exposure of children to ETS from parental smoking is causally associated with: 

a. 	 increased prevalence of respiratory symptoms of irritation (cough, 

sputum, and wheeze), 

b. 	 increased prevalence of middle ,ear effusion (a sign of middle ear 

disease), and 

c. 	 a small but statistically significant reduction in lung function as tested 

by objective measures of lung capacity. 

2. 	 ETS exposure of young children and particularly infants from parental (and 

especially mother's) smoking is causally associated with an increased risk of LRIs 

(pneumonia, bronchitis, and bronchiolitis). This report estimates that exposure to 

, ETS contributes 150,000 to 300,000 LRls annually in infants and children less 

than 18 months of age, resulting in 7,500 to J5,000 hospitalizatio_ns. The 

confidence in the estimates of LRls is high. Increased risks for LRIs continue, 

but are lower in magnitude, for children until about age 3; however, no estimates 

are derived for children over 18 months. 

3. 	 a. Exposure to ETS is causally associated with additional episodes and 

increased severity of asthma in children who already -have the disease. This 

report estimates that ETS exposure exacerbates symptoms in approximately 

20% of this country's 2 million to 5 million asthmatic children and is a 

major aggravating factor in approximately 10%. 

b. 	 In addition, the epidemiologic evidence is suggestive but not conclusive that 

ETS exposure increases the number of new cases of asthma in children who 

have not previously exhibited symptoms. Based on this evidence and the 

known ETS effects on both,the immune system and lungs (e.g., atopy and 

airway hyperresponsiveness), this report concludes that ETS is a risk factor 

for the induction of asthma in previously asymptomatic children. Data 

suggest that relatively high levels of exposure are required to induce new 

cases of asthma in children. This report calculates that previously 

asymptomatic children exposed to ETS from mothers' who smoke at least 10 

cigarettes per day will exhibit an estimated 8,000 to 26,000 new cases of 
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asthma annually. The confidence in this range is medium and is dependent 
, 

I 

on the conclusion that E1'5 is a risk factor for asthma induction. I 
4. Passive smoking has subtle but significant effects on the respiratory health of 

nonsmoking adults, including coughing, phlegm production, chest discomfort, 
r• 

and reduced lung function. 

This report also has reviewed data on the relationship of maternal smoking and sudden 

infant death syndrome (SIOS), which is thought to involve some unknown respiratory 

pathogenesis. The report concludes that while there is strong evidence that infants whose mothers 

smoke are at an increased risk of dying from SIOS.available studies do not allow uno 

differentiate whether and to what extent this increase is related to in utero versus postnatal 

exposure to to bacco smoke products. Consequentl y. this report is unable to assert whether or not 

ETS exposure by itself is a risk factor for SIOS independent of smoking during pregnancy. 

Regarding an association of parental smoking with either upper respiratory tract infections t 

(colds and sore throats) or acute middle ear infections in children, .this report finds the evidence 

inconclusive. t 
r 
i 

1.3.1. ETS aDd tUDE CaDcer t 
1.3.1.1. HlUArd.llkNiJit4lioll 

The Surgeon General (U.S. OHHS, 1989) estimated that smoking was responsible for more 

than one of every six deaths in the United States and that it accounted for about 90% of the lung 

cancer deaths in males and about 80% in females in 1985. Smokers. however. are not the only 

ones exposed to tobacco smoke. The sidestream smoke (SS) emitted from a smoldering cigarette 

between puffs (the main component of ETS) has been documented to contain virtually all of the 

same carcinogenic compounds (known and suspected human and animal carcinogens) that have 

been identified in the mainstream smoke (MS) inhaled by smokers (Chapter 3). Exposure 

concentrations of these carcinogens to passive smokers are variable but much lower than for active 

smokers. An excess cancer risk from passive smoking, however. is biologically plausible. 

Based on the firmly established causal association of lung cancer with active smoking with 

a dose-response relationship down to low doses (Chapter 4), passive smoking is considered likely 

to affect the lung similarly. The widespread presence of ETS in both home and workplace and its 

absorption by nonsmokers in the general population have been well documented by air sampling 

and by body measurement of biomarkers such as nicotine and cotinine (Chapter 3). This raises. the 

question of whether any direct evidence'exists for the relationship between E1'5 exposure and 

lung cancer in the general population and what its implications may be for public health. This 
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report addresses that question by reviewing and analyzing the evidence from 30 epidemiologic 

studies of effects from normally occurring environmental levels of ETS (Chapter 5). Because 
I ' 

there is widespread exposure and it is difficult to construct a truly unexposed subgroup of the 

general population, these studies attempt to compare individuals with higher ETS exposure to 

those with lower exposures. Typically, female never-smokers who are married to a smoker are 

compared with female never-smokers who are married to a nonsmoker. Some ,studies also 

consider ETS exposure of other su)?jects (i.e., male never-smokers and long-term former smokers 

of either sex) and from other sources'(e.g., workplace and home exposure during childhood), but, 

these studies are fewer and represeht fewer cases, and they are generally excluded from the 

analysis presented here. Use of the female never-smoker studies provides the largest, most 

homogeneous databaSe for analysis .to determine whether an ETS effect on lung cancer is present, 

This report assumes that the results for female never,-smokers are generalizable to all nonsmokers, 

Given that ETS exposures are at actual environmental levels and thauhe comparison 

groups are both exposed to appreciable background (i.e., nonspousal) ETS, any excess risk for lung , 
cancer from exposure to spousal s.Joke would be expected to be small. Furthermore, th,e risk of, 

lung cancer is relatively low in nonsmokers, and most studies have a small sample size, resulting in 

a very low statistical power (proba~i1ity of detecting a real effect if it exists). Besides small 

sample size and low incremental exposures, other pr6blems inherent in several of the studies may 

also limit their ability to detect a possible effect. Therefore, this report examines the data in 

several different ways. After downward adjustment, of the relative risks for smoker 

misclassification bias, the studies are individually assessed for strength of association, both for the 

overall data and for the highest exposure group whe? exposure-level data are available, and for 

exposure-response trend. Then the,study results are: pooled by country using statistic,al techniques 

for combining data, including both positive an.d nonpositive results, to increase the ability to 

determine whether or not there is an association between ETS and lung cancer. Finally, in 

addition to the previous statistical analyses that weight the studies only by size, regardless of 
, , 

design and conduct, the studies are qualitatively evaluated for potentia~ confounding, bias, and 

likely utility to provide information about any lung carcinogenicity of ETS. Based on these 

qualitative considerations, the studies are categorized into one of four tiers and then statistically 

analyzed successively by tier. 

Results from all of the analyses described above strongly support a causal association 

between lung cancer .ETS exposure. The overall proportion (9!30) of individual studies found to 

show an association between lung cancer and spousal ETS exposure at all levels combined is 

unlikely to occur by chance (p < 10-4), When the an~lysis focuses on higher levels of spousal 

exposure, everyone of the 17 studies with exposure-,Ievel data shows increased risk in the highest 
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exposure group; 9 of these are significant at the p < O.OS level, despite most having low power, 

another result highly unlikely to occur by chance (p <: 10.7). Similarly, the proportion (10/14; 

p < 10.9) showing a statistically significant exposure-response trend is highly supportive of a 

causal association. 

Combined results by country showed statistically significant associations for Greece 

(2 studies), Hong Kong (4 studies), Japan (S studies), and the United States (II studies), and in 

that order of strength of relative risk. Pooled results of the four Western European studies (three 

countries) actually showed a slightly stronger association than that of the United States, but it was 

not statistically significant, probably due to the smalle'r sample size. The combined results of the 

Chinese studies do not show an association between ETS and lung cancer; however .. two of the 

four Chinese studies were designed mainly to determine the lung cancer effects of high levels of 

other indoor air pollutants indigenous to those areas, which would obscure a smaller ETS effect. 

These two Chinese studies do, howev,er, provide very strong evidence on the lung carcinogenicity 

of these other indoor air pollutants, which contain many of the same components as ETS. When 

results are combined only for the other two Chinese studies, they demonstrate a statistically 

. significant association for ETS and lung cancer. 

The heterogeneity of observed relative risk estimates among countries could result from 

several factors. For example, the observed differences may reflect true differences in lung cancer 

rates for never-smokers, in ETS exposure levels from nonspousal sources, or in related lifestyle 

characteristics in different countries. For the time period in which ETS exposure was of interest 

for these studies, spousal smoking is considered to be a better surrogate for ETS exposure in more 

"traditional" societies, such as Japan and Greece, than in the United States. In the United States, 

other sources of ETS exposure (e.g., work and public places) are ~enerally higher, which obscures 

the effects of spousal smoking and may explain the lower relative risks observed in the United 

States. Nevertheless, despite observed differences between countries, all showed evidence of 

increased risk. 

Based on these analyses and following the U.S. EPA's Guidelines lor Carcinogen Risk 

A.ssessment (U.S. EPA, 1986a), EPA concludes that environmental tobacco smoke is a Group A 

(known human) carcinogen. This conclusion is based on a total weight of evidence. principally: 

• 	 Biological plausibility. ETS is taken up by the lungs. and components are distributed 

throughout the body. The presence of the same carcinogens in ETS and MS, along 

with the established causal relationship bet,ween lung cancer and active smoking with 

the dose-response relationships exhibited down to low doses, establishes the 

plausibility that ETS is also a lung carcinogen. 
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• Supporting evidence from animal bioassays and genotoxicity experiments. The 

carcinogenicity of tobacco smoke has been demonstrated in lifetime inhalation studies 

in the hamster, intrapulmonary implantations in the rat, and skin painting in the 

mouse. There are no lifetime animal inhalation studies of ETS; however, the 

carcinogenicity of SS condensates has been shown in intrapulmonary implantations 

and skin painting experiments. Positive results of genotoxicity testing for both MS 

and ETS provide corroborative evidence for their carcinogenic potential. 

• Consistency of response. All 4 of the cohort studies and 20 of the 26 case-control 

studies observed a higher risk of lung cancer among the female never-smokers 

classified as ever exposed to any level of spousal ETS. Furthermore, everyone of the 

17 studies with responsec~tegorized by exposure level demonstrated increased risk for 

the highest exposure group. When assessment was restricted to the 19 studies judged 

to be of higher utility based on study design. execution. and analysis (Appendix A). 

17 observed higher risks, and 6 of these increases were statistically significant, despite 

most having low statistical power. Evalua'tion of the total study evidence from several 

perspectives leads to the conclusion that the observed association between ETS 

exposure and increased lung cancer occurrence is not attributable to chance. 

• Broad-based evidence. These 30 studies provide data' from 8 different countries, 

employ a wide variety of study designs and protocols, and are conducted by many 

different research teams. Results from aU countries, with the possible exception of 

two areas of China where high levels of other indoor air lung carcinogens were 

present, show small to modest increases in lung cancer associated with spousal ETS 

exposure. No alternative explanatory variables for the observed association between 

ETS and lung cancer have been indicated that would be broadly applicable across 

studies. 

• Upward trend in exposure-response. Both the largest of the cohort studies--the 

Japanese study of Hirayama with 200 lung cancer cases--and the largest of.the 

case-control studies--the U.S. study by Fontham and associates (1991) with 420 lung 

cancer cases and two sets of controls--demonstrate a strong exposure-related 

statistical association between passive smoking and lung cancer. This upward trend is 

well supported .py the preponderance of epidemiology studies. Of the 14 studies that 

provide sufficient data for a trend test by exposure level, 10 were statistically 

significant despite most having low statistical power. 

• Detectable association at environmental exposure levels. Within the population of 

married women who are lifelong nonsmokers, the excess lung cancer risk from 
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1exposure to their smoking husbands' ETS is large enough to be obse~ved, even for all 

levels of their spousal exposure combined., Carcinogenic responses are ~suallY 

detectable only. in high-exposure circumstances, such as occupational settings, or in 

experimental animals ,receiving very high doses. In addition, effects are harder to 

observe when there is substantial background exposure in the comparison groups, as is 

the case here. 

• 	 Effects remain after adjustment for potential upward bias. Current and ex-smokers 

may be misreported as never-smokers, thus inflating the apparent cancer risk for ETS 

exposure. The evidence remains statistically significant and conclusive, however, 

after adjustments for smoker misclassification. For the United States, the summary 

estimate of relative risk from nine case-control pl.us two cohort studies is 1.19 (90% 

confidence interval [C.I.] - 1.04, 1.35; p < 0.05) after ,adjustment for smoker 

misclassification. For Greece, 2.00 (1.42,2.83), Hong Kong, 1.61 (1.25,2.06); and 

Japan, 1.44 (1.13, 1.85), the estimated relative risks are higher than those of the 

United States and more highly significant after adjusting for the potential bias. 

• 	 Strong associations for highesfexposure groups. Examining the groups with the 

highest exposure levels increases the ability to detect an effect, if it exists. Nine of 

the sixteen studies world'¥ide for which there are sufficient exposure-level data are 

statistically significant for the highest exposure group, despite most having low 

statistical power. The overall pooled estimate of 1.81 for the highest exposure groups 

is highly statistically significant (90% C.1. - 1.60, 2.05; p < IO~). For the United 

States, the overall pooled estimate of 1.38 (seven studies, corrected for smoker 

misclassification bias) is also highly statistically significant (90% C.I. - 1.13, 1.70; 

p - 0.005). 

• 	 Confounding cannot explain the association. The broad-based evidence for an 

association found by independent investigators across several countries, as well as the 

positive exposure-response trends observed in most of the studies that analyzed for 

them, make any single confounder highly unlikely as an explanation for the results. 

In addition, this report examined potential confounding factors (history of lung, 

disease, home heat sources, diet, occupation) and concluded that none of these factors 

could account for the observed association between lung cancer and ETS. 
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1.3.1.2. E.JIiIulioIl 0/ POpulilJUJll Risk. 

The individual risk of lung cancer from exposure to ETS does not have to be very large to 

translate into a significant health hazard to the U.S. population because of the large number of 

smokers and the widespread presence of ETS. Current smokers comprise approximately 26% of 

the U.S. adult population and consume more than one-half trillion cigarettes annually (1.5 packs 

per day, on average), causing nearly universal exposure to at least some ETS. As a biomarker of 

tobacco smoke uptake, cotinine, a metabolite of the tobacco-specific comPound nicotine, is 

detectable in the blood, saliva, and urine of persons recently exposed to tobacco smoke. Cotinine 

has typically been detected in 50% to 75% of reported nonsmokers tested (50% equates to 

63 million U.S. nonsmokers age 18 or older). 

The best estimate of aj)proximately 3,000 lung cancer deaths per year in U.S. nonsmokers 

age 35 and over attributable to ETS (Chapter 6) is based on data pooled from all I I U.S. 

epidemiologic studies of never-smoking women married to smoking spouses. Use of U.S. studies 

should increase the confidence in these estimates. Some mathematical modeling is required to 

adjust for expected bias from misclassification of smoking status and to account for ETS exposure 

from sources other than spousal smoking. The overan relative risk estimate of 1.19 for the 

United States, already adjusted for smoker misclassification bias, becomes 1.59 after adjusting for 

background ETS sources (1.34 for nonspousal exposures only). Assumptions are also needed to 

relate responses in female never-smokers to those in male never-smokers and ex-smokers of both 

sexes, and to estimate the proportion of the nonsmoking population exposed to various levels of 

ETS. Overall, however, the assumptions necessary for estimating risk. add far less uncertainty 

than other EPA quantitative assessments. This is because the extrapolation for ETS is based on a 

large database oJ human studies, all at levels actually expected to be encountered by much of the 

U.S. population. 

The components of the 3,000 lung cancer deaths figure include approximately 1,500 

. female never-smokers, 500 male never-smokers, and 1,000 former smokers of both sexes. More 

females are estimated to be affected because there are more female than male nonsmokers. These 

compo~ent estimates have varying degrees of confidence; the estimate of 1,500 deaths for female 

never-smokers has the highest confidence because of the ex.tensive da~abase. The estimate of 500 

for male never-smokers is less certain because it is based on the female never-smoker response 

and is thought to be low because males are generally subject to higher background ETS exposures 

than fepjales. Adjustment for this higher background exposure would lead to higher risk 

estimates. The estimate of 1,000 lung cancer deaths for former smokers of both sexes is 
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considered to have the lowest confidence, and the assumptions used are thought to make this 


estimate low as well. 


Workplace E1'8 levels are generally comparable with home E1'8 levels, and studies using 


. body cotinine measures as biomarkers demonstrate that nonspousal exposures to E1'8 are often 

greater than exposure from spousal smoking. Thus, this report presents an alternative breakdown 

of the estimated 3,000 E1'8-attributable lung cancer deaths between spousal and nonspousal 

exposures. By extension of the results from spousal smoking studies, coupled with biological 

measurements of exposure, more lung cancer deaths are estimated to be attributable to E1'8 from 

combined nonspousal exposures--2,200 of both sexes-~than from spousal exposure--800 of both 

sexes. This spouse-versus-other-sources partitioning depends on current exposure estimates that 

may or may not be applicable to the exposure period of interest. Thus, this breakdown contains 

this element of uncertainty in addition to those discussed above with respect to the previous 

breakdown. 

An alternative analysis, based. on the large Fontham et al. (1991) study, which is the only 

study that provides biomarker estimates of both relative risk and ETS exposure, yields population 
.' 

risk point estimates of 2,700 and 3,600. These population risk estimates are highly consistent with 

the estimate of 3,000 based on the combined U.S. studies. 

While there is statistical variance around all of the parameters used in the quantitative 

assessment, the two largest areas of uncertainty are probably associated with the relative risk , . 

estimate for spousal ETS exposure and the parameter estimate fot the background ETS exposure 

adjustment. A sensitivity analysis that independently varies these two estimates yields population 

risk estimates as low as 400 and as high as 7,000. These extremes, however, are considered i
unlikely; the more probable range is narrower, and the generally conservative assumptions I 
employed suggest that the actual population risk number may be greater than 3,000. Overall, ,t 
considering the multitude, consistency, and quality of all these studies, the weight-of-evidence 

conclusion that ETS is a known human lung carcinogen, and the limited amount of extrapolation f 
necessary, the confidence in the estimate of approximately 3,000 lung cancer deaths is medium to l 
high. 

1.3.2. ETS aDd NODcaDcer Respiratory Dlsorden 

Exposure to ETS from parental smoking has been previously linked with ~ncreased 

respir.ry disorders in children, particularly in infants. Several studies have confirmed the 

exposure and uptake of ETS in children by assaying saliva, serum, or urine for cotinine. These 

cotinine concentrations were highly correlated with smoking (especially by the mother) in the 

child's presence. Nine to twelve million. American children under S years of age, or one-half to 
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two-thirds of all children in this age group, may be exposed to cigarette smoke in the home 

(American Academy of Pediatrics, 1986; Overpeck and Moss, 1991). 

With regard to the noncancer respiratory effects of passive smoking, this report focuses on 

epidemiologic evidence appearing since the two major reports of 1986 (NRC and U.S. OHHS) that 

bears on the potential association of parental smoking with detrimentahespiratory effects in their 

children. These effects include symptoms of respir,atory irritation (cough, sputum production,or 

wheeze); acute diseases of the lower respiratory tract (pneumonia, bronchitis, and bronchiolitis); 

acute middle ear infections and indications of chronic middle ear infections (predominantly 

middle ear effusion); reduced lung function (from forced expiratory volume and flow-rate 

measurements); incidence and prevalence of asthma and exacerbation of symptoms in asthmatics; 

and acute upper respiratory tract infections (colds and sore throats). The more than 50 recently 

published studies reviewed here essentially corroborate the previous conclusions of the 1986 

reports of the NRC and Surgeon General regarding respiratory symptoms, respiratory illnesses, 

and pulmonary function, and they strengthen support for those conclusions by the additional 

weight of evidence (Chapter 7); For example, new data on middle ear effusion strengthen 

previous evidence to warrant the stronger conclusion in this report of a causal association with 

parental smoking. Furthermore, recent studies establish associations between parental smoking 

and increased incidence of childhood asthma. Additional research also supports the hypotheses 

that in utero exposure to mother's ~moke and postnatal exposure to ETS alter lung function and 

structure, increase bronchial responsiveness, and enhance the process of allergic sensitization, 

changes that are known to predispose children to early respiratory illness. Early respiratory illness 

can lead to long-term pulmonary effects (reduced lung function and increased risk of chroni~ 

obstructive lung disease). 

This report also summarize~ the evidence for an association between parental smoking and 

SIOS, which was not addressed in the 1986 reports of the NRC or Surgeon General. SIOS is the 

most common cause of death in infants ages I month to I year. The cause (or causes) of SIOS is 

unknown; however, it is widely believed that some form of respiratory pathogenesis is generally 

involved. The current evidence strongly suggests that infants whose mothers smoke are a,t an 

increased risk of dying of SIOS, independent of oth~r known risk factors for SIOS, including low 

birth weight and low gestational age, which are specifically associated with active smoking during 

pregnancy. However, available studies do not allow this report to conclude whether that increased 

risk:' related to in utero versus postnatal exposure to tobacco smoke products, or to both. 

The 1986 reports: of the NRC and Surgeon General conclude that both the prevalence of 

respiratory symptoms of irritation and the incidence of lower respiratory tract infections are 

higher in children of smoking parents. In the 18 studies of respiratory symptoms subsequent to 
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the 2 reports, increased symptoms (cough, phlegm production, and wheezing) were observed in a 

range of ages from birth to midteens, particularly in infants and preschool children. In addition 

to the studies on symptoms of respiratory irritation, 10 new studies have addressed the topic of 

parental smoking and acute lower respiratory tract illness in children, and 9 have reported 

statistically significant associations. The cumulative evidence is conclusive that parental smoking, 

especially the mother's, causes~ an increased incidence of respiratory illnesses from birth up to the 

first 18 months to 3 years of Iffe, particularly for bronchitis. bronchiolitis. and pneumonia. 

Overall, the evidence confirms and strengthens the previous conclusions of the NRC and Surgeon 

General. 

Recent studies also solidify the evidence for the conclusion of a causal association between 

parental smoking and increased middle ear effusion in young children. Middle ear effusion is the 

most common reason for hospitalization of young children for an operation. 

At the time of the Surgeon General's report on passive smoking (U.S. DHHS, 1986), data 

were sufficient to conclude only that maternal smoking may innuence the severity of asthma in 

children. The recent studies reviewed here strengthen and confirm these exacerbation effects. 

The new evidence is also concl~sive that ETS exposure increases the number of episodes of asthma 

in children who already have the disease. In addition. the evidence is suggestive that ETS 

exposure increases the number of new cases of asthma in children who have not previously 

exhibited symptoms, although the results are statistically significant only with children whose 

mothers smoke 10 or more cigarettes per day. While the evidence for new cases of asthma itself is 

not conclusive of a causal association, the consistently strong association of ETS both with 

increased frequency and severity of the asthmatic symptoms and with the established ETS effects 

on the immune system and airway hyperresponsiveness lead to the conclusion that ETS is a risk 

factor for induction of asthma in previously asymptomatic children. 

Regarding the effects of passive smoking on lung function in children, the 1986 NRC. and 

Surgeon General reports both conclude that children of parents who smoke have small decreaSes in 

tests of pulmonary output function of both the larger and smaller air passages when compared 

with the children of nonsmokers. As noted in the NRC report, if ETS exposure is the cause of the 

observed decrease in lung function, the effect could be due to the direct action of agents in ETS 

or an indirect consequence of increased occurre~ce of acute respiratory illness related to ETS. 

Results from eight studies onETS and lung function in children that have appeared since 

~ose reports add some additional confirmatory evidence susaesting a causal rather than an. 

indirect relationship. For the population as a whole, the reductions are small relative to the 

interindividual variability of each lung function parameter. However, Iroups of particularly 

susceptible or heavily exposed children have shown larler decrements. The studies reviewed 
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sUllest that a continuum of exposures to tobacco products staning in fetal life may contribute to 

the decrements in lung function found in older children. Exposure to tobacco smoke products 

inhaled by the mother during pregnancy may contribute significantly to these changes, but there 

is strong evidence indicating that postnatal exposure to E1'5 is an important part of the causal 

pathway. 

With respect to lung function effects in adults exposed to E1'5, the 1986 NRC and Surgeon 

General reports found the data at that time inconclusive, due to high interindividual variability 

and the existence of a large number of other risk factors, but compatible with subtle deficits in 

lung function. Recent studies confirm the association of passive smoking with small reductions in 

lung function. Furthermore, new evidence also has emerged suggesting a subtle association 

between exposure to E1'5 and increased respiratory symptoms in adults. 

Some evidence suggests that the incidence of acute upper respiratory tract illnesses and 

acute middle ear infections may be more common in children exposed to E1'5. However, several 

studies failed to find any effect. In addition, the possible role of confounding factors, the lack of 

studies showing clear dose-response relationships, and the absence of a plausible biological 

mechanism preclude more definitive conclusions. 

In reviewing the available evidence indicating an association (or lack thereof) between 

E1'5 exposure and the different noncancer respiratory disorders analyzed in this report, the 

possible role of several potential confounding factors was considered. These include other indoor 

air pollutants; socioeconomic status; effect of parental symptoms; and characteristics of the 

exposed child, such as low birthweight or active smoking. No single or combined confounding 

factors can explain the observed respiratory effects of passive smoking in children. 

For diseases for which E1'5 has been either causally associated (LRIs) or indicated as a risk 

factor (asthma cases in previously asymptomatic children), estimates of population-attributable 

risk can be calculated. A population risk assessment (Chapter 8) provides a probable range of 

estimates that 8,000 to 26,000 cases of childhood asthma per year are attributable to E1'5 exposure 

from mothers who smoke 10 or more cigarettes per day. The confidence in this range of estimates 

is medium and is dependent on the suggestive evidence of the database. While the data show an 

effect only for children of these heavily smoking mothers, additional cases due to lesser ETS 

exposure also are a possibility. If the effect of this lesser exposure is considered, the range of 

estimates of new cases presented above increases to 13,000 to 60,000. Furthermore. this report 

estimates that the additional public health impact of E1'5 on asthmatic children inCludes more than 
~ " 

200.000 children whose symptoms are significantly aggravated and as many as 1,000,000 children 

who are affected to some degree. 
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This report estimates that ETS elposure contributes lSO,OOO to 300,000 cases annually of 

lower respiratory tract illness in infants and children younaer than 18 months of age and that 

7,SOO to IS,OOO of these will require hospitalization. The strong evidence linkina ETS exposure to 

increased incidence of bronchitis, bronchiolitis, and pneumonia in young children gives these 

estimates a high degree of confidence. There is also evidence sUllesting a smaller ETS effect on 

children between the ages of 18 months and 3 years, but no additional estimates have been 

computed for this age group. Whether or not these illnesses result in death has not been addressed 

here. 

In the United States, more than S,OOO infants die of SIDS annually. It is the major cause 

of death in infants between the ages of I month and I year, and the linkage with maternal 

smoking is well established. The Surgeon General and the World Health Organization estimate 

that more than 700 U.S. infant deaths per year from SIOS are attributable to maternal smoking 

(CDC, 1991a, 1992b). However. this report concludes that at present there is not enough direct 

evidence supporting the contribution of ETS exposure to declare it a risk factor or to estimate its 

population impact on SIDS. 
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"We accept an interest in people's health 

as a basic responsibility, paramount to 


every other consideration in our business. " 


Tobacco Industry Advertisement to the American Public 

The New York Times, January 1954 


INTRODUCTION 

As the Food and Drug Administration continues to use its authorities to protect the health 
and welfare of the American public from misbranded, adulterated, dangerous products, there 
still remains one product that in spite of the fact that it kills over 430,000 Americans each 
year remains, as columnist Ellen Goodman noted, the "Missing Entree in the Regulatory 
Menu. II That product is tobacco. Its absence from specific regulatory controls is not an 
accident but rather a tribute to the tobacco industry's long time strangle hold over the 
Congress and the Executive branch. What other product can boast that it is a major cause of 
cancer, heart disease, emphysema, stroke, premature births and other ailments and still be 
allowed on the market? What other addictive drug (nicotine) can be sold on the market with 
virtually no federal advertising, promotion and distribution constraints except for so-called 
industry "voluntary efforts," which have not protected the public, for nearly 30 years? And 
what other product can make unsubstantiated implied health claims about itself (i.e. low tar, 

. low nicotine and weight control), contain dozens of untested and undisclosed chemical 
additives, as well as undisclosed harmful constituents, and still remain on the market? 

It is now almost 30 years since the first Surgeon General's Report was released implicating 
cigarettes as a cause of cancer -- almost 30 years since Surgeon General Luther Terry, M.D. 
first indicated that any voluntary efforts by the tobacco industry did not "obviate the 
desirability of enacting specific regulatory authority to express those minimum standards that 
protection of the public interest requires." 

In 1964, when the first Surgeon General's Report on cigarette smoking and cancer was first 
released, numerous bills were introduced in Congress that would have resulted in specific 
authorities being vested in the Federal Trade Commission and the Food and Drug 
Administration designed to ensure. the proper regulation of this dangerous consumer product. 
Unfortunately the tobacco industry was quick to develop legislative and public relations 
strategies that were designed to ensure that no such laws were enacted. As a former Vice 
President of the Tobacco Institute, Frederick R. Panzer, was to later acknowledge in a 1972 

/' 
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the Toxic Substances Act and the Federal Hazardous Substances Act. Because the Congress 
has failed to deal with the tobacco issue, millions of people have needlessly died or been 
disabled from cardiovascular disease, cancer, emphysema, stroke and a host of other 
diseases. With health care costs continuing to skyrocket, with preventive health measures 
finally being viewed as critical to health care reform, many national health organizations as 
well as many members of Congress believe it is time for a change. 

FDA Commissioner David Kessler has on many occasions expressed his strong belief about 
the role he sees for the FDA in carrying out its statutory responsibilities, especially for high 
risk products which have the greatest impact on health. As he said in a speech published in 
the November 1991 edition of the 'Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal: 

I have set a range of goals to make the agency more credible, more efficient 
and better equipped to serve the country in the future. But if you ask what is 
the essence of my program I would answer quite simply that it is to enforce 
the law. 

Setting aside the historical, political, or economic circumstances surrounding the tobacco 
issue, it is obvious that this product should have and would have been removed from the 
marketplace a long time ago. Instead, today we find ourselves at the other extreme -- faced 
with the manufacturing, distribution,sale, labeling and advertising of a widely used, 
addictive product that is subject t~ minimal and ineffective regulation. What follows is a 
three pronged proposal to correct this national travesty. 

• 	 The Executive Branch at both federal and state levels should use 
every available means to make the regulation of tobacco products a 
central feature of health policy and practice. 

• 	 The FDA and the analogous existing authorities within states should 
regulate tobacco products which make health claims (implied or direct) or 
which seek to alter the structure or function of the body and therefore fall 
squarely under the dermitional requirements for "drugs. II 

• 	 The Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDC Act) should be amended through 
legislation to specifically and unequivocally bring tobacco in line with the 
ways and means other products (particularly those presenting health risks 
to the public) are regulated. 

/ 
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the article, through his representations in connection with its sale can 
determine the use to which the article is to be put. (Senate Report 74-361, 
74th Congress lst Session, 1935p. 4. See also, U.S. v. Article---Sudden 
Change, 409 F.2d 734, 739., 1969.) 

It is, thus; legally arguable that low tar and low nicotine cigarettes clearly fit within the 
parameters of what both the Congress and the courts and state laws intended when they 
defined drugs. Tobacco companies manufacture, advertise, promote, and sell low tar and 
low nicotine with the obvious intention of playing on the public's perception that use of these 
products will mitigate and prevent 'the onset of disease associated with smoking. 

Court Rulings Find Tobacco Products to be "Drugs" Under the FDC Act 

The expanded definition of "drugs" was applied against cigarettes in two FDA related court 

cases in the 1950s. The courts found that conventional cigarettes could be "drugs" under 

certain circumstances. In the court's view, the question of whether or not the FDA could 

assert jurisdiction over tobacco hinged on whether or not the products were being sold as 

articles intended to either mitigate or prevent disease or intended to affect the function or 

structure of the body and thus were not sold just for "smoking pleasure only. If 


, As the court noted in U.S. v. 46 Cartons Fairfax Cigarettes: 

If claimant's labeling was such that it created in the mind of the public the 
idea that these cigarettes could be used for the mitigation or prevention of the 
various named diseases, claimant cannot now be heard to say that it is selling 
only cigarettes and not drugs.... The ultimate impression upon the mind of the 
reader arises from' the sum total of not only what is said, but also all that is 
reasonably implied. If claimant wishes to reap the reward of such claims let it 
bear the responsibility as Congress has seen fit to impose on it. (Emphasis 
added.) 

This was the first time that cigarettes were found to be subject to the FDA's jurisdiction 
because they were not sold "merely for smoking pleasure" but had other intended purposes. 
Because those cigarettes could not meet the statutory and regulatory requirements of the FDC 
Act, they were removed from the marketplace. 

The idea of classifying cigarettes as drugs has been reaffirmed by the FDA in testimony 
before Congress on numerous occasions and again more recently by the courts. ' In 1977, for 
example, in attempting to further clarify FDA's jurisdiction, Action on Smoking and Health 
(ASH) and others filed a petition with FDA seeking to classify all cigarettes as dfugs under 
Section 201 (g)(C) as articles "intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of 

"Who's Minding the Tobacco Store?" 
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The Coalition's petition concludes that there is a dear indication that the tobacco industry has 
marketed these products with the clear intention that by using low tar and low nicotine 
products a smoker can "mitigate" or "prevent" diseases associated with the smoking habit. A 
series of advertisements run by Vantage brand cigarettes such as the one below in Time 
magazine on January 8, 1973, blatantly indicated this intended purpose: 

For years, a lot of people have been telling the smoking public not to smoke 
cigarettes, especially cigarettes with high "tar" and nicotine.... Since the 
cigarette critics are concerned about high "tar" and nicotine, we would like to 
offer a constructive proposal. Perhaps, instead of telling us not to smoke 
cigarettes, they can tell us what to smoke. For instance, perhaps they ought to 
recommend that the American public smoke Vantage cigarettes.... Vantage 
gives the smoker flavor like a full-flavor cigarette. But it's the only cigarette 
that gives him so much flavor with so little "tar" and nicotine .... 

The message contained in that Vantage advertisement is one that is repeated over and over 
again in today's marketing of low yield cigarettes. In one recent edition of Life magazine, 
three such advertisements appeared. 

The Coalition's petition has remained pending at the FDA since 1988. Since that petition 
was filed, over one and a half million Americans have died from cigarette smoking. 

Also in 1988, the Coalition on Smoking OR Health and the American Medical Association 
filed separate petitions seeking to classify a newly developed R. J. Reynolds' cigarette-like 
device named Premier as a drug under the FDC Act. The arguments asking FDA to 
assert jurisdiction were based on a premise similar to the low tar and low nicotine petition: 
that R. J. Reynolds called its new product "cleaner," one which "reduces the controversial 
compounds" and sold it as "safer," that is, designed to mitigate and prevent disease and to 
affect functions or structures of the body. Because. R. J. Reynolds withdrew the product 
from the marketplace, no action from the FDA was forthcoming. Petitions on other similar 
products were filed in 1991 and 1992. 

Defining when FDA can -- or cannot -- assert jurisdiction over cigarette or cigarette-like 
products was further clarified in February 1987. A manufacturer wanted to market a 
non-tobacco "cigarette-like device consisting of a plug impregnated with nicotine solution 
inserted with a small tube -- corresponding in appearance to a conventional cigarette." FDA 
had no difficulty -in classifying the product as a "drug." After reviewing promotional 
material as well as registration material filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC), the FDA reached the following conclusion: 

It is our position that Favor is a nicotine delivery system intended to satisfy a 
nicotine dependence and to affect the structure or one or more functions of the 
body. 

"Who's Minding the Tobacco Store?" 
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III. 	 THE NEED TO AMEND THE FOOD. DRUG AND COSMETIC ACT TO 
REGULATE THE MANUFACTURE. DISTRIBUTION. SALE. ADVERTISING 
AND PROMOTION OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS 

Because tobacco products are dangerous and addictive, it is only rational that, at a minimum, 
tobacco products be regulated in a manner similar to how other dangerous but legal consumer 
products are regulated. Past attempts to bring tobacco under the jurisdiction of one or more 
of the federal health and safety agencies have failed. In recent years, however, new efforts 
to regulate tobacco have enjoyed increasing support inside and outside of Congress. 

The Congress and the public are becoming increasingly aware that, unlike other consumer 
products, and because of the clout of the tobacco industry, no federal regulatory agency has 
exerted or been able to exert any health or safety jurisdiction over tobacco 
products except in the narrow exceptions outlined above. 

The tobacco industry would rather this fact be ignored. One of the tobacco industry's public 
relations ploys has been to try to convince legislators and the public that they are already 
burdensomely over-regulated and that there is no need to apply standards similar to those that 
are applied to foods, drugs and cosmetics to tobacco. The reality of the matter is that 
tobacco products are so dangerous that subjecting them to present FDA laws governing other 
products would likely result in their total ban: Thus the industry has had to ensure that no 
health and safety regulations are applied to their products. The discovery documents released 
in the Cipollone case indicate that they have done this with exceptional skill. 

Somewhere between the extremes of the present ab~nce of significant health and safety 
regulation and a complete ban of the product is a middle ground that will both allow the 
product to remain on the market and at the same time subject it to necessary regulations 
governing its manufacture, distribution, sale, labeling, advertising and promotion. Achieving 
this will require amending the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act to specifically and 
unequivocally give the FDA authority over tobacco products. Under such an approach, the 
tobacco industry would be required, to adhere to requirements with which manufacturers of 
other products have had to comply . For example, does it make sense for the FDA to have 
full regulatory control over nicotine patches and gum which are designed to help people quit 
their addictive smoking habits and not be able to have comparable regulatory control over the 
products causing addiction and death? Clearly, the double standard must end. The health of 
the public should be put above the political clout of the tobacco industry. Tobacco products 
should thus be subjected to regulation governing: 

• toxicologic testing and disclosure of chemical additives in tobacco products, 
./ 

• 	 disclosure and wamirigs related to constituents in both mainstream and 
sidestream smoke (there are some 4,()(X) distinct chemicals in tobacco 
smoke), 
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cigarette smoking causes disease. In 1954 the Tobacco Industry ran an advertisement in The 
New York Ti mes that stated: 

"We accept an interest in people's health as a basic responsibility, paramount 
to every other consideration in our business." (Emphasis added.) 

"We believe the products we make are not injurious to health." 

"We always have and always will cooperate closely with those whose task it is 
to safei:uard the public health." (Emphasis added.) 

In 1964 Bowman Gray, Chairman. of the Board of R. J. Reynolds told a House Committee, 
"If it is proven that cigarettes are harmful we want to do something regardless of what 
somebody else tells us to do., And we would do our level best. This is just being human." 
Thirty years later, after 50,000 studies have proven that cigarette smoking is a major cause 
of cancer, cardiovascular disease, emphysema and stroke, the tobacco industry still denies 
that any relationship between use of their products and disease has been proven and is still 
engaged in a "holding strategy" designed to head off any serious or significant attempts at 
having its products properly regulated. 

Congress was presented with the opportunity in 1964 to pass significant legislation that could 
have resulted in the saving of millions of American lives, .but failed. The recent decision by 
the U.S. Supreme Court in Cipollone, while reaffirming the right of individuals to sue 
tobacco companies under many causes of action, also reminded us of the glaring loophole 
that exists in our federal health and safety laws when it comes to tobacco. By attempting to 
reserve for itself the role of solo regulator of tobacco products and then failing to carry out 
its responsibilities, Congress has done a tremendous disservice to the health of all 
Americans. Unless Congress (as well as the FDA) has the courage to undo what it did in 
1964 under pressures from the industry, tobacco products will, tragically, remain 'the leading 
cause of preventable death and disability in the United States. 

IV. OPPORTUNITIES FOR STATE REGULATION OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS. 

Under our federal system of government, the protection of the public health is largely a 
responsibility of state and, by extension, local government. Although there has been little 
regulation of tobacco products at the state level, states have a variety of powers to protect 
their citizens. Existing consu mer protection laws can be used for this purpose, and the U. S. 
Supreme Court's decision in Cipollone (June 1992) opens up additional opportunities for 
protecting the public at the state and local,levels. ." 
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States pursuing actions under these laws might seek remedies which have symmetry with the 
losses suffered because of tobacco products. These might include: 

• 	 funding a public information campaign, I 

• 	 payments to Medicaid for the costs of care for tobacco-caused 

illness, and 


• 	 undoing the fraud by paying for quit-smoking treatment. 

Under many laws, individuals can pursue private actions as well. In such actions, the 

person(s) bringing the complaint must make a showing of injury or damage. As with state 

action, though, the private party need not show reliance on the deceptive practice. 

Penalties are only available for injury or damage caused by deceptive practices. 


New Opportunities to Regulate Tobacco Products. The U.S. Supreme Court's decision in 

Cipollone severely limits the degFee to which federal law preempts state regulation of 

tobacco products. While the tobacco industry had claimed an expansive protection, 

immunizing itself from virtually all state action, the Court held that the only thing states 

could not do was regulate cigarette advertising in a couple of narrow, specific ways. 


Section 5 of the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act (15 U.S.C.A. S 1334, as 

amended) includes the following preemption provision: 


(a) No statement relating to smoking and health, other than the statement 
required by section 4 of this Act, shall be required on any cigarette package. 
(b)' No requirement or prohibition based on smoking and health shall be imposed 
under State law with respect to the advertising or promotion of any cigarettes the 
packages of which are labeled in conformity with the provisions of this Act. 

Edward O. Correia, a professor of law at Northeastern University School of Law, has 
explored the opportunities available to states in the wake of the Cipollone decision in his 

I American Brands, the maker of MISTY cigarettes calls its direct mail operation a 
"Smokers Information Center." S'ince each tobacco company maintains extensive mailing 
lists of its customers and potential customers, information on harms from smoking and advice 
on how to quit could easily be se~t to these individuals directly as pari of public information 
campaigns. ' 
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• 	 FDA should use its existing authorities to regulate all "low yield" tobacco 
products as drugs under Sec. 20 I of the Federal FoOd, Drug and Cosmetic 
Act. 

• 	 Congress should enact specific statutory authorities which without question 
give the Food and Drug Administration the authority and the resources to 
regulate the manuf;;tcture, distribution, sale, labeling, advertising and 
promotion of tobacco products. 

• 	 The nation's governors should make the regulation of tobacco products a 
priority in health policy initiatives. 

• 	 States should use their existing drug authorities to regulate "low yield" tobacco 
products as drugs. 

• 	 States should consider enacting specific statutory provisions which would 
regulate the manufacture, distribution, sale, labeling, advertising and 
promotion of tobacco products as a class of drug. These new requirements 
should include full disclosures of ingredients and of information known to the 
manufacturers about the toxicity of the products as well as requirements that 
the manufacturers assist customers who want to quit. 

• 	 States should ban billboards which advertise tobacco products. 

• 	 States should use existing consumer protection authorities to regulate the 
manufacture, distribution, sale, labeling, advertising and promotion of tobacco, 
products. 
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25 YEARS OF FAll.ED SELF-REGULATION 
AND CORPORATE IRRESPONSIBILITY 

"We accept an interest in people's health as a basic responsibility, paramount to every other 
consideration in our business. . 

"We believe the products we make are not injurious to health. It 

Tobacco Industry Research Committee 
paid advertisement that appeared in the 

New York Times on 
January 4, 1954 

"Cigarette Makers Adopt 
an Industry Code for Ads" 

"The nation's major cigarette companies have agreed on a cigarette advertising code that 
would be enforced by an independent administrator .... Provisions of the code would bar 
ads directed mainly at persons under 21 years of age.... .. 

New York Times, 
April 28, 1964 

"Advertising is basic to the successful distribution and sale of any consumer item on a 
national basis. 

"On April 27, (1964) the cigarette companies announced the Cigarette Advertising 
Code. This code prescribes certain standards for cigarette advertising. The standards 
relate primarily to two areas: advertising which has an appeal to young people .... Under 
the code, all cigarette advertising must be submitted to the administrator before it is used. 
The administrator is fully empowered to detennine whether advertising complies with the 
standards of the code. If it doesn't· he will veto its use. Any company who violates the 
administrators ruling may be required to pay up to $100,000. 

"This advertising code represents a sincere effort by the industry to respond to 
criticism of the industry'S advertising which has been voiced in some quarters. It is an 
earnest effort at industry self regulation. I hope that the industry will be given a reasonable 
opportunity to implement this code." 

Statement of Bowman Gray, on behalf of the 
. tobacco industry, 

before the House Committee on Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce, 

· June 25, 1964 /' 
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"It's conduct (tobacco industry's) has been both responsive and responsible to an extent 
unparalleled in American industry.... In 1964 it established an advertising and promotion 
code to limit its message from reaching youth audiences. Although the code has been 
technically tenninated, its principles are still adhered to. " 

Statement of Horace Kornegay 
President, Tobacco Institute 

before the· Senate Committee on Commerce 
FebruaO' 1, 1972 

* * * * * * 

" After three decades of investigation and millions of dollars invested ... the smoking 
and health controversy remains unresolved. The net result of all of this effort has been that 
no causal link between smoking and disease has been established. This is a scientific fact 
readily available to anyone willing to make an objective unemotional study of the existing 
evidence. " 

Statement of Edward A, Horrigan, Jr. 
on behalf of the Tobacco Institute 

before the House Energy and Commerce Committee 
March 12, 1982 

* * * * * * 

"Smoking is an adult practice to be considered only by those mature enough to make an 
infonned decision. In 1964 we adopted a cigarette-advertising code prohibiting advertising, 
marketing and sampling directed at young people, 

"In short our industry has acted responsibly in the past and we see no reason anyone 
should feel that we will not continue to do so in the future." 

Statement of Edward A. Horrigan, Jr. 
on behalf of the Tobacco Institute 

before the House Energy and Commerce Committee 
March 16, 1982 

* * * * * * 

"As you know the cigarette industry has long taken the position that cigarette smoking is 
only for those adults who choose to smoke. The voluntary advertising and sampling 
restrictions .. , have been designed to implement that policy decision. " 

"In addition, such advertising may not suggest that smoking is essential to social 
prominence, distinction, success or sexual attraction, " 

./ 

"The major U.S. cigarette manufacturers also have adopted, and have aggressively 
implemented a Code of Cigarette Sampling Practices." 

"In addition the Institute as well as individual cigarette manufacturers have sponsored a 
variety of advertisements encouraging parents to intercede with their children to prevent 
them from smoking." 
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"The gist of the advertisements perhaps can be illustrated by the headline, 'Do cigarette 
companies want kids to smoke?' No. As a matter of policy. No. As a matter of practice. 
No. As a matter of Fact No!" 

"Working with the National Association of State Boards of Education, or NASBE, we have 
undertaken an ambitious program'to assist parents in persuading their children not to 
become involved in activities appropriately reserved for adults, including cigarette smoking. 
That program has been vigorously promoted by extensive advertising in major media. " 

"We are proud of the industry's record with respect to cigarette advertising generally and 
youth smoking in particular. We would submit that the industry'S record is one of 
unparalleled restraint and responsibility." 

Statement of Horace R. Kornegay Chainnan, 
Tobacco Institute 

Before the House Energy and Commerce Committee, 
August 1, 1986 

"The Tobacco Institute is today aimouncing a series of new initiatives. These broad based, 
new programs are designed to discourage youth ... to reduce youth access to products and 
to address concerns that have been expressed recently about cigarette advertising and 
promotion. In announcing these initiatives, I feel it's important to first point out that they 
expand and reaffirm this industry'S long standing commitment and a history of positive 
actions against youth smoking. " 

Statement of Brennan M. Dawson 

Vice President, Tobacco Institute 


December 11, 1990 
,. . . . • 
 • 
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Coalition on Smoking OR Health 

February 19, 1993 

The Honorable 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Representative : 

You have previously received from the Coalition on Smoking OR Health 
copies of our 1993 legislative/regulatory agenda as well as a copy of an 
extensive article that appeared in the Greensboro News & Record 
concerning the misinfonnation campaigns conducted by. the tobacco industry 
to mislead the public and Congress about the need to regulate this dangerous 
product. We hope you have taken the time to seriously review those articles. 

Enclosed you will fmd another article on the same subject that appeared on 
the front page of the Wall Street Journal on Thursday, February 11, 1993. 
Again the fmdings are revealing and of great concern to the health 
community. 

As a member of the House Energy and Commerce Committee only you can 
undo the tragic mistake that was made back in 1964 when the tobacco 
industry convinced legislators that they were truly seeking the answers and 
the solutions to the tobacco and health problem. As the Wall Street Journal 
article notes, the deception really began in 1954 when the industry ran a full 
page advertisement in the New York Times in which they assured the public 
that they accepted "an interest in people's health as a basic responsibility, 
paramount to every other consideration in our business. II /' 

It is no longer appropriate to talk about health care refonn·and tum a blind 
eye to the one product that accounts for 430,000 deaths each year and is 
conspicuously absent ,from any ,regulatory controls. It is time to regulate the 
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manufacture, distribution, sale, labeling and advertising of this product in a 
manner consistent with the way other legal products in our society are 
regulated. It is time for the Food and Drug Administration to be given the 
clear statutory authority it needs to ensure that the health of the American 
public is protected to the maximum extent possible without banning the 
product. It is time to end this thirty year charade that has taken the lives of 
millions and millions of Americans. We hope that you will put health above 
the economic interests of the tobacco industry and do what is both fair and 
equitable. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Davis 
Vice President for Public Affairs 
American Cancer Society 

Scott D. Ballin 
Vice President for Public Affairs 
American Heart A.ssociation 

Fran Du Melle 
Deputy Managing Director 
American Lung Association 

cc: local American Heart Association, American Lung Association and 
American Cancer Society Affiliates 



Smoke attd Mirtors 
How Cigarette Makers 
Keep Health Question 
'Open' Year After Yeat 

COUllcil for Tobacco Research 
Is UilleJ as independent 
Bllt GuideJ by Lawyers 

An Ilidustry Insurance Policy 

Hy Aux M, FRP.F.IlMAN 

And L.\t'RIP. r, COllrN 


Sffl (/ nrT'tH tc'"! t'lJ Tn~ WAI.I. STn r:r: r JounNAt. 

This Is Ihe story of the longest'runnlng
11115inforctHltlon campaign In U,S. bll~lness 
history, anti how'l! may uUlmately back· 
flfI~ on tI, rorp'lrate spon~ors. 

The talc "pens In 1954. Cigarette smok· 
Ing. 11k!! tall fins and the new music called 
rork:mdroll. WIIS (un ahd glamorous. But 
a warning had just been sounded that 
smok Inlt might not be good for you. A 
sclrntist at Memorial Sloan, Kettering Can· 
c('r C('ntf'r had painted tobacco tars on the 
backs 01 mice and produced tumors. The 
tobarro Industry met this sudden threat 
head,on, 

In full page newspaper ads headlined 
"A Frank Statement to Cigarette
Snlokf'r,." tobacco companies announced 
tlmt a new research group, funded by the 
IlIdu,lry but Independent. would examine 
"all phas~s of tohacco use and health." 
Its solemn pledge: "We accept an Interest 
In Pf'{)fll!!'~ health AS It basic responsibility, 
paramount to every other consideration In 
our bll~ln('ss." 

The tobacco Industry's main ~ehlele tor 
danm!!!! rontrol was up lind ttinlilng. 
Sowing Doubt 

For almost four decades. the Collncll for 
Tobacco Research In New York ClIy has 
be"n the hub of a masSive !ffoH to wt 
doubt on the links between smokin, and 

.dlsense. Sponsored by U.S. toblil:to tolnpa
nles and long rlln behind the scenes by 
tobarco·lndustry lawyers. the ostensibly
Indr.p!'ndrnt council has spenl millions I)' 
dollars advancing ~ympathetlc science. At 
the same lime, II has Sometimes dIsre
garded. or even cut off. studies of Its oWn 
that Implicated smokln, as a health hii
ard. 

"When CTR researcher! follM Ollt that 
cigarettes were bad and It was better not to 
smoke. we dldn·t publicize that" In pre$$ 
releases. says Dorothea Cohen. who 'or 24 
yeal'~ IInlll her ~ellrement In 1989 Mote 
~ummarles of grAntee research 'ot the 
Collilcll'S aimual report. "The tTR I~ Just 
a lobhylng thing, We were lobbying for 
cigarettes... 

Many companies under attact fot their 
products have undeTWTltten research 10 
bllttrrss safety clalm~. What sets the to· 
baccolndustry npart are the scope,llrgreg· 
slveness and perSistence 0' Its Ilndertak
lng, For d('cades rival tobac~ tompanles 
hn ve acted In concert to combat the grow·
Ing body of evidence linking their products 
to rancer, heart disease and emphysema; , 

I th~a~ fnsunince 
The U,S, Centers for Disease control 

today links 434.000 deaths I year to smok· 
lng, The surgeon general has declared 
smoking "the Single largest preventable 
calise of death and disability," citing 
"ov(!rwhelmlng" evIdence froln no less 
than 50,000 studies, Yet the Wl5P of uncer· 
Inlnty suppllrd by the COllncll has always 
bren enough to prolect the $50 billion 
Industry In Congress and e5peclatly In 
court, and tobacco companies have never 
paid a dime In product liability claims, 

Addison Yeaman: a former Brown & 
Williamson Co, lawyer and ex'chalrmnn of 
the Council, says the passage of lime 
hasn't altered his lalth In thIs view ex· 
pressed at a Council meeting In 1975: Thl! 
"CTR Is Ithel best and cheapest Insur· 
ance the tobacco Industry can buy, and 
without II, the Industry would have to 
Invent CTR or would be dead," 

!'.Ilchael t'ertschuk.. a former chalrmaii 
of the Federnl Trade Commission. finds 
the Industry's defense extraordinarY:' 
"There never has been a heallh ha7.ard ~o 
perfectly proven as smoking. and It Is A 
measure of the Council'S success that It Is 
able to create the illusion of controversy III 
what Is so elegantly a closed sclentlflt 
case," 

ALekal Pert! 
But now the device the Industry has so 

long used to deflect attack has become lis 
biggest vulnerability, That Is because the 
Supreme Court last year said smokers can 
sue accusing the lildustry of deliberatelY 
hiding or distorting smoking's dangers. 
And the U.S, attorney's office In flrooklyn. 

, N. y" Is conducting a criminal Invesllga
tlon InII) whether the Industry IIsed the 
Council to defraud thl! pllbllc. 

Whelher anything \\'111 come 01 the 
criminal Inquiry - and whether plaintiffs 
can convince Juries that the Induslry did In 
lact mlsrep'resent health hazards are 
very much open quesllons; Just last month. 
one Illry rejected allegallons of a consplr· 
:tcy. Bllt II plaintiffs should begin to 
succeed. perhaps by gaining access, to 
now·secret Council documents. they could 
turn on tts head whattrp to now has been a~ 
flIniost totally winning Industry strategy,: 

The Council for Tobacco Research de
clined to respond to questions about ltil 
activities. as did all or the Big Six tobaccO 
companies - Philip Morris Cos., RJR Na; 
blsco 1I0ldlhgs Corp" American Brands 
Inc.. B.A.T Industries Pte (parent of 
Brown &. Williamson), Loews Corp. (par' 
eht of Lorlllardl smd Brooke Group Lid. 
(parent of Liggett Group),

A! tM outset. many In the industry 
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COlltilllH!tI From Firsll'rlge 
Ihonghtlhe late·1953 crisIs posed by the Sloan·Ket· 
Itdng mons~ research was entirely manngeable. 
WUh the Council. "Ihe Industry was told that In the 
hest of worlds. we'd do a great service to 
Illankllld," says James Bowling. a former Philip 
Monls director, "Our product either would be ex· 
onerated or. If involved lin causing cam:!!ri. Ihey'd 
hlenllfy the Ingrcl!icnts and we'd take them ollL 
We thought this Is marvelous." 

So apparently did sOllie scientists, The Conllcil 
snnggpd a noted IIgure, Clarellce 
Cook Lillie, as lis scientific dlrec· 
lor. Thanks to his renown as a for· 
mer University of Michigan presl· 
d~nt and diI ector of a prest iglans 
lahoratory. the Cmmtll was able to at· 
tratt an Illustriolls scientific advisory 
bOHrd, ;Yhich culled Ihrough proflosals 
from a who's who of American sclen· 
lists who sOllght Us research gra nts, 
Over the years. it has doled Ollt 
Illore than S200 million, 

Hut the Council'S role was never 
Just r~searf.h. 1\ was largely a 
creature of 1Ii11 & KI101wlton. the 
pllblh:-relalions fil'lll. which 
cigarellc Illerchants relalned 
when the mouse rcsearch came 
ouL 11111 & Knuwlton Installed the ~ 
Coullcll In the Empire State Bund· , . 

Ing in New York olle floor beneath lis 

own olrices, with one 01 the PIl flrm's 

starrers as the slIrposedly Independent 

research cmmcU's executive director. 11111 & 

Knowlloo.also began publishing a newsleUer 

thai repqrted su~h news items as "Lung Cancer 

Found III Non'Smoklng Nuns," and It helped au· 

thors generate books with lilies like "Smoke With· 

out Fear" and "Go Ahead and Smoke," 


Some people, Indudlng many In the news 
mcdia. were skeptical of the Council. "To re· 
porters. the Council was never !ndependent ... says 
EarllJbell, a veteran science reporter at WCBS·TV 
In New York. "It wa~ a wholly Qwnedsubsldlary 01 
the lobacco tndustry." Bul In the Interest of bal· 
allee, Journalists writing on smokjng and hellllh 
routinely Incillded the Council's views. 

And many smokers lacked the professional 
skeptlcl~m of reporters. "You would have to have 
lived In thnt era to understand - they kepI provld' 
Ing false reassurances, so l hod no Idea Ihat smok· 
Ing was so very dangerous.' says Janet Sackman, 
who once appeared In ads as Miss Lucky Strike 
and who now has throat cancer. . 

As early liS 1958. however. the Council had 
strong Intimations from studIes It IInanced that 
smoking could be dangerolls. "Cigarette smoke 
condensate ts a weak mouse skin carcinogen." said 
a COllnciHlnanced study completed In that year. 

Ensuing COllncll-llnanced research round more 
links 10 disease. In 1961. a study of HO ailtopsles at 
a Veternns hospital hJ Iowa Clty,lowa. said "a his· 
tory of cigarette smoking Is slgniflcanlly related 10 
the Incidence of carcinoma," In 1963. researchers 
at Philadelphia (ieneral Hospital and the Universl· 
ty of Pennsylvania linked chronic smoking to earll· 
er coronary artery disease and a higher InCidence . 
of coronary occlusion. .' ...~ 

The Qluncll summaiUed Ii.ich resulllin III an· , 
nllnl reports. but It ollen chose other research to 
stress to the public. 'Ms. Cohen, who wrote Ihe 
summaries, cites a 1965 study that said pregnant 
women who smoked had smaller babies and were 
more likely to give birth prematurely. Bllt the In· 
dustry In 1982 slIllInltled to Congress a slndy the 
Council hadn't financed. saytng that smokers had 
no greater risk of premature babIes and that low 
btrth weight wasn't a problem, 

"In the '60s," says Ms. Cohen. "there was so 
much bad news about smokIng that there really 
wasn't mUI:h the CTRcould put out, but anything 
they coutd lind they would lise.' 

THE LAWYERS iTEP iN 
fly 19111. krrring Ih~ r.nsp. oren wa~ no 1011 gel' 

JOIS! ~hr!,\\'I' !,uhllr rclntlon~; II hne! bcr.omp a I!'gal 
Irnrernliv('. M mnre Amerlrans carne 10 bell!'ve 
sll",king·colild kill, the num"er of tohnrr.Q liability 
SOIlls Jlllllrcd 1011 from ~!'vpn thp year hefore, And 
In liI:l! y~nr, th!' Surge"n G!'nerallaheled ~moklng 
~ Ilr~lth h:l7.:\I(1. 

II "\\'a~ a ~f'rl(1115. stunning shock." says Mr, 
lllJwllng,. the former Philip MorrIs director. 
'''Illat', thr ~In~e nt which the lawyers hp.came a 
Intll1(\r~ Involved." 

Nrr"in~ 11 drfl'n~e from science as never hp, 
fIll r. }'f't (hf'!1!ltng thE' Icgnlrxrm;lIre that adverse 
rl'~rnl ell wonld bring, !he Indtl~try created wllhln 
Ihl' (:'"lnr-ll iI ~flcclal l'roJcct~ dtvl~lon-\fJllh 
bIVvrr5, lint srlentl~t~, rtt the h~lm, I\IlIch of what 
II 'Ih, \VaS shrollded In m}·~trr}', "En~rythlng was 
clnak·anrl·dnggcr," recnll~ John Krl'lsher. 11 for· 
Iller nSSIlf:late ~clentHlc director of the Council. 
"We wl'r!!n't ~lIow!'d on their lloor." 

Thl' rore or the lawyers' oprrallnn WlIS a Vilst 
tlnlnhn5e. 5torlng thE! worhrs IItl'rnttlre on toharro 
awt hf'nllh, !lata on 'o!'s and ~trat('gy documents. 
Tltl' lawvt-rs hl'gnn slmltllng the glohe, looking ror 
rr~citn'li ani! exp!'rt wltn!'s~fl$. Thl'Y snught Otlt 
stll"If'~ Sllppnrting f.all~allon of lung eitnerr hy fnc· 
tor~ ..thrt than smoking ane! research suggesting 
Ih!' f'Olnplcx origin nf all e!!~eases IInke!l 10 tobacco. 

Overtures to scientists usually were handled hy 
otllshlc lAW !Inns, espednlly Jacob, MedInger. 
FInnegan & IInrtln New York, 1\ nlso serv!'d ns 
rnnn5e1 10 the Conncll. and Its Edwin Jllcob took 
thl' 1f':HI role alth!! Special Projects unit. Thts ar' 
rang!'ln!'nl offen~d crucial advllntage~. No\(>s Roy 
""Irse. a for met research chief at R..I. Reynolds: 
"As soon itS Mr, JAcob funded" a sclrntllic st\ldy, 
"It\~'as :I privileged r('lallonshlp and II couldn't 
comr. Inlo ellllrl" becan5e of legal r\lle~ protecting 
nllorney·cllent i:ommunlcatlon~. "~o they could do 
rroJcr.ls thntlht'y could bury II they r.hos~." 

lI"w ohen Ihey mny h:lVl! done Ihat Is unclcl\r. 
b~('alt~!' 1.500 COII!lcll documenl5 nrc und!'r 5enlln 
A frclt-rill sull In N~w .If"rsf"Y. withheld under the 
attorn!'y'cllenl rrlvllegf'. In nny cllse. Ihe IlI(lu~try 
hnd other ortions. Stich as halting fnndlng after an 
In!llnl phnse. Mr. Jacob :1m! the firm of Jncob 
Ml'dlnger,declined 10 commcnt. . 

SCIENT'IT. Ilaft U.. . 
In 1~72. thi! Special ProJecl~ IInll gave ""gh Fu· 

denhl'!g. nn Immunologist. lundlng to d!!t~rmlne 
whl'thrr SOIl1" )leUple Ilrc genetically predl5fiOsed to 
!'mphvsema. Early results Indlcatt'd up to II)';'. 
mlghi h!', Dr, Fudeliberg planned "10 warn high· 
rl~k l!Cople nol to smoke," he S:lYS. bllt hclore he 
could his funding was dlsconllnued wllhoul expla· 
nallon. "Th~y mny have cut me olf because II 
wOllhl haY\, been negative for them." he speculates. 

A I'f's~archer·named Geoffrey Ashton learned 

/' 
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the limits of the Councll's Independence In 1976. 
lie was Invited by Mr. Jacob to study whether 
there might be some genetic factor underlying 
both smoking and certain diseases. Bllt the study 
never got funded. Dr. Ashton says the lawyer told 
him "the presidents of the tobacco companies had 
turned down the proposal be~ause they didn't 
think the outcome would be useful to them.'! 

This case, like several others. points up the 
sOllletil11es'(l€l'fliexing relallonshlp pet ween sclen· 
tists and the tobacco Council. Or. Ashton says he 
was "very apprehensive" about casting his lot with 
the indllslry, What linally won him uver? "Nut to 
shock YOII, but scientists are always looking Illr 
muncy to flll'lher Ihelr research." Or. Ashton says. 

Likewise. a pharmacologist. Charles Puglia, 
did a specIal project for the COllncll's lawyers from 
19;9 10 19B1, although he believed smoking to be 
dangerolls. He explains: "1\ was early 011 In my ca· 
reer ami It got me slarted wllh a laboratory," 

While these sclenllsts hesUated to accept tobac· 
co funding bllt IInally said yes, others, snch as 
Theudore Finley. hesitated and finally said no. Dr. 

Finley. en~ouraged by Jacub 
Medinger; lawyers to apply 

lor clgaretluesearch lund· 
Ing,declded to examtne 

whether emphysoma 
ca n result froll} 8 re: 

ductlon that IflT!ok' 
ers face In u pro: 
. t!icllve lining of 

the lung, He 
soon backed 

oul. "If my 
theory 

was cor· 
recto II 

"• 1914: Industry forms
would . Council for Tobacco Resealth.
have dis· 
credited 1914: Industry laces first 
clga relies. ~ liability suit. Pritchard' 
he says. "Bill & Myers (dropped by 
It would be 12 years later). 
hard to talk about • 1884: SUfgeon'the evils of tobacco 

1!lI1i1~'cilruIfAlt& smoklnwhile being support

ed by Ihem at the 

same lime. This was 

dirty money-I felt like a 

prn~t1lute. n 

The researchers the Coun· 

cll cultivated most assiduously 

were those of a dillerent breed: 

contrarians whuse work disputed 

the perils of tobacco. For Instance, 

~~mes F. Smith did two conlroverslai " 

studies In the 1960s and 19708 saylni . 

smokeless tobaccu did not calise cancer. 

IThe surgeon general In 1986 said II ratsed 

the risk of ant.! cancer,) : . "~. . 


Allhough t>r, Smith ali but repudiated his 
'Own' conclusluns on CBS'; ~60 Minutes' In 1985-' 

. urging the public td avol4 snlokelesa tobacco-a 
short lime later he acknowledges he accepted an 
offer of several thousand dollars from jacob 
Medinger lawyers 10 revtew sclenllflc literature In 
preparation for a tobacco liability suit. The 1,laln
tiff was the motller of an Oklahoma youth who had 
died of oral cancer after using smokeless tobacco 
fur severt years. . 

The Jacob Medinger firm and other defense 
lawyers wun the sllil. Invoking Dr. Smlth's studies 
as Independent research. Dut there are Indications 
he hnd lungstandlng ties to the Council: one court 
document 'IIOWS his first s,udy wai earmarked a 
"., .,t ~tf '. If ... r., t' , . 

earlier, Or. Smith says the Council paid ior equip· 
m~nl ilt his d~flar!menl's lab nt the Untverslty 01 
Tenn~ssee when he was. dOing ht~ smoketfss·l~ 
bacco studies. though It dllln't finance the stUdies, 

REWARDING RESEARCH 
Two other "lvoMU! Scientists ot tM Council 

w~re Carl Sell1.er rind Thcodor Sterling. Or. 
Seltzer, a hlolnl,!lcal anthropologist, believes smok· 
Ing has !lfJ role In hearl disease and has alleged In 
print that datil In the huge 1S·yeRr. IO,OOO'person 
Framlnghnm Heart Study-which found other
wise - havp h~el1 distorted by anll!ohacco teo 
scarchr.rs. Framingham Olrcr.lor WIlliam Castelli 
scorr~ at Dr. Seil1.er's crHltJuc but says 1I,"has had 
tomp hnp:ict In kl'cplng the debate allve.""I'. Sterling. a statistician. dlsp1lles the validity 
of populalion studies Ilnktng smoking to Illness. aI'
g11lng that their narrow locus on smoking ohscures 
the more likely disease cause-occupational expo· 
sure to toxic fumes. 

For both men, defying conventional wisdom 
has heen rewarding. Dr. Seltzrr says he has reo 
cel\'~d "well over $1 million" from the Council for 
rrsrarch. Dr. Sterllnll 1I0t S1.I million lor his Spe· 
clal ['rojerts wurk In 1977-1!2. r.ourt records show. 

In rrlylng on SUch te~carrh, Ihe tnbacco Industry 
Is "exflloltlng the margins 01 science:' contends An
Ihony Colucci, a tormer lop researcher and latet dl· 
rl'clor of srlentlflc IItlgntirm support at RJ. 
Reyl\olrt~. lie oilers an annlogy: "There's a toresl' 
fuii of rtata that ~l\)'s tobacco kll1~ people, and sU!tng 
on nne trt'e Is a lizard with a dillerent btochemlcal 
IUtrt physiological makeup. The Industry focuses on 
IImt lizard -thaI tiny bll of margtnal evidence." 

RJ. Reynolds Is suing Or. Colucci. an outspo' 
kl'n crllic. to keep him from testifying In II trial or 
talking to the media nbout tobacco liability. and 
artlls!'!l him of demanding a bill' consuiling con
tract to kcep quit'\. Dr. Colucci says Reynolds "ma· 
nlpl1lated the negotlnllons" so II can now portray 
thrm B~ an e~lorlion lIttemp\. He nrtds: "Thts Is a 
clear rtrmollstrnllon or the extent to which a tobac· 
co rnmpany will go 10 silence someone who hi 
Irlllll!! the truth.;' . 

The Special Projects unit wotked In a variety of 
W:1ys to protect tobacco companies. Lobbying In 
Cnngress against adverltslng curbs, the Industry 
In 19112 slihmltled 10 Congress n researcher's state· 
ment thnt peer pressure. not :l!lvertislng, Induced 
young people io smoke. Congress wasil" lold that 
the tesearch had been fun!led by Council allor
nrys. This wns no accident. At It meeting of tobac
ro·company lawyers the year betore, Mr. .Iacob ex
plnlned that the rt'ltson for lundlng thllt particular 
research as a Special rroJecl was to concellithe reo 
searcher's lies to the Industry. "We did 110t wanlll 
oulln Ih~ open," Mr, jacoh said. according lo'ihe 
meet/nf transcript 1t8 ~lted In a Newark. N.J,. fed· 
eral Judge's ofllnlon, 
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TIll' Cf\lIllr.tr~ l~wy('l's wp,rim'l conlenl/or long 
10 r;flllflnr. Ihrlr :1r.tlvltll'S lothe SpeciAl Projects dl· 
vlsloll. ny thp lnlr. 1960~. they had begun to en· 
wIndt nn·!hl' slIlnklng research emanating froni 
Ihl' pllfnllvl'ly Illdepenllenl Council It~elr. orten, 
till' COIlIlril Mid lis l:twyers shttred or swnpped pta· 
jrrts nllt! ~rtrlltlsls, 

By I~r.~, Ihl" COlmrll hnd beg-uri /lultlng reo 
~('~rrllrl~ IIlHIr.r r.olltrnrt lor mnny studll'~, This 
g,lI'r It thr righl 10 rnnlrol both n study's drslgn 
nml plIl'lIr:l1l1J1I ollhl' r~slllls, "nwever, as n can· 
I! !trl"r. IIII' !.'tllmcll COllin he hp,ld resjmnslble for 
\\'11I11I"ldI1l1: IIl'gnltvc flndln!?~, So H~. oper~lIves 
II'Illlld do Ihf!lr IIlnlOslln ellsl1re IImt ugly surprises 
:Iid,ft arl~r, 

This clllllrlhlllrd In a pnrtlng ollhe ways with 
Ifill !. KII"wlt(In. "The Inwyrrs had Ihls thing 
.tlrlr,r ronlrlll," rHnils r.oel Velm:lns. It lormer 
'1lid rxrrlttl\'(~ nl the PR IIrm. It quit Ihr. nrcounl 
n Ihe l:ttr I!lr,ns. he s.1y~, out of frustrallon Ihnt 
II" Indllsln' "In" Ipltnl rrllson~ leI! I! couldn't 
ltllilif to ani'IIIII.!? I,,"I(lhncco t\l1d health I because 
hrn it wUllhl hI' SlIrr! Ollt or e~lstence," 

!::I)'S R"hl'l'l Krrsey, n rotmet head at tobacco 
"sentell al 1.lr.ll'ctt: "Almost everything that tran' 
pll'rrl h:td 10 h.> rl!loP umler the lid vice of touhsel 
,,'hat IH,'hhl!! ... wOlild Incllr 0 potenuaillablllly," 

qt
iMOKING RODENTS . 

hi 19r.R, Ihr COIIIICIl cOlllracitrd with Mason fte· 
:nr~h IlIsllll1l~ In Worrestk MaSs.. til e'v!lua(e' 
mlOkllll! 11Iarhlll(,s" for nnlthallnhalatlon sludtM 
r,d nn loxlr"r Ipsls nil !'odenls, AS the ~Iudy dre.. 
, :t (Insf' in 1~72, Aln,on rf'seilrcher Mlasnl, 
:tltflpi:111 Ilns n~I"lIlshed when ~rlentlsls Irom the 
'IImcll nnn 11"1111 n,.!, Reyni)lds began turning up 
('('kly Itt his Inh, where he snys they sat for hours 
king nolI'S. Thry rnnr!e surl.' that only, the most 
'nrtlrally \'Ig"rolls (that Is, cnncer·reslslantl roo 
'nls wrrr golli!!, to be used, he snys, and dictated 
tlch rtgarrtlrs and how many !lUffs were Admin·' 
~red tn Ihrm, 
"II R"t In Ihe point where they were dltectlnr 

~ roms!' of the study." says Dr. Hagopian. "U 
:15 nnwhrre nrnr as obJl!ctlve at If It hAd been . 
rllnd!'.! by" Ihe govrrnment. .. , . 

Although he did complain td MilSon'g presl- ' 
dent. Dr, H~!!,oplnn concMes hi! Arid other 
rr~cn rellerS ninlnly "Iool~ the bthet 

wny," Thry wanled 10 make 9ur@thec011· 
trae! wn5 tenewed 10 the!' tould dd thl! '. 


crlt leal experlmeht! ollwh@lhl!r ~ 


Ih ~mnke aI/eels tode"ts~ lUll, lt~(:\'

However, the GQUIf~1 t~~lear': 


funding berorl! Mdot! bepn the .• 

nnlmnl study, :"" .',. 

The Couhcli' pulled irut 
Ihe big guns IUter another 

Sludy. at Bto-ftesearch 
gress requires Institute In Cambridge • 

.amlrtgs (Ialer Mass, When, Syrian 


ham!!ters tiere ex

posed. to· !!lnokl!
t: Conglp.ss bans TV twice a day rdt· .r.lq~relte ads. : 

s§ to 80 w~k~. 
982: Surgeon neneral ..m bl thoS!! 
:clgarelle smokIng malor 01 acail!:er' ~ 
'lgle cause 01 cancer mortality lri , .•us~e~;' ; 
U.S 

• 	1983: Pose Cipollone of 

Plew Jersey siles three comPinlet 


saying their cigarettes gave her 
IImQ r.an(;~r. 

• 1984: Surgeon General 
calls smoking "chief, slnole, 

avolnable cause 01 death In our
In so~lplv " 


I'~ 


• UP! SUigeiiii ti~H~I~1 , 
calls smoktng "chlAI, single, 

IIhle avoidable cause 01 dealh In our 
strllin , . socl~lv." 
nnrl I"; • 1988: Surgeon Gen~ralof II rp~15' 

says paSSive smoking can causlant s!raln 
lung c~ncer and smokelessdevl'lo!"f'd rn:t· 

!ollacco can raise oral·caneIIgnnnt lurnors. 

nrlnrr rllhli5hlng risk 

Ihe studv In 1974, .1988: In Oklah,

the Institute's fOllnn· 
 u.s. Tobacco wins 01
!'r, Freddy !lomberg· smokeless·tollatC! 
er, ~rnl n mnnll~crlpl to ever tried.
Roher! "fickel!, tllrn sri· 
entillr: rtlrrr:lflr 01 the COlin· .1988: 
ell, !Jr. I!nrnhf'!~f'r sllYs he award agah 
hnd ttl no so b~call~~ hallwny lury In Nr 
Ihrn"gh hl~ ,tIlUY, Ih~ Connell pay Clr 
hnu rilnngr.!i II rrnm It grnnl 10 a aW3r 
contract "so they could conlru! SUi 
!"{llllleatlnn - thry were quite npen 
:tholl! that." . 

::;(Mln Ih~r!'nl\rr. !Jr, "ockett lind Mr. 
Jnfub, Ihe !awyrr, h!\5Ienl.'d. to Dr, 
1I0rnhl'rger's ~lIInrn('r home In Main!!, Thelt 
mission! "They dldn'l wnnt liS 10 call anything 
ca ncrr," !Jr. lIomhcrger ('stilled yenrs I.aler at 
thr. nose Cipollone lobacco lInblllly trlat In rederal 
cnllrt In Newark, N . .I, "They wanted It In be pseu
do.rplthpllomatous hyJM!tplasln, lind (hal I~ a eu· 
phf'ml,m for I!'slons preceding canc,~r. And we 
saltillO, thlslsn'l tlghl. It Is a cancer. Today, Dt, 
/lnmberger adds Ihal Mr. Jacob lold him he would 
"never get it Jlenny more" " the pllJM!r was tnlb· 
IIshed wlthollt making Ihe changes. 

. lie c()mpromlsl'd. At Ihe la~1 minute, he changed 

the IInnl prool~ 10 read "micro-Invasive': cancer, 


, me:U1ltlg " microscopic malignancy. Despltl! Ihl~, 

his lab was never funded by the Council agaIn, 

Dr. Hamberger would come 10 regret his can
ce~~lon. And Ihe Council would find ~ use for It 
on the ~am~ occlISlon on which II eventunlly would· 
use re~earch Irom another lab, Microbiological As· 
~oclal~s 01 flelhesda, Md. 

WHAt kl#tD OF CANCER1 ' 
The Counrll conlraCted with that l:1h·lo do the 

world's largest Inhalallon study, Involving more 
I/mn 10,1)00 mIce. To do It, the Council spent hun· 
dreds of Ihous;'Inds of dollars In It quesl ror the per' 
lect smt)ldn~ machine, one that prevented mice 
rmm either holding their breath or overdosIng on 
cl1lbon IIInnoxlrle, The lab Inltinlly hnd conSider
nhle rrrcd'lm, snys Carol Benry, who wa~ lis dlrec' 
tnr ollnhalntlon todcology. Bul aller nIne years or 
work Rnd 512 million, the leam wall lold In 1982 
Ih:!1 It could no lonlter meet with Council staffers 
IInle$~ n Inwy!'r wns pr!'senl.

"We hnd never done science through lawye~ 
brlor!.', nnd we Illid them It was un:tcceptable, 
say~ Dr. Henry, Sir!' says a Jacob Medinger lawyer 
told her "TMl's thl' way It Is.~ . 

The ~cl~ntlsl~ knuckled under." Ihe council had 
c:mcelrd hrrore all phases or the IIrst experiment 
wl're done, 41) starrers mlghllose their Job~ And nine 
y!.'nrs· worth 01 dntn would never come 10 light. _..i

In thr. first experiment, In which !nIce Inhnh~u 
Iltl' l'fJulvlllr.nt 01 live cigarettes a dny, five dllYs a 
wepk, for lUI weeks, 19 out 01978 mIce got concef

http:l'fJulvlllr.nt
http:Conglp.ss
http:Cf\lIllr.tr


( . 

posSibility the to chance, 
. whereas sclehllst~ prefer no 5~. ~ven stJ, 
'Dr; Henry sa~ the study bum It strong c~" 
ttiat clRarelteS can Induce cancerS In lnlmals. Thlll 
was 10 be Ih.. rlr.tt nf ¥'''~I e~r!mel1t!l. . ' 

But lawyer! from Jacob Medinger lolrl Mlcrobh 
loglenl the project would go no further. "When a 
contract I~ canceled given these !dnd~ of res!llt~," 
Dr. flentY say~. "rensonabl~ srll'nllsl~ mIght con· 
chide the IInblilty I~sl!e mllsl have slIddcnly become 
nppnrent to this gl1!11p." In fact. says Dr, Kreisher. 
the Counrll's former ass/1(lnlc srlentlflc director, 

• 

'luestton. not only In 0111' opinIon but In the vlew. 
of the exPerts who looked at the slides." Dr. Fun 
declined to comment. .~ 

the 10hRCCO coinpanles succeeded in plRnllrilr 
doubt In some Jurors. "I didn't think It wal! proveh 
sclentlflcnlly that smoking caused her lung edit· 
cer: says Juror BnrbarR Reilly. She says thit 
unilet pres!{ure Irom other jurors, she and lwo 
other holdo..IlI went along \lilln a flndlnlln favor 
of the Clrollon!!!, but maMlred to hold the dan!· 
nges to 1400.000 Instead of the no million tome 
wanted to give. The award \lias bAsed on' fal~e 

!I 

Council lawyers "womed like hell" about iI. 
MicrobiologIcal nnd the Council. parled 

ways. but the tobneeo Industry got pll'nty of 
mllen~~ nllt of thl' Mleroblolflglcnl mice. In 

19RI. tllf' Council Issued II news release 
hOtlng the absen~e of squllmous,cell 

I1mg rnncer In the tall's study. The 
timing wasn't co\nchiciltal: Tlmt 

yenr. lawyers from Lll1gell, 
Philip Morris Rnd inrlllatd 

begnn tRklng deposltlohsln 
the 1III1flmark case of Mrs. 

: In only damage 
Clpollonp.. a New Jersey 

woman whose family 
claimed she had died Of 

smoklng·relRted 
S'lllamOllHell lung 

cnncer. And at the 
federnltrlnl fOllr 

yeRrs later, a 
witness for 

Ihe defen~e 
snld the 

fad thai 

·nsf Induslry. lederal ". 
'ewark orders tlooetllo 
pallone heirs $400.000; 
rd IS later overlur ned and 
II! Is HrOPIled In 1992, 

• i992: federalludg~ In 
Newark, ~eel"g P05slble 

tobacco·Industry Iraud, move! 
. to let aplaintiff see Council 

documents protected by "_,a,.,_ 
client privilege: later. Judg~ Is 

removed and order Is Voided. 

Ihe ~m(lk· 
Ing mire 

• 1992: us. Allorney lri' 
Brooklyn. N.V. begln5 criminal. 

probe of Industry, 

• 1992~ Suprem~ Couri 
says smokels can file sulls 

accusing lob~cco 
deceiving Ilutilfc about 

didn't I!'et 
sqllnll101ls'Cfll 
carc!nomn Ial· 

dangers des~1 w.'arnlna·lalllill 

though some did 
get cancer) show· 
ed that "cigarette 
smoke hns not been 
shown 10 be II cnllst! ot 
lung CRnCf'r. " 

Ii 199t! In i1rst Itlal • 
court r., state I 

11t,;ftnd! no 
etlm!Dlr3CV 1& hide I 

The \vitness lliso Pllt Dr. 
Hornberger's SyrIan ham· 
sters to good use. Smoking 
hIldn't produced any mote thnn 
"micro-Invasive" tumon In the 
hamsters. noted the \liltnes!!, toxicol
ogist Arthur Furst. 

!Jr. Ifomberger. tegrelUng he had 

1 

Rgteed tinder pressure to us~ thl6 mlldet 
wotdlllk. calls this usl! I)f his ~eJl(lrt 
"baloney,· adding: "It was cllntet beyond any 

·' , 

An Rppe:tls court overturned the verdict. sayIng 
the plaintiffs had to prov!! Mrs. Cipollone had relied 
on the nd clalm~. In Decemberl the Clpolloni!9 \lilth· 
drew the suit rather than retry It. citIng th!! cos!. 

The advent of this suit had tol nclded with the 
!'nd of the COllnclI'~ contract lllId stiee1AllitbJ@(:\s 
research, ns well liS the wllnlng Innuence ot Jacob 
Medinger. which depRrted under pressure In 19S I. 
Tobacco Induslry lawyers say pttvately IMt execu· 
tlves and lI!1orneys grew rearfuUMt Ih!! COtIncli. 
though designed to deflect liability. <Pould ~Ind lip 
IncurrIng Just tMI, bec:tuse It could be portrayed 
as hnvlng breached a pUblic pledge to do Indepen· 
dent rese:\tch. 

LEoAL LANDSCAPE SHift. 
111 tact. by the mId· i9MS, Ihe Industty hlld begun 

to face the verj ~till! Ilgalhst the Council that It 
fe:lred. In one. the ClpOllahe farhny'~ I:1Wyet. M:rtc 
Edl'lI. sued the touncll In 1984 on behalf of Su!{nn 
Ilallll's. the doughter of a lung·cancer victim. 

To prnve his claims of fraud. and conspiracy. 
Mr, Edell hilS been tryIng Iii gH acteS! to 1M 1.500 
Conncll dOtuments tM Induslry has kept !lticte! by 
I\wnklng attorney·cllenl piivllege; .Such prlvlli>ge 
clln hilabtognted In cnse or 'raud. lIild lasI year a 
federal Judge In Newark. clUng posslllie evidence 
of fraud. selin mollonthe ~roces! or milking docu· 
ml'nt!l avnllllble to Mr. !dell, The judgE!. H. Lee 
Sarokln. who had been hearing toMcco lawiiults 
for II decnde. wrote a scnthlng opinion saying that 
the tobacco IhilusttY may be "ttie king of concelll· 
ment nnd dlsll1formallon.· , , 

A federlll appeals court tetrioyed him trom the 
case la~t September for failing til tmUnlllln the ap' 
pearllnce Of Impartiality. A heW judge 'Rill decide 
the critical Issue of Whether tile Industty must dl· 
vlIlge any of the \.500 Cotlncll documents:. . .' 

In the meanllme, ~Ialntlrrs' attorneys are pIn· 
nlng Ihelr hopes on tM Supreme Courrs rull~g last 
June. The rllilng. which rrew oul of the ClllOllone 
cnse. ~ald IhRt nllhough clt:tretle wariililg labels 
prevent~mokets frotTI bringing "failure 10 warn" 
CRseS. plnlntlffs mny file suits alleging, that 

clgnre,tte .makers Inttlnltori:Uly hid or tntsre/lrtl· 
sehted tobacco's health hnzatdS. This has led 

some 10 view the Council for Tobacco Re· 
sl'arch as thl! key to recovl!rtilg damllges 

from thl' Industry. 
But doing so may iml iii! ~IISy: At the 

end of January. II ~ale court jllry In 
Belleville. III.; rejected the lI11egntlon 

thaI comp!!nles had conspired '0 
/lIllY down tobacco's danRen. 

Some say \Vll1hlng stich A case 
may depend oh getting acceSs 

10 sealed touncll docU· 
ments! . :. 

. AI~o taclng an uphill 
~ baltl! Is the hlmlnal 

Investigation by tHe 
.•.. U.S. ~ttorney lit 

. Brooklyn, N.Y. 
ProsecutorS afe 
fac!ng gtatUt1!·of· 
.IImltRtlon~ prob
lems beclillse the 

.' Special Projects 
IInlt was disbanded ,/

Inor@· thalt·, fI.e 
,Yg~:~tt,"~Y ~ 

'-' T'.... the beSt pi'otl!ctl<ltt fot, the ~ 
. baeco IndustI'Y Is the teadlness ot 

cl'rtal" scientists to rend the I!.tdeltc@ dtlfer@i11iy 
from the !ttaJorlty. saY1 Dr•.()Iluccl. Ute @~. 
Reynolds emploYee: 'the tderitiAU bUt eomelll~ 
Mnl1. but no matter haw bbsCtitt dI' ..hOw hilt"'1l;'" 
ten, RS 10llg as Ihey are I\>llIIhl tl) tell the !ltIMltlftc 
Ill' thllt 'It's not proven: the tobttto fndtlStlj I~ (Iff 
the hook." + 

I! 

!: 

;. 

.~ 

" 
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TOBACCO PLAINTIFFS FACE A GRILLING 
I• 


LAUREL, Mls9.-Days after Burl Butler 
rued suit aCtUSlnt six tobacco rompanles of 
causing his lung tancer, a call came In to 
the barber shop he'd owned for 30 years. ufs 
Burl stUl chewing and smoking?· the 
anonymous caller asked. 

,\ young barber who picked up the phone 
volunte-ered that althougb Mr, Butler had 
never smoked, he did have a taste for Le~1 
Garrett rbewtng tobacco. With that, the line 
went dead, But Mr. Butler, who claims he 
got his cancet' from senJDd·hand smoke at 

his barber shop. 
thlnts there Is 00 
mystery. ·We know 
tIIat was an enemy 
from the tobacro 
Side," be says, , 
"TIley were trytDlr to 
Inttmldate.us. " 

The Itad tobacco 
Industry attorney In 
the case, James 
Kearney, dedlnes to 
comment on any 
aspect of the case. 

The tobacto 
induStry's ",eat ' 

Burl Butler success agalMt 
litigants lies not only 

In convincing juron ,that tobact:o·dJsease 
I1nls remaJII unproved but aJso In tactics 
that scare off or wear down plalnHns before 
the cases ever rome to trial. Now, as the 
Industry faees a fresh round of suit!!, those 
tactics wID be put to tile test onte more. 

THOROUCIH lURCH 
Arompauy accused of causto, someone's 

cancer dearty lias an Interest In probln( for 
altemadve cau.... But "tile tobacro 
Industry mates a plaUrtlff fHI as If 
everytJdBr .. hlllIfe til exposed, • 58y9 
Thcmwl F. JoIIa!IOG. a PblIadeIphJa 
attorney. "It am lie deIdIltattnr and scary," 

SIeUUlI seelOlltIUlyOne ptalndfh have 
krIinm In quest of p8Ifp I1ld dues. sa 1!Doll, BaId_ ..blYesttptor In 1934088 ror 
Georp L. JIanMIIt., AIIodatl!l III Lot 
AflIeIes. tile IIldIitHi!'I flmrtte IUl'IIlIboto 
ftrm. Be !Il7I"If tile nrl the ftrm dill 
wldle be WIllI tIlere-flit IWmIreds of 
thoaaIdI 01 feIIan per pIabdIIf - was D.SId 
.. court. SO,.,tIGtIl!r1 "We bow detIOs 
abaIrt pIIbitiIIIi tIiat wuald Uft forcN 
tIIIeII to drop t» SIdtI,.. tit! ..,.. 
, .n. 8Ir'IIII!j 0( tile BanIes ftrm sa".. 
""I1ien! ca:a Iii! IIi& Of reueas fer wiry 
people .., CIIIeI:-ltIpdoIIl! ~e.· 

AItJIoaIII plalntH'fs. attonIeys say . 
(Heats lIVe lilt .. tile ~ of the orcIML 
most steel tIlemseIRs aDd proc:eecI. IJI one 
case. tobatto lawyen uked plaint," J.... 
GlI'ftSa.Iu! I1ld btl b14!ftds IIboat a PIt" 
possession c:bD.I'P lie IIad faced 111 J'f'tn 
earlier, a barIIary prtsoIt term bl'!lad 

served and allepttoll5 of marlW lnftdellty, 
Attempts to present tills III Pbiladelpbia 
federal court were blocked. But the judge 
dId allow evidence about bow poUte once 
beat an Intoxicated Mr. Guosalus after be 
broke Into th!' bar wbere he worlred while It 
was closed, 

COURTROOM HARDBALL 
"On!' of til!' Issues In that case was If II 

I\'arnln~ had be-en on a clprett!' package 
prior to 1966, would It hav!' made II 
difference tn this person's bebavior," 
explains Edward Mannino, It tobatco 
Industry attorney, The ract that Mr. 
GunsaJus, despite tile beatlnf, later broke 
In again "Indicates what thIs lentleman's 
r!'3ctlon would bave bHn to II warnlnl on a 
pack of cigarettes. ~ 

If a case males It to Irlal, tbe hardball 
conttoues, Mr. l\fa.nni.no sougbt II jud~'s 
pennJ.ssIon to teO II Pldladelpbta federal 
jury tbat a wilDess for Mr. GuosaJus once 
served In Ille Nazi anu.y. The judre said no. 
Mr, MannI.no says be merely argued hJs 
right to ctte the Infonnatlon to combat a 
motion from tbe plaIBtJff. a.ocI "It never 
occarred to me to ase It... 

The Industry Is also knoW!l tOr, . 
blaoeHng tile courtroom witb 30 or •• 
lawyers, It tactic called "tJIe walt. .. says 
New Jersey plalnt1ffll atturney Mare Edell. 
A1988 memo by an out!tde lawyer for RJ. 
Reynolds, J. Mlc:.hael Jordan. 4esc:rIbes 
anotber stratp(y. 

"The agresslve posture we ban tatei1 
I'efllI'dlnI depostliliDs ••• coiltbwes to male 
these cases m:remel1 burdensome 8JlII 
elP!'nstve for plalntUf:s'lawyen/' be wrote. 
Mr. Jordan. wbo dec:Dnes comment, 
rontbmes In the memo to otJIer lawyers: 
"To paraphrase GE1Ieral PattOll, the way we 
won these cases was not by spell.dlnf aU of 
Reynolds's 1lIOIley, but by 1IIIltJ.nr tbat other 
son of a bitcll spem! aD hJs... 

For Mr. Butler In MlssIssIppl; die 
emotional ton Is tile worst part (hlllawym 
are pay1..n( for the IIt1pttoa UIIlII'ID I"t 
part of &D1 dama,es). For one tIllDa'. , 

, Industry lawym lIWIAIed to delay tJIe 
vldeotaplnJ of his testimony for neb In 
spite of lib W1JI"SeIIlDf COIldltbJII. , 

Customers 81DOIIed SO IIIUdl tIIit Mr• 
Butler', barber·slMp ceIIbJI t:ar.aed bron 
and the stiver abtrays baiIt bJto tile aid
fashioned barber c.ba1n were asaaDy lUlL. 
But lawyers ~ to wtOea tie bm(. 
ClIJlCer vidlm's cue bate probed Mr; 
Butler's sellool records; dIecbd wfleUlel' tit! 
bad I dprette velllllnf macldDe In Ills *'" 
(lit' didn't), p1Ded 111m abmJt rlsls be took 
by lion ttn, and usln( power toots. a.ocI 
ulred wllat be ate. Tll.ey even requested bls 
raotller's rec:.\pe for "!l'DloUImld P'&yY.~ 

-1Atn* P. ~ tmd ..4lu., Fm!dmtl'le 

http:1IIIltJ.nr
http:MannI.no
http:l\fa.nni.no
http:GlI'ftSa.Iu
http:Inttmldate.us
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Coalition on Smoking OR HeaIth 

LEVELING THE REGULATORY PLAYING FIELD 

THE CASE FOR FDA R ULATION 


OFTOBACCO PRODUCTS 


FACTS: 

o 	 Cigarette smoking is a major cause of cancer, cardiovascular disease, emphYsema, 
chronic obstructive lung disease and stroke, and accounts for over 430,000 deaths 
each year. 

o 	 Tobacco products are.as addictive as cocaine and heroin. 
o 	 Tobacco products have been exempted from every major health and safety law 

enacted by Congress to protect consumers from dangerous products. 
o 	 No federal regulatory agency has the authority to regulate the manufacture, 

distribution, sale, labeling, advertising and promotion of tobacco products. 
o 	 Tobacco industry promises of self regulation for the last 30 years have been a dismal 

failure resulting in huge economic profits for the tobacco industry at the expense of 
millions and mIllions of American lives. . 

FDA REGULATION OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS IS FAIR AND EQUITABLE: 

o 	 Providing the Food and Drug Administration with the necessary authorities it needs 
to regulate this addictive killer would be an effective of way of significantly 
discouraging tobacco consumption by both children and adults without banning the 
product. 

o 	 By providing the FDA the authorities it needs to regulate the manufacture, 
distribution, sale, labeling, advertising and promotion of tobacco products, ina 
manner comparable to the way in which other legal products are regulated for their 
h~alth and safety, the FDA would be able to ensure the following: 

a) 	 That tobacco products are not sold or dispensed to minors and that such laws are 
effectively enforced.· . 

b) 	 That tobacco products are effectively labeled with information about addiction, 
environmental tobacco smoke, stroke, and other health ramifications not on the· 
package. . 

c) That all chemical additives are disclosed to the public and are te.sted for safety. 
d) That dangerous constituents in tobacco smoke be disclosed to the public (i.e. 

benzene, arsenic; etc.). / 
e) That tobacco advertising and promotion be held to the same standards'that other 

legal drug products are held to. 
f) That no implied or direct health and safety claims are made unless they are 

scientifically substantiated. 

1150 Connecticut Avenue. NW. Suite 820. Washington. DC 20036 
Telephone: (202) 452-1184 FAX: (202) 452-1417 
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NICOTINE 

RESTRICTION ON 
ADVERTISING 
AND PROMOTION 

ADDITIVES 

DISPENSING 
SALE, 
DISTRIBUTION 

LABELING 

DESCRIPTORSI 
CLAIMS 
REGULATIONS 

TOBACCO PRODUCTS: 

AMERICA'S MOST UNREGULATED 


ADDICTIVE KILLERS 


FDA Authorities to Federal Authorities to 
Regulate .Foods, Drugs Regulate Tobacco 
and Cosmetics 

Yes No 
(except when health claims are 
made, however, FDA has failed to 
use those authorities since the 
1950's) 

Yes No 
(except general 
authorities under Sec. 5 of the FTC 
Act) 

Yes 	 No 
(no agency can require disclosure or 
testing of the hundreds of additives 
used in tobacco products) 

Yes 	 No 

Yes 	 No 
(only Congress has authority, Le. 
warning labels which are incomplete 
compared to drugs, foods and 
cosmetics) 

Yes 	 No 
/' 

1150 Connecticut Avenue. NW. Suite 820. Washington. DC 20036 . 	 , 
Telephone: (202) 452-1184 FAX: (202) 452-1417 
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ORGANlZA TIONS SUPPORTING ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGISLATIVE 
EFFORTS TO REGULATE TOBACCO PRODUCTS 

Academy of General Dentistry 
Akron GASP 
American Academy of Family Physicians 
American Academy of Otolaryngology 
American Academy of Pediatrics· 
American Association for Cancer Research 
American Association for Respiratory Care 
American Association of Dental Schools 
American Cancer Society 
American Chiropractic Association 
American College of Cardiology 
American College of Chest Physicians 
American College of Physicians 
American College of Preventive Medicine 
American College of Sports Medicine 
American Council on Life Insurance 
American Dental Hygienists' Association 
American Heart Association 
American Licensed Practical Nurses Association 
American Lung Association 
American Medical Association 
American Medical Student Association 
American Medical Women's Association 
American Nurses Association 
American Public Health Association 
American Society of Addiction Medicine 
American Society of Clinical Oncology 
American Society of Internal Medicine 
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association 
Association for Nonsmokers-Minnesota 
Association of Women's Health Obstetrical 

and Neonatal Nurses 
American Veterans Committee 
Association of Black Cardiologists, Inc. 
Association of State and Territorial Chronic Disease 

Program Directors 
Association of State and Territorial Health Officials 
Asthma and Allergy Foundation of Ameri~ 
Cancer Care, Inc. 
Carter Center of Emory University 
Center for Science in the Public Interest 
Christian Science Committee on Publication 

Church of the Brethren Washington Office 
Committee for Children 
Committee to Prevent Cancer Among Blacks 

(Philadelphia) 
Consumers Union 
Doctors Ought to Care 
Evangelicals for Social Action, Inc .. 
Fox Chase Cancer Center 
General Board of Church and Society of the United 

Methodist Church 
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists 
General Federation of Women's Clubs 
Health Insurance Association of America 
International Council for Coordinating Cancer 

Research 
Interreligious Coalition on Smoking or Health 
Joint Council on Alergy and Immunology 
Lawyers for Consumer Rights 
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation 
Massachusetts GASP 
Minnesota Coalition for a Smoke-free Society 
National Association of Community Action Agencies 
National Association of County Health Officials 
National Association of Elementary School Principals 
National Association of Nonsmokers, Inc. 
National Black Leadership Initiative on Cancer of 

Philadelphia 
National Coalition for Cancer Research 
National Coalition of Hispanic Health and Human 

Services (COSSMHO) 
National Council for International Health 
N ational PTA 
National Perinatal Association 
New Jersey GASP (Grolip Against Smoking 

Pollution) 
Oncology Nursing Society ./ 
Pride (National Parents' Resource Institute for Drug 

Education) 
Smoke free Educational Services, Inc. 
Uptown Coalition for Tobacco Control and Public 

Health 
Washington Institute 
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Coalition on Smoking OR HeaIth 
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF 

CIGARETTE AND NICOTINE REGULATION 

1930s: Congress expands definition of "drug" under the Food., Drug and Cosmetic Act 
to include "articles intended for use in the cu're, mitigation, treatment or 
prevention of disease," and "articles intended to affect the structure or function 
of the body." 

19S0s: Courts uphold the Food and Drug Administration's authorities to regulate 
cigarette products as drugs when implied or direct health claims are made and 
w hen the cigarettes are sold not just for" smoking pleasure only. " 

1970s: Action on Smoking or Health (ASH) mes petitions with the FDA seeking 
(among other things) to classify all nicotine cigarettes as "drugs" under the 
FDC Act. The FDA states that ASH has failed to show any intent on part of 
manufacturer to sell cigarettes as "drugs." 

1980s: Courts uphold the FDA actions in the ASH petitions. (see above.) Consumer 
intent to buy the products as "drugs" is not enough, intent on the part of the 
manufacturer must be shown. 

1984: The FDA approves drug application for prescription drug Nicorette, a gum 
containing nicotine. 

1987: The FDA issues a regulatory letter to Advanced Tobacco Products, Inc. 
indicating that their product "FAVOR" a non-conventional, non-tobacco 
cigarette is a "drug" under the FDC Act. 

1988: The Coalition on Smoking OR Health (comprised of the American Heart 
Association, the American Cancer Society and the American Lung 
Association) me a petition with the FDA asking the agency to regulate all low 
tar/low nicotine products as "drugs" under the FDC Act. (Petition remains 
pending.) 

1988: The Coalition on Smoking OR Health and the American Medical Association 
me petitions with the FDA and the FTC seeking to classify "Premier". 
cigarettes (the so-called deaner, heating cigarette) as a "drug" under the FDC 
Act. R.J.R. withdraws the product from the market. 

1989: The FDA issues a regulatory letter to Masterpiece Tobacs indicating that a 
chewing gum containing tobacco was a "food" under the FDC Act and because 
tobacco is a. dangerous, hazardous, unapproved substance for use in food" the 
product was "adulterated" and could not be marketed. " 

'1991: The Coalition on Smoking OR Health me petitions with the FDA and the 
FTC seeking to classify Benson and Hedges "De-Nic" cigarettes as "drugs" 
under the FDC Act. (petitions remain pending.) 

1991: The FDA approves drug applications for marketing of transdermal nicotine 
patches. 

I 150 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 820. Washington. DC 20036 
Telephone: (202) 452-1184 FAX: (202) 452-1417 
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February 27, 1992 

INTRODUCTION OF THE TOBACCO AND NICOTINE HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT 

MR. SPEAKER, Today I am introducing legislation to correct a 
serious omission in the regulatory authority ot the Food and 
Drug Administration. While the FDA has jurisdiction to protect 
consumers trom unsate toods, drugs, cosmetics and medical 
devices, it is powerless to do anything about one ot the 

. deadliest consumer· products -- tobacco. It is time correct this 
.situation. 

Each day 1200 Americans die from cancer, heart disease, 
chronic obstructive lung disease and stroke as a result of 
cigarette.. Some 50,000 scientific studies on the relationship
between smoking and disease have been conducted. The results are 
conclusive. Tobacco use is the single most preventable cause ot 
death. Tobacco products are implicated in the deaths of 434,000 
people each year. 

Although the FDA has the authority to regulate foods, drugs, 
cosmetics and medical ~evices, the first law establishing the 
agency did not list tobacco in the legislation's narrow 
detinition ot a drug. While the definition ot what is a drug has 
been expanded several times since, cigarettes themselves have 
never been classitied as drugs. However, in two court cases the 
FDA has been tound to have "indirect" authority to regulate
tobacco products when the advertising implies that the product is' 
intended tor so.e purpose other than smoking pleasure.
Specitically, when the product in question is being sold tor the 
purpose ot aitigatinq or preventing disease or is intended to 
attect the tunction or structure of the body, the FDA can 
regulate tobacco as a drug. 

The fDA has exercised this limited authority in the past.
For exa.ple, the agency classified a non-tobacco cigarette-like
device vbich delivered nicotine to the system ot the user in a 
siailar taabion and appearance to a cigarette as a drug because 
it was intended to satisty a nicotine dependence and to attect 
the structure or, one or more functions ot the body.
Nevertheless, there are numerous petitions urging the FDA to talce 
action on other tobacco products which have not been ~ted on • 

.' 

Evan it the FDA exercised its limited authority in every 
casa, it would not be enough. The FDA still would not have the 
jurisdiction to regulate nicotine, additives and other 



constituents in tobacco products, or sales of cigarettes ~o 
minors. Excluding tobacco products from the FDA's comprehensive
regulatory scheme makes no sense. 

Three-wheeled All Terrain Vehicles (ATV's) were implicated 
in far fewer deaths and yet the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission and the U.S. Justice Department acted swiftly to 
protect the public's safety by placing conditions on sales of the 
vehicle. When the EPA discovers that a pesticide ~ cause 
cancer in humans, it is quickly pulled from the market. When the 
FDA determines that a medical device poses health risks, such as 
the silicone breast implant, severe restrictions on its sale are 
proposed. In contrast, the sale, manufacture, and promotion of 
tobacco products continues unregulated despite the scientific 
evidence that the products cause death, disability and disease. 

The Tobacco and Nicotine Health and Safety Act of 1992 would 
give the FDA the author,ity to regulate tobacco products in a 
manner consistent with .other comparable products. 

Specifically the bill would do the following: 

* Create a new section in the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act 
authorizing FDA regulation ot tobacco products. 

* Require tobacco manutacturers to tully disclose all 
chemical additives in tobacco products. 

* Give the FDA the authority to reduce the level ot harmful 
additives or to prohibit the use ot those additives 
altogether. 

* Prohibit the sale of tobacco products to any person under 
the age of 18. 

There is simply no justification for treating tobacco 
differently than comparable consumer products. It tobacco is to 
remain on the market, it should be regulated by the FDA. Why
should the ·FDA have the power to regulate nicotine in every 
circumstance excegt tobacco? Why should the tobacco industry be 
exempt from the FDA's disclosure and satety requirements 
re9ardin9 chemical additives? Why should the implied or direct 
health clat.s about tobacco products, which no agency requires be 
substantiated by medical science '. be treated any ditferently than 
the imp11edhealth claims of corn flakes? The obvious answer to 
all of th••• questions is: it shouldn't. If anythin9 tobacco 
deserves closer scrutiny than cereal or orange juice. The 
Tobacco and Nicotine Health and satety Act is 10n9 overdue. 

I am pleased that my colleaques Don Ritter, Dick 9Urbin, 
Mike Andrews and Wayne OWens are joinin9 me in this effort. 



F
or those who still don't know-let me emphatically state that cigarette 

, smoking is a true addiction, more powerful than a dependence on 

alcohoL heroin or cocaine, To grasp this well-documented fact, one 

reallv doe~n't have to study all the supporting scientific evidence, One 

simply needs to consider that no other dru~ is self-administered with the 

persistence, regula:rity and frequency of a cigarette, At an average rate of ten 

puffs per cigarette; a one to three pack-a-dav smoker inhales 70,000 to 200,000 
" . 

individual doses of mainstream smoke during a single year, Ever since its large 

scale industriill production early in this centurY, the popubrity ot the lllodt:r:1 

cigarette has been spreading like wildfire, Here is the first, ,md perh"p::; the 

most significant answer to the title question: ,-\ddiction is in a cigarette, 

Probing into what makes a cigarette S'O irresistible, we find that much of the 

recent research corroborates earlier claims: It is for the nicotine in tobacco that 
" , 

the smoker smokes, the chewer chews, and the dipper dips Hence, nicotine is 

in a cigarette, 

". 

[n contrast to other drugs, nicotine delivery from tobacco carries an,.ominous 

burden of chemical poisons ..lOd cancer-producing substances that boggle the 
mind, \Lm\, tuxic ,1gents ,He in a cig,lrette, However, ,1ddition,11 ttlxic,lOts ,UI:' 

manufactured during the smoking process by the chemical reactions occurring 

in the glowing tip of the cigarette. The number is staggering: more than 4.000 

hazardous compounds are present in the smoke that smokers draw into their 

lungs ,md \\'hich escapes into the environment between puffs, 

10- FALL 1990 



The burning or tobacco generates more than 150 billion 

tar pa rtietes per ..::ubic inch, cons ti tu ti ng the vis i blo::i 

portion ot cigarette smoke, According to chemists dt 

R.J. Revnolds Tobacco Company, cigarette smoke is 

lO,OOO times more concentrated than the ,1utomobile 

pollution at rush hour on ,1 tree\\'av, The lungs ot 

:;mokers, puffing a dail~! ration or 20 to bO low to high 

ttlr cigarettes . ..::ollect an ,mnual deposit of one-qu,uter 

k) une and une-hcllr pounds (.It the gooey black Ill,lteri,li. 

,1mollnting to a total \Jt I:; to Yl) million pounds Llt 

..::,ucinogen-packed tar tor the aggregate of current 

.-\merican smokers. Hence, tar is in a cigarette. 

But \'isible smoke contributes on Iv :;-8'7( to the total 

output Llt a cigarette. The rem<.1ining bulk that cannot be 

:::een makes up the so-c,llled \·<.1por or g<.1S phase ,)t 

cigilrette "smoke." It contains, besides nitrogen ,lnd 

uxvgen, ,1 bewildering ,bsortment oHmic gases, such ,1S 

"::clrbon monoxide, tormaldehvde, ,1([0Iein, hvdrogt::n 

cVclnide, ,lnd nitrogen oxides, tll name lust ,) te\\. 

Smokers effiCIently extract ,1lmost YO'} ,Jt the particulate 

,1S \\'0211 as gaseous constifllents (about 50'.', in the case l)f 

carbon monoxide) trom the mainstream smoke ot the 600 

billion Cigarettes consumed annually in the U.s. In 

;-lddition, 2.25 million metric tons of sidestream smoke 

chemicals pollute the enclosed air spaces of homes, 

ottices, conference rooms, bars, restaurants, and ,1uto

mobiles in this country. Hence, pollution is in a cigarette. 

The witch's bre\\' of poisons ill\'ades the organs and tissues 

of smokers and nonsmokers, adults and children, born as 

well as unborn, and causes cancer, emphysema, heart 

disease, fetal growth retardation and other problems during 

pregnancy. The harm inflicted by all other addictions 

combined pales in comparison. Smoking-related illness, for 

example, claims in a few deWS as many victims as cocaine 

does in a whole year. Hence, disease is in a cigarette. 

The irony is that many of the pOisons tound in cigarette 

smoke are subject to strict regulation by federal laws 

,vhich, on the other hand, specifically exempt tobacco 

products.·Acceptable Daily Intake," ADL is the amount 

L)f a chemical an individual can be exposed to for an 

extended period without apparent detriment to health. 

A comparison of the actual intake nf selected chemicals 

in mainstream smoke with their ADls (see table, pg 12) 

reveals tne enormity of toxic exposure .incurred by the 

smoker (note the presence ot methyl isocyanide, the 

toxicant ofthe Bhopal disaster). 

, 

., 

In ,.ddition, there is the chemICal burden from ~iJestrec1m 


~moke. c1ttlichng smokers clnd non-smokers ,1Iike. B,bed 


on the reported concentrations in enclosed. relte 


smoke-polluted Meas, the estimated Intlkes \Jt nicutint::. 


acrolein, ..::arbon mLllloxide, nitro~en dillXide .Wei 


tormaldelwde peak at ::'00, 130.7:;, -;, and .3 times the .-\01. 


respecti\'el:', The high exposure to acrolein is especi'l!l \. 


. unsettling. This compnund is not onlv d pl)tenr 


respiratof\' irritant. but (.jualifies, ,)ccording to current 


studies. ,15 ,1 c\l rcinugen . 

HOWEVER EAGERLY THE 


GOVERNMENT TRIES TO PROTECT US 


FROM OUTDOOR POLLUTION AND 


THE CARCINOGENIC RISK OF 


CONSUM.ER PRODUCTS, IT 


BLATANTLY SUSPENDS CONTROL IF 


THE OFFENDING CHEMICAL IS IN, 


OR COMES FROM, A CIGARETTE. 


HENCE, HYPOCRISY IS IN 


A CIGARETTE. 


Regul,ltorv pulicv ,1ims at restricting exposure tLl 

cMcinugens tu a level where the lifetime risk Of L,mcer 

would not exceed I in 100.000 to LLlOO,LlOO. Due to ,1 

limited database, approximate upper lifetime risk \',llue:3 

could be calculated for only i representative cigarette 

smoke carcinogens. The risk \'alues were extraordinanlv 

high, ranging from I in f).000 tal in 16. Because of the 

,1wesome amount of carCinogens found in cigarette smoke 

and the tact that carcinogens combille their individual 

.Ktions in an additive or even multiplicative fashion. it b 

not surprising that the actual risk for lung cancer is as high 

as one in ten. Hence, cancer is in a Cigarette. 

:\mong the worst offenders are the nitrosamines. Stricti v 

regulated by federal agencies, their concentrations in 

beer. bacsm, and baby bottle nipple> must not exceed:; to 

10 parts 'per billion. A typical person ingests about one 

microgram a day, while the smokers' intake tops this bv 

.17' times h)r each pack ()f cigarette smoked. In ]lJ7h. ,\ 

rocket fuel manufacturer in the Baltimore area .was 

emitting dimethylnitrosamine into the surrounding air, 

exposing the local inhabitants to an estimated l-t 

micrograms of the carcinogen per li,w. The plant was 
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promptl: ::ihut do\\·n. However 

ea rly the gO\'ernment tries to 

protect liS from outdl)Or pollution 

and the carcin nic risk of 

consumer products, it blatantlv 

::iuspends control if the llffendi 

chemic,11 is in, l)r CLImes from, a 

rette. Hence, !nTocrbv is in d 

cigilrette 

But there is still 111llrein ,1 cigarette 

than ,1ddiction, pllisun, p()lluhon, 

diseclse, ,1nd hypucris\·,. ,-\ half 

century of dggressin;' promotion ,md 

~ 0 phistic ated ,1 d \'t; r tis i n~ t hat 

featured alluring rule models from. 

theater. film clnd sport. has im'este,d 

the cig,Hette \\'itl1 ,1t1 enticing 

imagerv. Imagen' \\hich (,1pti\ates 

,md st'duces ,1 growing vllungskr. 

The vou ngs teL i nd ispens,1 b Ie for 

being recruited into the future army 

of smokers, does not start to smoke 

cigarettes for the nicotine, bu t for the 

SMOKERS' DAILY INTAKE OF SELECTED 

MAINSTREAM SMOKE POISONS 


Chemical Substance 

Nicotine 

Acrolein 

Carbon monoxide 

Methyl isocyanide 

Formaldehyde" 

Hyarogen cyanide 

Acrylamide' • 

Cadmium" 

Ammonia 

Range" in Multiples of the 
AcceptableDaily Intake 

400 - 3.600 

50 370 

50 250 

6 60 

9 40 

8 30 

7 20 

3 9 

5 

• EIIC(JIIIPI~~I1I."; /1[1Iill/ll' range of Ci";lIrl'liL' CUIl~lIl11plitlll 1/ it13 packs/dmo 
tllld ihl' c(,l'ISilt I'IIIISI:' or IIl<ltllo'lrl'rl1ll :'II/ukl' Cull:'lilll('lll~, 

.. Establisiled L'arClIIogt:ll Ill/lematilHIll/ Agt'IiCli tor Rt'sL'llrch till c,lI/ca) 

false promises thev hold. Hence, deceit is in ,1 cigarette. gO\'ernments, legallv push their lethal merch,1nd i:; .... 


,KrOSS borders ,md continents killing ever\' ve,1[ t\\[ 1 ,md 


[n summarY, no dntg ever ingested bv humans can rival one-hillf to three million people worldwide. .-\11 thin~-;
. . "- , ~ 

the long-term debilitating effects of tobacco; the carnage ,1dded together: death is in <l cigarette . .'J 

perpetuated bv its pun'evors: the merciless irreversibilitv 

l)t destinv once the dctim contracts lun~ cancer ur 

emphvsemJ: the militant denial on the part ot those \\'ho, 

with the support ,It stockholders ilnd the sanction l)t 

1-::.1-1. ~ill:L'i . .1.1.0.. i~ Pr["~"""r "t' Pltlll'llIlIt'[I/",,11 ,111,1 T:',\'I"I'i("~:1 
tile LlIII~'l'ritl/ c>t' ,..(rk'lII"d~. HI:' «'(Irk i~ '['I1(c;limlt'ri IIi the' :II','" 

l1icntil1<' <luJ il~ dfr:ct~, 

FROM ·JOHN CHANCEUOR, NBC, Feb. 15, 1990 

One of the subjects of today's drug summit is: How to 
keep cocaine out of the United States. Here's a quiz: how 
many Americans does cocaine kill in a year? If you don't 
count those killed by drug criminal~ocaine itself kills 
two thousand people_ How many Americans are killed in a 
year by cigarettes? 390 thousand. For every American who 
dies of cocaine, 195 die because of tobacco. 

We ought to keep this in mind when we try to stop the 
sale of dangerous drugs around the world. The fact 
is-the United States is a big exporter of that dangerous 
drug called tobacco. It's a three and a half billion dollar 
export business for American tobacco companies. 

Some of these companies are trying to sell more 
overseas. They have targeted Thailand. Thailand wants to 

I 

I 
I 

keep them out to protect its state-owned tobacco 
I 

monopoly-and also because Thailand has mounted a 
serious campaign against smoking. The companies want 
the Bush Administration to force Thailand to allow the 
sale of American cigarettes-and to allow cigarette 
advertising on television-:-which is forbidden in Thailand. 
If Thailand doesn't give in-the tobacco companies want 
retaliation against Thai products sold here. 

~ , 
So-we have the President gOing to. Colombia on a 
mission to keep cocaine out of the Uhited States while 
tobacco compl'lnies in the United States are trying to 
enlarge their world market for something even more 
dangerous and addictive. Want to think about 
contradictions? That's a big one. ' 

! 
j 
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Disease prevention must be a major part 
of health system reform. Stopping tobacco 
deaths is our'first priority. 
In tht' ~pit'it of openness e:-.:pressed IW Pre:sident Our agenda for change 

Clinton, the :.lOO.l'111, nwmoers of the .\meriean Mec1ical 1111:' .-\.\1.\ ~Uppntt:; an incrritse in the federal exdse !:l,\ 


Association (;\.:\l\) are working to forge a new paltner· on rohacco. whlch \\iI: rlramaticall~' reduce smukiJl~. 


on behalf of our patient:;. teenagers from beginning til 
OUI' goal: ('omprehensi\'e smoke and encourage current 

reform of .-\merica·s health care smokers to quit. This alone would 
delivery system. The .-\:vLo\'s agen save two million lives over time 
c1a for change is defined in our - more than all American losses 
proposaL Health Access America.' from all U.S. wars combined. 

One of the recommendations Increased cigarette taxes 
in our proposal calls for an effec- . would also generate billions of 
tive disease prevention program. dollars annually. These revenues 

Every year, hundreds of thousands could be applied directly to 

of our patients die from pre deficit reduction. health system 

ventable diseases. Cancer. heart reform and educating the public, 

disease! AIDS, TB, domestic vio especially our children, on the 

lence. And the biggest killer of all· dangers of smoking. 

is tobacco. We also recommend that 


tobacco be placed under the con435,000 deaths a year trol of the Food and Drug Admin·Tobacco is a legal product that is istration. Of all the misbranded,
deadly when used as directed. adulterated, and potentially dan·

It is as addictive as cocaine or gerous products under the FDA's 

ship \\ith the Administration and membel'S of Congre~s .-\ ~~ pel' pack cigarette tax increase wouln discollra~e 
" __• __I1111!___!IIIIIIIIII!I!I!III!!!11!11 

heroin. EvelY year .t35.000 Ameri
cans die prematurely because they smoke cigarettes. 

The fmancial drain on our health system is stagger
ing - over $50 billion a year. 

And the numbers are growing. Three thousand 
teenagers begin smoldng every day. More than one 
million a year. Ninety percent will become regular 
smokers before age 18. 

Additionally, 40,OOOnrmsmokers die every year 
from secondhand smoke. The Envfronmental 
Protection Agency considers environmental smoke to 
be as deadly as asbestos and has reclassified it as a 
known carcinogen. 

But, unlike diseases for which there are no known 
cures. the cancer and heart disease caused by ciga
rettes can be prevented. 

jurisdiction, tobacco is conspicuous by its absence. 

Eleven key issues 
Smoking and disease prevention are only one part of 
the AMA's agenda for change. Over the course of the 
new Administration'S first 100 days, America's physi
cians will enter a dialogue with legislators and other 
members of the Clinton team on eleven key issues 
leading to total health system reform. 

To stay tully informed, watch for additional mes
sages in this series in The Wai;h-ington Post. And send 
for our comprehensive proposal, Health Access 
America. We will also send you our fact sheet on dis· 
ease prevention. Write Dr. John Clo~e, Dept. 2009, 
American Medical Association, 515 North State Street, 
Chicago, IL 60610. Or call us today at 800 2624111. 

American Medical Association 
Physicians dedicated to the health of America 

WASHINGTON POST, 1~27-93 
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MARKETING & MEDIA 

"DVERTISING / By LAURA BIRO 

Bold Tobacco Ad on Ingredients Planned 

Liggett Group. the smallest of the mao 

jor cigarette makers. is betting 520 million 
on a folksy prmt ad campaign that it hopes 
will breathe life back into Chesterfield. an 
80·year·old brand that hasn't been adver
tised 10 ~5 years, 

But the effort. which introduces a fil
. 	 tered version of the vmtage smoke. may 

ultimately prove 
hazardous to the to

· bacco industry'S 
health. 

The campaign 
does what practi
cally no other ciga
rime ads dare to do: 

· Ir breaks the six 
U.S. tobacco compa

, 	• mes' collective silence about the actual-in . fsliIlnefrciarettes'6' boasting 
, .. a quality of Cheste Ie 0 aceo 

'an"'irff3.Shing the competition_ At a time 
· when anti-smoking activists are reaoyrng r it· pusn to nave cIgarettes treated as 

I phalIliaceuttcals ana be newlY 'regulated' 
.. bylt!eFOOd a'od Drug Administration, 
'j • Liggett's ad points out tactlessly just how 
i little puffers really know about what goes. 

into their lungs, 
Gerry Refit Liggett senior vice presi

dent of sales ana marketing. maKes no 
, ,bones about it. "Fo~~o"!ething that people1 put inJQ .!hei~_mouths26 or 30 times a day, 
\ iCS'surprising that no one tells them more 

attout If. he marvels. Urge manutac
\ turershave a "vested interest In not 
\ telIfrli'We. being the little wy. mifiht as 

well tell the truth and make ay Wit It. Ii 
.The brazen campaign is likely to ce

ment the reputation of Liggett. the ciga' 
rette manufacturing unit of Brooke Group 
Ltd., as the tobacco industry's spoiler, 
Created by wpp Group's Ogilvy & Mather, 

· New York. the campaign swipes at compet· 
itors' cigarettes in homespun prose, ex· 
plaining how Chesterfield painstakingly 
cleans tobacco of "coarse stems" while 

· other companies "chop 'em up and put 'em 
back in." The ad goes on to tell how 

, ChesterfielJ puts "a generous wad of to
bacco" into every cigarette. "We reckon it 

, flar-out makes a better smOke," the ad 
drawls. 

... . Liggett's corny tone and its unabashed 

description of tobacco· rolling mark an un· 
usual departure (rom the fashion and 
status statements favored in most tobacco 
ads. Most of the best-known campaigns
including Philip Moms's Marlboro man 
arid RJR Nabisco's cartoon Camel - focus 
on abstract illustrations of adventure and 
glamour: they certainly don't boast about 
specific ingredients and often don't even 
show people smoking. 

In sharp contrast. the Chesterfield ads 
show a Wistful scene of a Durham. N.C.. 
factory loading dock. where workers take a 
good old-fashioned cigarette break, "The 
fact is. American cigarettes all have signif· 
icant quantities of filler ingredients
stems. reconstituted and puffed tobacco," 
Mr. Reid says. Liggett decided a cigarette 
without such detritus could be "the baSis 
for a legitimate product." 

I 
Th~,/lQwe:v!!.r.5Qill4.M1.a.rk 1l.c.Qntro

versYb·,lnh<ill~~ry_Cri,!ih~sa~d~lI1!rke!e~, sl!~ 
that, a In on t e lfilerlOr In edlents 

of competing smokes. 's exposing 


, oneortli'e In us ry s test ept

I secrets. Ev!n. smokers. tIley say,wiitild be ! 

\ u1tTJ\'!lml.ntly surpnsed to hnd ouf what i 

(O~a~cu_cumpmiIes fMt Iii their clgarellis. 


. Tobacco a s se om if ever tell the 
"quality story," according to Anthony Re
gensburg. a Boca Raton. Fla .. consultant 
to tobacco wholesalers because tobacco 
"has been so adulterated over the years 
that no one has that story to tell. .. 

The campaign "exposes the fault line 
that cigarettes are a highly manufactured 
product with all kinds of additives," says 
Richard Daynard. chairman of the To
bacco Products Liability Project. a Boston 
group that encourages lawsuits against 
tobacco companies. In some recent tobacco 
liability cases. Mr. Daynard says. "the 
tobacco industry'S basiC defense has been 
that this product is naturaL" 

Liggett's Mr. Reid says the Chester
field campaign strategy was meant to go 
after competitors on the topic of tobacco 
quality, not flavoring additives. Common 
additives. he says, include cocoa. sugar, 
and licorice "normal kinds of household 
flavoring food ingredients. Nothing that 
you'd call nasty." Mr. Reid says. 

Critics suspect that more insidious in
!(Tedients also are routinely added to ciga· 

rettes, to change their flavor or retard :he 

burn of the flame. Carbon monoxide. form· 

aldehyde, arsemc and a host oi Ilther 

unsavory compounds turn up in tobdCCO 

smoke under analysis. according- to Stan 

ton Glantz, professor of medicine at the 

Universitv of California in San Francisco. 

But such 'analyses don't tell whether the 

compounds originated in the tobacco, r)r 


were formed as a result of being burned. 

Cigarette companies are reqUired to 


disclose their ingredients only to the l' .S. 

Department of Health and Human Serv, 

ices, in a top-secret composite list that 

doesn't include specifics on brands ')r 

quantities. The reason for the secrecy. 


. according to the Tobacco Institute, is to 
guard each brand's recipe from the compe· 
tition. "It's a little like how Coke tastes 
different than Pepsi:" says Institute 
spokeswoman Brennan Dawson. 

This isn't the first time that Liggett has 
broken ranks with its rivals for the sake rlf 
marketing. In 1988. Liggett thumbed Its 
nose at the lock-step pricing practices in 
the tobacco industry and introduced pyra 
mid. then the nation's lowest-priced clI~a· 
rette. That move touched off an era of price 
wars and discounting that continue tu 
undercut the industry's profits to thiS 
day. 

Even if Chesterfield catches fire. it Isn [ 
likely to revive the fortunes of Liggett. Best 
known for making "no name" genenc 
smokes. Liggett is a faded player in to
bacco, holding a meager 3.2'7, share uf , 
the total cigarette market. accord ing [0 

tobacco analyst John Maxwell of Wheat 
First Securities in Richmond. Va. Chester 
field. in its non-filter version. holds J 

microscopic 0.1% market share. 
Startling as the new campaign IS, an 

earlier version was even more.2.Qil'J~:l!.r.): ~ 
gling, It was centered. Liggett's ~1r. Reid 
says. on "guys in white coats in labora' . 
tories, diagnOfitllg the iligrealents.EVen ' 
for~t. that idea may have gone too 
far; it neversaw tne IIgn! or cray,

i 
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George F. Will 

Smoking·.GUD. 
Bad habits and the health care crisis. 

At Barnes Hospital in St. loUIS in 1919. a doctor 
summone;:J some me;:Jical students to an autopsy. 
sa~1ng the patient's disease was so rare that most 
of the students would never see it again, It was lung 
cancer, , 

That story, from Dr, John A. ~eyer's article 
"Cigarette Century" in the December American 
Heritage, Illuminates like a lightning flash this fact: 
~uch-probably most--<lf America's hideously 
costly health care crisis is caused by unwise behav
ior assoclate;:J with eating. drinking. driving. sex, 
alcohol. drugs, violence and, es~ially, smokmg. 
Therefore, focusing on wellness--<ln preventing 
rather than cunng illness-will re;:Juce the waste 
inherent in disease-oriente;:J, hospital<entere;:J, 
high-teCh medicine. The history of the connection 
between cigarettes and lung cancer illustrates the 
fallacy of associating health WIth the delivery of 
medicine. 

One of those 1919 me;:Jical :students later wrote 
that he did Qot see another case of lung cancer until 
1936. Then in six months he saw nine cases. By the 
19309 advances in immunology and public health 
measures (sanitation, food handling etc.) were re
ducing the incidence of infectious diseases. But the 
nation was about to experience an epidemic of 
behaviorally driven disease. ' 

The lung<ancer epidemic can be said to have 
sprung from the 1881 invention of a diuette-mak· 
ing machine. Prior to that. commercial manufactur
ing of cigarettes was. Meyer say •• a cottage indus
try. But by 1888 North Carolioa's James Buclwwt 
Duke (wboee fortune eadowed the univenity)was 
selling nearly a billion cigarettes annually. Next, 
war, the shaper of our century. worked its trans
forming force. Duke's company and the National 
Cigarette Service Committee distribute;:J cigarettes 
free to soldierll in France during World War I. So 
important were cigarettes' thought to be to 'morale 
that Gen. Pershing demanded priority shipment for 
them. . , 

Between 1910 and 1919 U.S. cigarette produc
tion increased 633 percent. from 10 billion to 
almost 70 billion annually. Meyer notes that O. 
Henry's meticulowi1y obeerYed short stories. writ· 
ten at the tum of the century. a!moet never 
mention cigarettes. but the expatriates-men aDd 
women-in Heminpay's "Tbe Sun Abo Rises" 
smoke constantly, By the 19308 physicians were 
struggling with the consequences of the new. 
"emancipate;:J" behavior. 
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In 1930 the lung cancer death rate among men 
was less than five per 100,000 per year. By the 
1950s, aiter another war, in which cigarettes were 
sold for a nickel a pack and were distnbuted (ree In 

forward areas and were include;:J With K rations, the 
death rate among men was more than 20 per 
100,000, Today 'it is more than 70 per 100.000, 
women's lung cancer rates are soarmg. and lung 
cancer IS lar and away Amenca's leading cause of 
cancer death. 

We have come a long way from the early days of 
television. when the sponsor of anchorman John 
Cameron Swayze's "The Camel News Caravan" 
require;:J him to have a lit cigarette constantly 
visible, The aggressiveness of today's anti-smoking 
campalgns:s atteste;:J, paradoxically. by a 'smokers' 
rights' movement trying to protect (rom employ
ment discriminatIon those persons who only smoke 
away from the Job. 

The Amencan Cancer Society is testing the 
tolerance of the magazine industry. which last year 
got $264.4 inillion-4 percent of its revenue
from tobacco advertising. Some magazines may 
flinch from running ACS advertisements that say, 
·Smoking promotes zoo breath" or "More Ameri
cans dIe each year from illness relate;:J to smoking 
than from heroin, crack, homicide, car accidents. 
lires and AIDS combined; (A current idiocy: the 
loud. abrasive entertainer Derus Leary, who ha· 
rangun MTV's young viewers about the dangers of 
cndr. smola!s while hllrmluing.) , .'.. 

The social disaater of the smoking addiction 
illustrates why_ ~h.a.vior. modification. elIpeCiaUy 
education. is the jc!.y to cost<ontlrinrnent res_ns 
health. And' joumalism can help. as. The Post'~lay 
Mathews deftly demonstrated in his reporting on 
the Liggett company's campaign to revive the 
Chesterfield brand 01 cigarettes. a brand that has 
not been advertised for decades. 

Launche;:J 80 years ago. Chesterfield flourishe;:J 
when smoking was' mOlllt g!.amorous, from the 
19305 into the 19505. when the ·Chesterfield Girl" 
was a teleVIsion fixture. T octay 50 million addicted 
Amencans still pay 126 billion for almost a half·tril· 
lion cigarettes each year. so if Chesterfield wins 
one-half of 1 percent of the market (2.4 billion 
cIgarettes). it will be a succeu.. 

To achieve that. Liggett is merchandising Ches
terfields with a SSO million advertlS.ing campaign 
(eatunng soft. 1930s-style photography. Mathews 
reporte;:J that-and this. too: 

"Janet Sackman. who was the Chesterfield Girl 
on 'The Perry Como Show' in the late 19405, said 
,he was not impressed. She speaks with dilflCUlty 
~('ause of surgery for both throat and lung cancer. 
whICh she blames on 33 years of smoking urge;:J by 
a Chesterfteld executive who thought she would 
looit more authentic. -People who smoke ought to 
take a look at me: she said." 

And at the trajectory of the epidemic from 1919 
until now. 
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HEALTH 

Federal Control ofTobacco: 

A Smoldering Issue Heats Up 


" 

. j 

By MARLENE CIMONS 
TI~IES SHFF \CRIIER 

WASHINGTON -Should the Food· 
and Drug Administration-which has 
the authority to regulate dangerous or 

· misleading consumer products in the . 
marketplace-have power over what 
health experts consider one of the most 
toxic items sold today: tobacco? 

While tobacco companies respond 
_with a resounding no, many anti
smoking gruups, lawmakers and others 
believe that it should-and even insist 
that it already has some authority to 
regulate tobacco use. 

"We've seen recent action on the 
part of the FDA with respect to silicone 

· breast implants, food labeling and a 
host of other products," said .Scott D, 
Balin. of the Coalition on Smoking OR 
Health. "It's time for action on tobacco 
products." 

The coalition does not expect federal 
regulators to ban tobacco. only "to get 
it regulated in the way that is consis
tent with other products," said Joe 
Marx, a spokesman for the American 
Heart Assn. "We believe that if the 
crackdown is heavier. public percep
tion will be more acute" as to its 
dangers. he said. 

BACKGROUND: Public health officials 
have long complained about the dan
gers of smoking and in recent years 

. have waged an unrelenting campaign 
that has been. by any measure. enor
mously successful. Societal attitudes 
have undergone dramatic changes to
ward smoking in public. 

Regulation at the local level has 
become especially aggressive. with the 
widespread enactment of numerous 

.. ordinances that ban or restrict smoking 
· in public places, such as restaurants 

and job sites. Nationwide. smoking has 
been on the decline in certain segments 
of the American population . 
. At the same Lime. despite its well-es
tablished risks, tobacco has been un
touchable at the federal level, due to, 
among other things, the influence of 
the powerful tobacco lobby. the loyal
ties of congressional lawmakers from 
tobacco-producing states and contin
ued consumer demand for tobacco 
products. 

As a result. Congress and regulatory 
agencies have typically exercised a 
"hands-off" attitude toward cigarettes. 

The coalition made up of the 
American Heart Assn., the American 
Lung Assn. and the American Cancer 
Society-believes the FDA as well as 

, the Federal Trade Commission. which 
regulates advertising. claims, already 
have the power to do something about 
cigarettes but lack the will. 

Recently, the coalition petitioned the 
FDA to use its existing authority to 
regulate cigarettes as "drugs" when 
implied health claims are made about 
them-for example. when a specific 
brand claims that it suppresses appetite 
and can help control weight, or that 
one brand is safer than another because 
it has less tar and nicotine. 

And Rep. Mike Synar (D-Okla.) 
recently introduced legislation that 
would create a section in the Food, 
Drug and Cosmetic Act that would 
clearly give the FDA jurisdiction over 
cigarettes. 

The tobacco industry intends to fight 
the legislation. as well as any attempt 
on the FDA's part to regulate tobacco. 
Industry officials have predicted that 
the FDA will never move on its own 
against tobacco. 

"It's a terrible idea," Walker Merry
man, vice president of the Tobacco 
Institute. said of efforts to invol ve the' 
FDA. "The coalition clearly intends to 
try to ban cigarettes by bringing the 
FDA into the picture. If the FDA 
asserts itself, it will end up in court." 

OUTLOOK: While federal health offi
cials are quick to condemn cigarettes, 
they are reluctant to step into the 
politically' charged issue of increasing 
federal regulation. 

Dr. William Roper, director of the 
Centers for Disease Control, which 
runs the federal office of smoking and 
health, said he supports "anything that 
will eliminate smoking in the United 
States." But he and Surgeon Genera) 
Antonia C. Novello said they would 
defer to the FDA on this issue. 

For its part, the FDA, which has 
. become extremely aggressive under 

the leadership of its new commissioner, 
Dr. David A. Kessler, seems just as 
reluctant as every other federal agency 
to take on tobacco. 

"We don't have the resources to do 
, what we're supposed to do now," one 

FDA official said. "We have an enor
, mous public health responsibility -but 
. we're not supposed to be God." 

"/. 



Won't the FDA curb this drug, too? 

. It'l a product that t:i.1lI 1..200 
AmeriC:&D.I a clAy. lD a year, that toll 
comes to eiPt times u ma.ay nctiml 
as d.led in the entire VietzwD War. 

Even people who never UN thiJ 
product can sUll be injured or i.Wed 
just by cominC into close, refUlar 
contact with users while they are consumin, it. As many as 40.000 of these 
innocent bystaJ:lden lose their lives 
each year in the UD.ited Stata. 

Measured in dollan. the toll exact
ed by this product - inc:lucliDi r.. 
dueed eeonomic output - comes to 
'SO billion a vear. ,. 

What's more. medical studies indi
cate the product can be addictive. 

Vel iDereclibly. advertisin, tries to 
equate t.biI product with health. vi,or 
and IU .."..1 

Under the Circumstances, 
shouJclD't ~e U.S. Food ad Druc Ad· 
miD.i.JtrlUOD trut thiI prodUd the 
same ...y it wouJd &Dy other daD,er· 
OUi substaDee'! 

Of eoane it should. AAd that'l jut 
what likel,. would happeD it th.iI wen 
a comparatively DeW produet. 

But d.p.rettel hAve been around 

DESERT NE~S. Salt Lake City. UT 
I~r,=h 1, 1??2 

for etenturies. Coaaequently. hum.a.n· 
nature and political inerti.a beiD.& 
what they an. don't hold your bruth 
waitiD, for Wubjn,wn to hHd t.h.iI 
week's request from the AmeriClJl 
Hea.rt Associa tion. the AmeriClJl 
LUAI Association and the Ameriea.c 
Cancer Society - which joined in 
asi.il1C that tabaceo be re(Ulated iiie 
any other d.a.Dlerou.. drU,. 

Despite Nch inertia. the health or
'an.t:&ati~~hOuld tiler !,:!sNnc 
theW neL«Quest. It took yean at 
caiiiNipin. hut Wllbina:tol'LllDally 
heeded demands for a ban OD TV 
commeretals for smoiinc and Un· 
posed health waminC labels on o.,a. 
rette packares and printed tobaC'e'O 
ads .. And it took mon years of such 
bans and wa.n:u.np before the public 
st.arted to eurtail 1ts smoling. 

B ventually thOle mesu es 'cot 
tbroup - e one. 
with enoup patienee an 

The·d.i.seue and death liDked to to
bacco are preventable. CariDC aMID-
ben of a.D often letharrie.but URIJ]y 
responsible country should keep 
priei:i.nl the covernment's C'ODlC'ieDC'l 
and educ:atiDC the pubUc for as loa, 
u it takes. 

http:priei:i.nl
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The missing entree in regulatory menu 

ELLEN GOODMAN 

T
he story began. like a 
typical American break
fast, \\lith a bracing dose 
of orange juice. In April. 

the Federal Drug Administration 
seized a batch of o.j., saying that it 
carried a false label. Citrus Hill 
Fresh Choice wasn't "fresh," dear 
Breakfast Clubbers and Word
smiths; it was concentrated. 

Having gotten the business folk 
to swallow that, the regulators 
went after cooking oil next. They 
told three manufacturers they 
couldn't put those cute little hearts 
and no-cholesterol signs on bottles 
of high-fat vegetable oil. The labels 
weren't exactly false, but they were 
misleading. They suggested that 
you could fry a path to good health. 

These two moves sent a mes
sage that the regulators are back 
in the business of regulating. And 
that it isn't only linguists who are 
interested in the labels. Soon, we 
may be unra\'eling the mysteries of 
low-fat, low-salt and lite confusion 
that reign in the marketplace. 

But there is still a missing en
tree in the regulatory menu. Every 
day 50 million Americans put 
something into their mouths that is 
exempt from the safety, health or 
truth-in-labeling laws that affect 
virtually every other product: To
bacco. 

Tobacco remains the glaring 
renegade. It is the absolute outlaw 
on the American market. 

Consider, for example, NEXT 
cigarettes, which are brazenly pro
moted for their "de-nicotined" to
bacco. De-Nic has that nice decaf 
ring about its name. It promises all' 
the flavor with none of the evil 
buzz. 

But NEXT has nicotine,.l mil
ligrams a smoke; about the same 
amount as the older cigarettes, 
Carlton and NOW. It also has a 
mystery recipe of additives to give 

.~. 
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it that "rich flavor." But the maker 
doesn't say what they are or if 
they're bad for you. 

In short, the zMkers of low-tar 
and low-nicotine cigarettes do pre
cisely what the vegetable-oil folk 
did. They make an implied health 
claim in their ads. But they get 
away with it. . 

This has not escaped the anti
smoking coalition, which has now 
petitioned both the FDA and the 
Federal Trade Commission to treat 
tobacco messages the way they' 
treat orange juice or vegetable oil. 
Nobody dies, after all, from con
centrated o.j. 

''The FDA is in the process of 
defining low-fat and low-salt," says 
Scott Ballin of the American Heart 
Association. "At the same time we 
have cigarette companies making 
claims that their producU! are de
nicotine and low-tar and nobody is 
setting standards." 

The complaint about De-Nic 
and Lo-Tar is just the filter tip of 
the issue, of course. Tobacco, the 
love child of politics, has been 
exempt from every federal health 
and safety act since the surgeon 
general's first report on the dan
gers of smoking. 

Today, as anti-smoking activist 

Greg Connolly says. we regulat'" 
cigarette lighters but not the ciga· 
rettes they light. We regulate the 
toxic agents in e\'ery household 
product except the one dangling 
from someone's lips. 

By now, we just assume every
one knows what the tobacco com
panies deny: that smoking is addic
tive and lethal. There is an almost 
casually judgmental attitude to
ward people who are dumb or de
pendent enough to keep ,;moking. 
On the other side. those who want 
to regulate cigarettes and cigarette 
advertising are often regarded as 
closet prohibitionists. 

But you don't have to be in fa
vor of the futile - a tobacco ban - to 
believe that smokers should know 
what it is they're lighting up. \Vnat 

. happens to the hundreds of addi
tives and chemicals in tobacco pro
ducU! when they burn? How do 
they interact with each other? 
What are their health implications': 

The tobacco people always de
fend their product by saying that 
it's legal. But if that's true it should 
be treated like every other legal 
product. It should be regulated. 

If the government can define 
what's lite, then it can define 
what's ultra-light. If ads for choles
terol-free oil make false safety 
claims, what about the ads for Mer
it Free? And how about the ads 
that associate Virginia with slim
ness and Camels with cartoons 

. aimed at kids? 

At the moment, there is one 
cigarette manufacturer who.tells it 
like Ms in smoking country. From 
California, we have a brand bear
ing iU! dire message in a neat black 
pack with a skull and crossbones, 
It's called "Death." 

Now that's truth in advertising. 

Ellen Goodman is a Globe colu;m
. n'ist. 


